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Wilkinson besieged by calls for veto of bills

THURSDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

Cloudy & colder
Tonight: Cloudy and colder
with a chance of light rain or
snow. Low in the mid 30s.
North wind 10 to 15 mph.
Chance of precipitation 40
'percent.
Friday: Mostly cloudy and
cooler. High 45 to 50.
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WORLD

NATIONAL

FRANKFORT, Ky. — An apparently organized effort is under
way to bring pressure to bear on
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson to veto a
bill that frees AIDS sufferers from
some discrimination.
Wilkinson said Wednesday his
office has been swamped with calls
from people urging him to veto the
AIDS bill and another that would
let local governments allow the
temporary sale of alcoholic beverages in otherwise dry areas.
The governor said he is studying

Own bills and has not decided
whether to sign them, veto them or
allow them to become law without
his signature.
"We must have had, I don't
know, I'm guessing several thousand calls on those two bills,"
Wilkinson said.
The messages give no reasons
and only urge vetos, Wilkinson
said.
The callers apparently have been
given some wildly inaccurate information about the AIDS bill especially. One caller claimed the bill
would legalize marriages of gay
couples.

"There are seldom that many
calls about a bill or a piece of
legislation unless it is organized,"
Wilkinson said. "I don't know by
whom or when, but I would speculate there is an organized effort on
those two bills."
House Bill 425 covers a whole
range of subjects on acquired
immune deficiency syndrome,
including mandatory education
programs for many professions,
some new testing requirements for
such things as organ donors.
But its most controversial section grants people with AIDS the
same rights against discrimination
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WASHINGTON — The
Senate confirmed T. Timothy
Ryan Jr. as the nation's chief
savings and loan regulator
despite Democrats' complaints
that he lacked banking
experience.
President Bush's nominee, a
44-year-old labor law attorney,
won approval Wednesday on a
62-37 vote to begin a five-year
term as director of the Treasury Department's Office of
Thrift Supervision.
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Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Mark Miller of the Murray Optimists Club works over details of the Briggs & Stratton Freedom Fest with
local organizers Wednesday. The Optimists have agreed to sponsor the festival's Street Fair scheduled for
July 4. Pictured with Miller are local organizer Trudy Baker and Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce Executive Director Steve Zea.

SPORTS
NEW YORK — In a world title fight, Juan Nazario became the
WBA lightweight champion when Edwin Rosario was unable to continue after the eighth round because of a severe cut over his right eye.
RALEIGH, N.C. — Jim Valvano is willing to compromise on the
$500,000 buyout clause his contract requires North Carolina State to
pay if the school forces the basketball coach's resignation, his lawyer
said.
OKLAHOMA CITY— Saying he had "a slam-dunk case" against
the University of Oklahoma, a Washington, D.C.-based attorney
demanded that the school reinstate its women's basketball program or
face a federal lawsuit

(Cont'd on

By MARK COOPER

STATE
FRANKFORT — Kentucky languishes near the bottom of the class
nationally in economic performance as well as development of job
skills and technology, according to a research group's report card on
state economies.
LOUISVILLE — Harvey Sloane says he doesn't think his prescribing his own sleeping pills will make voters question his opposition to
illegal drug use.
LOUISVILLE — Records of medications that Harvey Sloane prescribed for himself indicate unusual amounts and combinations of
sleeping pills but no appearance of abuse, according to three physicians and two pharmacists.

as people with physical handicaps
except that employment and housing can still be denied.
The bill, which passed 84-0 in
the House and 37-0 in the Senate,
was sponsored by Rep. Paul
Mason, D-Whitesburg.
Mason's daughter contracted the
deadly disease from a blood transfusion and has become a national
spokeswoman on the subject.
Belinda Mason delivered a moving
speech to House members on the
subject of tolerance and understanding before the bill was passed.

Local planners
report July 4th
Freedom Fest
keeps growing

WASHINGTON — Secretary of State James A. Baker III is concentrating in talks today with Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard A. Shevardnadze on limiting nuclear-tipped cruise missiles as part of a new
superpower arms control treaty.
WASHINGTON — In private, the administration acknowledged
long ago that there is no realistic prospect for the deployment of nev!
short-range nuclear missiles in Germany. But the project remains on
the table, a devalued bargaining chip in arms control talks abroad and
budget negotiations at home.
MOSCOW — Lithuania's secessionist government has accused the
Kremlin of backing forces bent on its overthrow, but also appeared to
improve the climate for formal talks by expressing a willingness to
make major concessions.
WASHINGTON — A major Japanese effort to lower trade tension
appears to be paying dividends, although doubters question how much
effect the concessions actually will have on the huge U.S.-Japan trade
imbalance.
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The Briggs & Stratton annual
city-wide Freedom Fest celebration, one of Murray more popular
summer events, is growing too big
for its britches and that's just how
local organizers want it.
This year's celebration scheduled for July 3-7 will be bigger
than ever, according to Calloway
County Chamber Executive Director Steve Zea, but it will also
reyLire more sponsors, workers and
participants than ever before.
Preliminary planning for the
event was concluded A'ednesday
by organizers who listed a golf and
tennis tournament, children's parade, street fair and fireworks among
this sears planned events.
More events, however, may be
ridded to the festival as new sponsors are added, according to Zea,
(Cont'd on page 2)

Special Olympics slated for MSU on April 20
About 400 participants from nine
counties in western Kentucky are
expected to compete in the 18th
annual Special Olympics Area I
track and field meet at Murray
State University on Friday. April
20.
Events in the Special Olympics
meet — a program of athletic competition -for persons with mental
retardation — will be in Roy Stewart stadium, beginning with
registration at 8:30 a.m., followed

by opening ceremonies at 9:30 a.m.
Gayle Wadlington, coordinator
for leisure/recreation services for
the Wcstern Kentucky Mental
Health/Mental Retardation Board
and a co-director of the Area I Special Olympics, said events scheduled are:
Standing long jump, 50-meter
dash. 100-meter run. 200-meter
run, 400-meter run, softball throw,
high jump, running long jump, shot
put, 100-meter race walking, 200

meter-race walking. 4u0-meter race
walking, 800-meter race walking,
pentathlon, 400-meter relay.
25-meter wheelchair and 30-minute
wheelchair slalom.
Counties in Area I are Ballard,
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves,
Hickman, Livingston, Marshall and
McCracken.
Co-sponsored by the Western
Kentucky Mental Health/Mental
Retardation Board, Inc.., and Murray State, the track and field meet

provides competitors at all ability
levels with a reasonable opportunity to win.
The deadline to register Special
Olympics athletes for the competition is Tuesday, April 10. Registration information may be obtained
by calling 753-6622.
Serving as co-director all Wad.7
lington is Chris Krueger of Paducah. Committee chairmen for the
(Cont'd on

page 2)
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What do you think of Coach Newton's offer ofa job elsewhere?
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5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday 2nd 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

Willie Thomassee
"If he's considering it for just
money, then that is self-serving.
If he goes to help build Lamar's
team and goes for the challenge,
then I can understand that.

Kelly Austin
"At first I was upset about it. I
thought 'How could he even consider it.'
But I think it is good because it
means Murray State is being
looked at and watched nationwide."

-

Troy Wurth
"It would be a good step for him.
I would hate to see it for MS11, but
I can understand him going on to
bigger and better things.
I can understand it bringing him
more money.''

Mike Powell
"I hate to see him go. He has the
impetus here that does not need to
be interfered with.
But at the same time, I can't
Name him from a financial
standpoint."
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Adams, Richard added
to Leadership Kentucky
Murray's Anne Adams and Lynn
Richard have been named to the
1990 class of Leadership Kentucky
by its board of directors.
Leadership Kentucky brings
together each year 50 of the state's
most promising leaders for seven
monthly programs that address critical issues facing the state. They
meet and talk with Kentucky's current leaders and explore through a
systematic educational program the
state's opportunities, needs and
resources.
Participants in Leadership Kentucky are selected from across the
state — a cross-section of citizens
representing a variety of backgrounds who have demonstrated
leadership ability and who are
dedicated to Kentucky's progress.

"1 feel very honored to be
selected and to represent Murray,"
according to Adams, who is currently a class member of Leadership Murray. "It's a marvelous
opportunity to study the
Commonwealth."
Adams said the Leadership Kentucky class will also be a good
opportunity to network resources
and ideas with some of the community leaders from across the

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Assoclated Press Writer

State.

Richard, who is also a class
member of Leadership Murray,
said he was excited about the
appointment not only because of
what it offers him, but what he can
offer it.
"I'm excited about being a
member-representative of higher

V.I.P. REGISTRATION
FORM
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY PARKS
PHONE NUMBER 753-7640
NAME:
ADDRESS:
PHONE:

I AM INTERESTED IN VOLUNTEERING
FOR THE FOLLOWING:
Supervising Groups, Classes
Supervising S-pring Clean Up
Assisting Special Events
Assisting Arbor Day Planting
Assisting Jr. Softball Team
Host or Hostess

Kentucky gets failing grade
on its economic report card

Registration

Transportation

Sell Season Passes Opening Day of Pool
Plant Flowers In Designated Area
Maintenance, Painting Etc.
Volunteers to Teach Art &: Crafts
Assist with Trade Day 1st and 4th Monda
PLEASE MAIL TO:

Murray-Calloway County Parks
Payne Street
Box 224

10th &

Murray, Kentucky 42071

Anne Adams

Lynn Richard

education," according to Richard,
who serves as director of cooperative education and placement services at Murray State University. "I
have really enjoyed being a member of Leadership Murray and this
is a natural extension of that."
Other class members announced
include:
Gary L. Arthur Jr., Ashland;
Mary Ann Barnes, M.D., Edgewood; Diane T. Bennett, Louisville;

E. Parham, Louisville; Ann B. Perkins, Catlettsburg; Roy P. Peterson,
Lexington; Tom Prather, Georgetown; Gregory D. Pruitt, Clinton;
James W. Richardson, Lebanon;
Samuel E. Scott, Corbin; Jiten S.
Shah, Owensboro; V„Ra*Smith,
Corbin; Thomas E. Sprigens Jr.,
Lebanon; Robert L. Walker, Louisville; George H. Warren, Henderson; Marsha C. Weinstein, Prospect; James F. West Jr., Villa Hills,
C. William Weyland, Louisville;
and Alayne L. White, Lexington.
Leadership Kentucky was
created in 1984 as a non-profit
statewide educational program, in
affiliation with the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce.
At the end of the Leadership
Kentucky experience, graduates
have developed a network of relationships with a cross-section of
leaders from throughout the state
and they have deeper insights and
broader knowledge of the issues
facing Kentucky. They bring a
fresh, broadened perspective to
their local communities, and serve
as important participants in the unified effort to shape Kentucky's
future.
John L. G. Richards, chairman of
the board of Leadership Kentucky,
said, "We are delighted to have
such an outstanding class for our
sixth year. Each participant
selected has demonstrated leadership in his or her community and is
dedicated to the progress of our
Commonwealth."

Sharon G. Bensinger, Louisville;
Leon E. Boothe, Highland Heights;
C. R. Boyle III, Ashland; Billy H.
Brafford, Corbin;
Austin B. Carroll, Hopkinsville;
Forrest E..Cook, Whitesburg; Bradford L. Cowgill, Lexington; Mitchel B. Denham Jr., Maysville; David
G. Dowell, Bowling Green; Bill
Duncan, West Liberty; Edith K.
Dupin, Elizabethtown; William L.
Farmer Jr., Lexington;
Joseph A. Florence, M.D., Busy;
Thomas C. Gaylon, Crestview
Hills; Allis Joanne Gawthrop, Lexington; James M. Gifford, Ashland;
Darrel R. Gilliam, Winchester, H.
Carleton Godsey, Louisville; Warren G. Greer Jr., London; Anna
Caryl Guffey, Hopkinsville;
Karl S. Harrison, Paducah;
Samuel D. Heitman, Lexington;
Carol E. Jackson, Lexington; Linda
K. Likins, Owensboro; Charles F.
Nlahl, M.D., Louisville; Joyce L.
Mapp, Lexington; Juanita Mills,
Lakeside Park; L. R. Moncrief,
Corbin;
Ann Oldham, Manitou; Jerome

Special Olympics...
(Cont'd from page 1)
event are: Dr. Allan Beane, opening ceremonies; Dr. Corky
Broughton, sports; Tommy Wilkins, registration/computer; and
Dawn Griffin, volunteer.
Volunteers from many groups at
Murray State are assisting with the
games. Anyone who would like to
volunteer may call Miss Griffin at
762-6791.
Approximately 100 athletes will
qualify for the Kentucky Special
Olympics at the University of Kentucky June 1-3. Participants will be

selected from state-level competition to advance to the eighth annual
international Special Olymppics
summer games in Minneapolis-St.
Paul, Minn., July 19-27.
Wadlington said the public is
invited and encouraged to atend the
meet at Murray State to lend support to the participating Special
Olympics athletes.
He noted that Special Olympics
is a program of sports training and
athletic competition which not only
assists the physical development of
the mentaLly retarded, but their
social and psychological development as well.
Wadlington explained that the
athletes gain confidence and selfmastery through a positive experience in sports and that the selfimage associated with success carries over into the home, the
classroom, the job and the
community.
Special Olympics as a nationwide program was begun in 1968.
The organizer and sponsor nationally is the Joseph P. Kennedy Jr.
Foundation.

WERE FIGHTING POP
\OUP LIFE

American Heart
Association
Th,s space prov.0e0 as a pubfic serv.ce

PEOPLES BANK
REPOSSESSION SALE
(with some added items)

Our Greatest'Measure.
As Christians, our greatest

L•••-•""

treasure is our faith in God. This
faith in a powerful, sensitive,
loving God adds a special richness to life—a richness that
others may never know unless
I.,
we share it
Catch
Sprit with them.

Peoples Bank South Branch
Friday, April 6, 1990 5:30 p.m.
South 12th & Story
1

Murray Riding Mower

1

Yazoo Riding Mower

1

1980 Cadillac Deville

I - 1970 Monark Boat w/40 h.p.,
Johnson Motor & Trailer
1 - 1980 Skeeter Bassboat with
1988 80 h.p. motor & trailer
1
1978 Buick Regal
1

Craftsman Riding Mower

I - 1986 Isuzu Trooper 4 W/D
1 - 1982 Datsun Pickup

First United Methodist Church
Maple at Fifth, On the Square
753-3812
Worship - 8:30 and 10:50 a.m.
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
--SUPPORTERS OF THE MSU WESLEY FOUNDATION.-

1 - 1985 Ford Window Van
1 - 1979 Mercury Cougar
1 - 1980 Chevrolet Malibu
1
1986 Chevrolet Caprice Classic
All items sold as is where is with no guarantee given or implied.

Contact Bill Dodson
Days - 753-3231
Nights - 753-5686
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Kentucky should better develop
its workforce and technology with
a revamped education system and a
new Workforce Development
Cabinet, Royalty said. The cabinet
is designed to improve vocational
and technological skills.

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Kentucky
languishes near the bottom of the
class nationally in economic performance as well as development
of job skills and technology,
State lawmakers passed legislaaccording to a research group's
tion during the 1990 General
report card on state economies.
Assembly to restructure public
The Bluegrass State received a
Is and establish the cabinet.
fairly high grade for its business
its best showing, Kentucky
vitality — based on a diverse ecoranked 15th in business vitality,
nomy. It earned a satisfactory mark
which was based on competitivefor its tax and regulatory policies
from The Corporation for Enter- ness, entrepreneurial activity and
diversity.
prise Development, which issued
the report today.
"Kentucky shows surprising
The Washington -based corporastrength in its businesses, led by
tion analyzed more than no ecothe relative diversity of its economnomic and policy measures in issu-• ic base and the large number of
ing "The 1990 Development new company starts," the report
Report Card for the States."
said.
Each state was graded on ecoMore than 40,000 manufacturing
nomic performance, business vitality, development capacity and state jobs were created in Kentucky in
1988 and 1989, Royalty said. State
business policies for the annual
officials
have targeted telecommureport.
nications, and wood and food proGene Royalty, secretary of the cessing to further diversify Kenstate Economic Development tucky's economy, he said.
Cabinet, said the report appeared to
Kentucky was judged to have the
accurately reflect Kentucky's eco- 29th best state policy for btlsiness.
nomic standing.
The report said Kentucky has the
He said Kentucky has bolstered
nation's most supportive policy for
its economic development standing technology and innovation and
during the last two years by attract- offers the fourth best tax and reguing an array of manufacturers and latory environment.
encouraging expansion among
existing companies.
"Considering the economic base
and what we have to work with, we
are fairly pleased with what we're
attempting to do," Royalty said.
"We think we have as good a business climate in Kentucky as we
have ever had.
"But there's no way we can
Tickets are still available to
compete with some states which
the last two shows of the Rizhave stronger economic bases than
pah Shrine Circus being held
Kentucky has," he said.
today
at the Murray State UniKentucky earned a "B" for busversity
Show and Exposition
iness vitality, an improvement from
Center.
last year's "C." It received "Fs"
Shows will begin this afterfor economic performance and
noon
at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m. and
development capacity and a "C"
proceeds
will benefit Rizpah
for state policy — identical to last
Temple
activities.
year's findings.
Tickets can be purchased at
Kentucky and New Mexico tied
the
door or at Republic Savings
for 47th nationally in economic
Bank, Treas Do-It Center,
performance this year, finishing
Murray-Calloway County
above West Virginia and last-place
Chamber
of Commerce, Racer
Louisiana.
Oil Company and 121 Food
"Kentucky suffers from high
.
Market in Coldwater.
unemployment, poor job quality
and economic disparity among its
citizens," the report said.
The state also finished 47th in
development capacity, ahead of
Arkansas, West Virginia and last- (Cont'd from page 1)
place Mississippi.
who encouraged civic organization
"Kentucky continues to be ham- to
join the several new sponsors
pered by severe deficiencies in the
that
will support the event this
skills of its people and the quality
year.
and availability of its technology
Although Briggs & Stratton
and infrastructure resources," the
remains the festival's largest sponreport said.
sor, they will not be able to commit
the man-hours to the event as they
have in years past, he said.
"Our goal is to get more organizations involved, according to
Zea, who said events are limited to
the number of people who can con(Cont'd from page 1)
House Bill 115 started out as a tribute to the events. "We don't
bill to grant increased retirement want to discourage any (proposed)
benefits to investigators of the event but we need coordinators and
workers who are willing to make it
Alcoholic Beverage Control board
a
success. It's going to take a lot of
and to increase some fees for the
new bodies."
board.
Zea said the Chamber of ComLate in the session, though, Sen.
merce
will act as a clearinghouse
David Karcm, D-Louisville, managed to attach an amendment that of information for event sponsors
would create the mechanism for and participants needing answers
temporary sales of alcohol in pre- about the festival.
Dates and planned activities for
cincts after local government
the festival so far (including sponaction.
A change in alcohol sales laws sors) are:
now requires a local option • July 3 — Max Hurt Golf Invitational and tennis tournament
election.
Supporters said the measure was (Rotary Club).
designed to remove the barrier for • July 4 — Parade (Optimist
the sale of liquor at the annual Club ) and Street Fair, fireworks,
Hardscuffle Steeplechase in Old- music show and entertainment (locham County. But the bill would al businesses).
also apply to other areas.
• July 5-6 — possible events
Wilkinson has thus far vetoed include a quilt show, art show/
four bills. The General Assembly contest and a 5K run.
returns to the Capitol on April 12 • July 7 — Kids Parade (Fisherto consider whether to override Price), Community Theater gormet
those vetos.
cabaret.
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Sloane accepts criticism of medical board

Officials from the Purchase Area and the state government participated in a panel
discussion on solid
waste management following a video teleconference, "Let's Not Waste the '90s," at
Murray State. They
further explained issues brought up by the national panelists on the program. The
local panelists were
(from left) Tommy Marshall, director of Murray public works; Don Elias, director of the
Purchase Area
Development District; Ray Dailey, manager of environmental affairs at the Westvaco Fine Paper
Division
in Wickliffe; Susan Bush, director of the division of waste management in the Natural
Resources and
Environmental Protection Cabinet; and Dr. Melvin Henley, chairman of the department of chemistry
at
Murray State.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Harvey Sloane said Wednesday he
did not think prescribing sleeping
pills for himself had undermined
his opposition to illegal drug use.
The Board of Medical Licensure
last year advised him to stop ordering his own refills "and I accept
that criticism," said Sloane, a candidate for U.S. Senate.
John Brock, Sloane's opponent
in the May 29 Democratic primary,
said Sloane's health problems were
"unfortunate ... and I'm not going
to get into commenting."
Sloane and Brock, the state
superintendent of public instruction, were interviewed during and
after a taping of WAVE-TV's CloseUp program, which will air at 1
p.m. EDT Sunday. They are vying
to oppose the likely Republican
nominee, incumbent Sen. Mitch
McConnell.
Sloane, a former Louisville mayor and Jefferson County judgeexecutive, is a physician but does

Videoconference reveals solid
waste problems face all states
the General Assembly is the
amended regulations.
The engineers, in charge of
Each state in the union has had --designing the landfills, opted for
to deal with solid waste manage- up-to-date technology instead of
ment, its expanded technology and affordability, and, as a result, the
limited scope.
cost is higher — anywhere from
This became evident in Murray S250,000 to S300,000 per landfill.
State University's participation in
Some local officials in the cities
the "Let's Not Waste the '90s" vid- and counties are concerned that the
eoconference in the Curris Center state is forcing them to turn to regWednesday as a panel of seven ional landfills, something that Bush
•authorities on solid waste manage- fervently denied.
ment and its related areas fielded
"Our ultimate goal is to protect
questions from across the nation. the ground water resources," she
The effects of the rapidly
said "An offshoot of this is a look
increasing problem of what to do at the old design and new design of
with garbage are being especially landfills. There is a cost increase.
felt in Kentucky as the General
We are not forcing counties to
Assembly currently debates legisla- regionalization, but because of the
tion to increase the state regula- cost the regional landfill will make
tions concerning landfill it more financially feasible."
requirements.
And a regional landfill is someSusan Bush, director of the divithing that the Purchase area needs.
sion of waste management in the
In 1978, there were 10 landfills in
Natural Resources and Environthe Purchase area that were open to
mental Protection Cabinet, was one
the public. Now, there are only
of five local panelists who spoke
four.
after the videoconference.
"A regional landfill is going to
"Kentucky is right on the
have to built to serve the people
threshold of a transition because
here," said Don Elias, director of
we do have proposed solid waste
the Purchase Area Development
regulations," Bush said. "These
District.
regulations are designed to protect
A regional landfill would
Kentucky's groand water."
increase rates that citizens of MurShe said this was the main goal
ray would have to pay to $50-S60
of the proposed regulations conor even as much as S80 a month
cerning the landfill liners.
for the same services that they are
As originally written, the landfill
receiving now, said Tommy Marpackage contains 29 separate regshall, director of Murray Public
ulations. The cabinet had a public
Works.
forum in February, and there was
Perhaps an advantageous bysuch a large turn out and so many
product of the proposed regulations
comments made (over 1,400) that
and the possibility of a regional
changes were made in the regulalandfill is increased cooperation
tions. The package currently before
among the Purchase Area counties.
By TODD 0. ROSS

Murray Ledger 8. Times Staff Writer

Bush, Gorbachev
schedule five-day
U.S. conference
By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — President
Bush and Soviet President Mikhail
S. Gorbachev will hold a five-day
summit in the United States beginning May 30, the two superpowers
announced today.
The simultaneous announcements came from the White House
and the Soviet news agency lass as
Secretary of State James A. Baker
III and Soviet Foreign Minister
Eduard Shevardnadze were holding
their second day of meetings,
expected to focus on arms control
issues.
Bush is scheduled to meet with
Shevardnadze at the White House
on Friday.
There had been speculation that
the crisis in the breakaway Soviet
republic of Lithuania might force a
postponement of the summit, as
Gorbachev worked to deal with
internal pressures.
Lithuania aside, Bush and Gorbachev have planned the summit to
discuss three major arms control
agreements dealing with long-range
nuclear missiles, chemical arms
and troops and weapons in Europe.
The summit is also expected to
include talks on such political
issues as the reunification of
Germany.
The two leaders hope to sign a
treaty limiting long-range nuclear
missiles deployed on land, in submarines and. aboard bombers, but
several knotty issues must be
settled first, and scheduling the
summit weeks earlier than initially
anticipated could pose a problem.

have an active medical
•
practice.
He acknowledged writing prescription.s for refills of two sleeping aids — Restoril and Dalmane
— that had originally been prescribed by other doctors.
Licensure board general counsel
David Carby said it is "not a good
practice," but not illegal, for doctors to write prescriptions for themselves. There was no evidence that
Sloane abused the sleeping pills or
prescribed them excessively, Carby
said.
Sloane suffers from arthritic
degeneration of both hips and a
degenerative disc disease in his
lower back, his orthopedist, Dr.
Raymond Shea, said this week.
"This was a legitimate medical
condition, appropriate medication
and the Board of Medical Licensure recommended I not selfprescribe," Sloane said.
There's a big difference between
ordering a refill and initiating a
nut

therapy, Sloane said.
Brock said he would not raC
the issue.
Sloane "and the medical corn
munity will have to deal with that
and speak to that issue," Broci.
said.
The issue Brock raises mos
often is Sloane's allegedly leftward
leaning.
"Everyone knows Harvey's a
liberal," said Brock, who described
himself as leaning "toward the
conservative side.'
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, once
Sloane ally, hammered at tha•
theme Tuesday night during ;
fund-raiser for Brock in Somerset
Sloane is still mired in the 1960
and not ready to represent Ken
tucky in the U.S. Senate, Wilkin
son said.
He was referring to Sloane'March 14 statement that the coun
try should return to "the unfin
ished agenda" of social services
the 1960s.

An Easter special at Hallmark!

"This cooperation in counties
will help promote recycling to prolong the life of those landfills,"
Bush said.
Recycling, however, is something that this region has struggled
with in the past because of lack of
recycling centers and markets for
recycled materials.
William Ruckelshaus, chairman
and chief executive officer of
Browning-Ferris Industries, Inc.
and the first administrator of the
U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, addressed this concern on
the videoconference.
With a lack of local and regional
recycling facilities, he said that
with the creation of regional landfills, and a cooperative effort on
their part for recycling, would be
beneficial.
Hal Gershowitz, senior vice
president for Waste Management
Inc., said rural areas such as the
Purchase should not buy into the
recycling program stating that recycling was not for everyone.
"The market will dictate what it
can absorb," he said. "There is no
sense in buying into a program that
will fail because of the distance
from a markei"
The only materials that Murray
is financially able to recycle, at the
moment, are aluminum cans, Marshall said.
•
But local efforts like Linda Patterson and her students at Calloway
County Middle School are helping
that situation. Her students are currently working on a recycling project for aluminum cans and newspapers. "We have a market to
accept these materials," she said.
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The big government
conservatives

This country is going to wind up
paying a hellish price for Mr.
Bush's campaign pledge to be the
environmental President; and Mr.
Bush may end up paying a political
price as well.
According to The Wall Street
Journal, the acid rain provisions of
the Clean Air Act alone will cost
industry $4.1 billion — even
though a federal study found that
acid rain damages only .1 percent
of the trees in the Northeast, and
perhaps 750 lakes. For a few million bucks, every one of those
lakes could be limed, with better
results. Why, then, are we killing
West Virginia's soft-coal industry?
Cost of the bill to industry, yearly, is estimated at $22 billion to
S45 billion. American automakers
would have to add $600 to the
price of each car, to cut an extra 1
percent from emissions blamed for
smog.
How many jobs are at risk?
Sen. Bob Dole put in the record
a state-by-state analysis. Indiana
could lose 200,000 jobs, Michigan,
220,000, Ohio, 326,000, Texas,
184,000, California, 330,000.
Grand total: 3.8 million. If those
numbers hold, we may be in for a
nice recession.
Two decades ago, this country
committed itself to clean air and
water. We did the right thing; but
the cost was great. In countless
industries, our competitive edge
was lost; millions of jobs moved
offshore, productivity fell. Challenged today by Germany and
Japan, can we afford risking 4 million more jobs for marginal gains
in air quality and fighting bugaboos
like global warming and acid rain?
Is anybody doing a cost-benefit
analysis for the United State?
If this bill passes, writes columnist Warren Brookes, "it is
Armageddon for the Bush Administration. We can just kiss the
U.S. goodbye. All the Reagan years
down the drain. It's that serious."
How did we reach a point where
the White House is terrified of the
impact of a bill Mr. Bush proposed? The problem lies in politics.
Lacking a governing philosophy,
the "vision thing," as he calls it,
Mr. Bush is a textbook pragmatist,
with a simple and honorable ambition: be a good President. But,
when, in an age of ideology, a
pragmatist is confronted by a militant movement such as modern
environmentalism, which identifies
itself with the public interest and,is
backed up by the press, the natural
disposition is to compromise.
There simply never was a national demand, nor a proven national
need for the Clean Air Act for
1990.
As was shown in the Reagan
years, the way to defeat the Left is
not to co-opt its agenda, and split

the difference, but to fight on intellectual ground, then, mount the
bully pulpit and advane an alternative agenda, forcing the Left to
address it — as Mr. geagan forced
Democrats to "compromise" with
his 30 percent tax cut, by choking
and swallowing 25 percent.
The Bush Administration, however, has moved the party into a
new political environment, one
much less congenial to conservatism. And, just as Republicans
adjusted to the Reagan Revolution,
they are now accommodating themselves to the politics of consensus.
At the Cabinet level and in the
Congress, the Republican Party is
today dominated by what The New
Republic's Fred Barnes calls the
"Big Government Conservatives."
As the White House no longer
demands Cabinet departments cut
their budget, and fight for the cuts
on Capitol Hill, why should the
Cabinet secretaries fall on their
swords, slash spending, make enemies, and have to explain the cuts
to department beneficiaries? Why,
when there is no reward when the
sacrifice is made?
Believing the old Taft-Goldwater
philosophy of less government to
be passe, the Big Government conservatives have come to enjoy the
media spotlight and perks of power, to relish being driven about in
limousines and called, "Mr. Secretary." It is all great fun; and it is not
difficult to fall into the comforting
old heresy that, maybe, just maybe,
Tory goals can be advanced by
Whig measures, that Big Governemnt is not only not so bad, but
can do great good, if only the right
people are wielding power and running the big departments. For conservatives, the road to hell is paved
with a good press.
The emergent Republican
strategy is the Eisenhower strategy:
the Right has nowhere to go; they
were defeated in the primaries of
'88; they are not going to walk off
with Mario Cuomo; they can be
soothed with phone calls, dinners
and little talks in the Roosevelt
Room. As the late Hugh Scott used
to say, let the conservatives have
the rhetoric, we get the action.
The polls show it is working,
with the President riding high,
between 60 percent and 80 percent
approval.
But, while the benefits of the
politics of compromise are immediate, as Gerald Ford can testify, they
invite long-term risk. First, in
terms of policy. With such bills as
the minimum wage, expansion of
civil rights to cover everyone with
a real or imagined malady, and this
clean air monster, the White House
is taking real risks with an economy upon which party survival
depends. If millions of jobs are lost
by 1992, the country is not going
to celebrate. Mr. Bush's solicitude
for the environment.
Second, while business and the
conservatives have no option but to
go along, there is a lack of enthusiasm and lack of excitement for
this administration on the Right.
And when, one day, the White
House calls for help, it may get a
busy signal.

When is an adult not an adult?
I always thought that there
would come a time in my life when
I'd feel grown up. That I would
evolve into a competent, selfcontained adult. I never thought
about this transformation long
enough to imagine if it would
occur in an instant — like a heart
attack, maybe — or if it would
come on gradually, the way gray
hair does.
Whatever the process, I just
knew it would happen eventually.
And then I'd be mature. I'd keep
my bureau drawers neat; revel in
orderly tasks like cleaning out the
refrigerator. I'd never wallow in
week-old sheets or hide dirty socks
under the bed. And I'd iron.
Or course I iron now. When I
appear in public, my pleats are
sharp and my collars properly contoured. But my ironing is always
last-minute and sometimes incomplete. For instance, I'm still
inclined to do just the front of a
blouse if I'm going to wear a jacket. Or sometimes it'll be collar and
cuffs only. Whatever I can get by
with.
I take it as a personal challenge
to find an acceptable substitute for
the ironing board. I've been known
to iron on the bed or on the floor.
I've used towels, blankets, bedspreads, and tablecloths to protect

MAIN
STREET
By Constance
Ilk:minder
whatever surface I'm ironing on.
I don't worry about such details
when I'm ironing on the ironing
board. That, of course, is covered
in one of those snug silver jackets
that's coated with enough heart
resistant chemicals to make the
earth's ozone layer into a doily, but
that's a topic for another column.
Anyhow, I thought I conquered
my immaturity about a month ago
when I vowed I'd iron my clothes
on schedule, the way grownups are
supposed to. The way my mother
did.
Tuesday was ironing day at my
house. Mother set up the board in
the kitchen, tuned the radio to a
soap opera, filled the sprinkler
bottle with lukewarm water, and
rounded up as many hangers as she
could find. And then she ironed
until every wrinkle was banished.
With four daughters — all in
Catholic school — mother had a
full ration of white cotton blouses

was always a ?sigh, followed by a
roll of the eyes and an impatient,
"Oh, Mother!" I sometimes suspected she might be right. What if
the emergency room crew decided I
was too slovenly to save? That's
when I started buying lacy lingerie.
But I still don't iron and that's
what this is all about. I started this
column telling you that recently I
decided to set aside a day for ironing and I did just that. I even set
aside a room for ironing — a spare
bedroom.
Two weeks in a row I ironed all
my clean clothes right after I did
the wash. And I didn't scrimp a bit.
I ironed every shirttail, every hidden seam, every placket. I was
impeccably ironed, an accident just
waiting to happen.
And then I got a cold and gave
up ironing for a week.
The other day, when I started
feeling better, I went to resume my
new good habit and discovered I
had never turned the appliance off
after my last ironing binge. The
iron was throbbing with heat, nearly aglow. It had been on for at least
seven days.
So I've decided to revert to my
old ways — ironing on demand. I
feel about 16 again and it feels
great. I just hope no one tells my
mother.
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Thoughts in Season
by Ken Wolf
How often do you tell even your
closest friends what you really
think? If we were brutally., honest
with each other, what would be the
result?
The British mathematician/
philosopher Bertrand Russell gave

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

one answer to that question when
he wrote:
If we were all given by magic
the powers to read each other's
thoughts, I suppose the first
effect would be to dissovle all
friendship.
And the second effect might be
World War III!
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Wednesday's winning numbers selected by the
Kentucky Lottery: Kentucky
Cash: 0-9-1. Weekly Lotto:
15-18-21-25-31-39.
Estimated jackpot: $I
million.
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Reader thanks newspaper
for coverage of Showcase
ide showcase competition. It is
extremely gratifying to see these
students command a good deal of
attention in our state. Because of
the Sweet 16 Academic Showcase,
students who are talented in other
ways receive their share of the
limelight.
We look forward to providing
you with news about the 1991
Showcase.
Sincerely,
Scotty Baesler, Mayor
P.O. Box 1778
Lexington, Ky. 40593

Dear Editor,
The fifth annual Sweet 16
Academic Showcase was a tremendous success.
Part of that success must be attributed to the excellent news coverage given to the Showcase. The
administrators of the program and
the 1,927 students who participated
are certainly grateful for your
efforts.
Part of that success also must be
attributed to the students who represented 211 Kentucky high
schools in the regional and statew-

Today In History
Today is Thursday, April 5, the 95th day of 1990. There are 270 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On April 5, 1887, in Tuscumbia, Ala., teacher Anne Sullivan achieved
a major breakthrough with her blind and deaf pupil, Helen Keller, by conveying to her the meaning of the word "water" in the Manual Alphabet.
On this date:
In 1614, American Indian princess Pocahontas married English colonist
John Rolfe in Virginia.
In 1621, the Mayflower sailed from Plymouth, Mass., on a return trip to
England.
In 1649, Elihu Yale, the English philanthropist for whom Yale University is named, was born.
In 1792, President Washington cast his first veto, rejecting a congressional measure for apportioning representatives among the states.
Five years ago: Japan notitied the United States it would end all commercial whaling by 1988.
One year ago: Joseph Hazelwood, former captain of thd Exxon Valdez
supertanker that leaked nearly 11 million gallons of oil into Alaska's
Prince William Sound, surrendered to authorities in New York.
Today's birthdays: Actor Gregory Peck is 74. Novelist Arthur Halley is
70. Actress Gale Storm is 68. Impressionist-actor Frank Gorshin is 56.
Actor Michael Moriarty is 49. Actor Max Gail is 47.
Thought for today: "He who despises himself esteems himself as a
self-despiser." — Susan Sontag, American author and critic (1933- ).
— By The Associated Press

,
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Letter to the Editor

LOOKING BACK
Ten years ago
Thirty years ago
Dale Finney, son of Mr. and
Bob T. Long of Benton and
Mrs. Cliff Finney, won first, Claude H. Hall of Cadiz, both
Meleah Paschall, daughter of Mr. Republicans, were named to Board
and Mrs. Billy Paschall, won sec- of Regents of Murray State College
ond, and Dale Sheridan, son of Mr. by Gov. Bert T. Combs.
and Mrs. Gerald Sheridan, won
Janet Like, winner of National
third in Civitan Club Citizenship Cherry Pie Baking Contest, is picEssay Contest. They are all stu- tured with new Hotpoint electric
dents at Calloway County High range presented to her as one of her
School.
prizes.
Murray-Calloway County AirMrs. Rob Erwin, Mrs. Tom
port Board appointed Hamp Erwin Wells and Mrs. Paul Grogan gave a
and Airport Manager Johnny Park- lesson on "Furniture" at a meeting
er to be in charge of surplus prop- of Suburban Homemakers Club at
erty matters for the airport at a the home of Mrs. Bobby Grogan.
board meeting at Holiday Inn.
In a baseball game, Calloway
Forty years ago
County High School Ulcers beat
The Calloway County Red Cross
Murray High School Tigers. Pitch- Fund Drive is now at $2,950,
ers were Dan Key, Calloway, and
according to Rue Overby, camTony Herndon, Murray.
paign chairman.
Twenty years ago
Charles Snow, Harold Loughary,
John Ed Scott, local weather Garrett Beshear, Don Stephenson,
observer, said that 4.06 inches of Mason Cope, Bennie Purcell, Charrain was recorded in Murray during les Lampley, Gene Dick and Melvin DeWeese, players, and Pete
the month of March.
Martha Dell Finney and Steve Hackey, manager, received letters
M. Andrus were married Feb. 14 at in basketball for 1949-50 season at
First Baptist Church, Murray.
Murray State College, according to
Births reported include a boy to MSC Basketball Coach Harlan
Mr. and Mrs. David Houser, April Hodges.
Dr. Walter F. Baker and Dr. Ger1.
Mr. and Mrs. Nix Crawford and ald Gordon were hosts April 1 for a
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Douglas have meeting of Jackson Purchase Chirreturned home after a cruise to opractic Association held at
Nassau in Bahama Islands.
National Hotel.

to iron. There were 20 each week,
one each day for each daughter.
Fortunately, my father and brother
had the laundry do their shirts.
On Tuesdays when I got home
from school for lunch, mother
would be listening to "Stella Dallas" or "Backstage Wife," and
she'd be ironing. I can still remember the scorchy smell, the dampened clothes rolled up and stuffed
in the laundry basket like a mob of
clenched fists. Most of all, I
remember the thud of iron against
ironing board, for mother didn't
gently slide the appliance over the
wrinkles, smoothing them down.
She flattened each furrow, thumping each one with vigor that
seemed to say ironing was not her
favorite pastime.
As I grew older. I started taking
care of my own ironing — in my
own haphazard fashion — but not
without mother's chiding.
"What if you were in an accident?" she demanded when she discovered my trick of ironing only
collar and cuffs on blouses. To her,
hiding wrinkles beneath jacket or
sweater was in the same league as
wearing dingy underwear, or plugging up the runs in your stockings
with nail polish. Each one was a
'potential source of public disgrace.
Though my response to her fears
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school teacher of science and
chemistry.
He instituted "Horticulture for
Urban Students" at the high school
in Aurora. This was a means of
teaching his students what can be
done for urban landscapes as well
as opening their eyes to the future.
It is this interest and experience
that Rod Sanders brings to managing the Greenhouse.
Our Greenhouse is located on the
premises of St John's Episcopal
Church at West Main and Broach
Streets.
Spring greenhouse cleaning has
already taken place. Traditionally,
the main idea behind this type of
facility is for Silver Citizens to
grow and produce their own vegetable and bedding plants. Of course,
any excessive quantity of plants
would be available for purchase by
anyone.
It should not be surprising that
we could use some volunteer helping hands in addition to supplies.
The Sanders' original idea is to
coordinate the activities with the
assistance of others. Their wish list
includes keeping the greenhouse
open and available Monday
through Friday from, say, 10 a.m.
to 1 p.m.
It would be a tremendous help if
we could have a separate volunteer
for each weekday to be on the premises during that time.
Please call our office if you can
give time as a volunteer, donate
seeds, and/or gardening supplies.
The telephone is 753-0929.
We can, however, only maintain
these hours if volunteers come
forth. Otherwise the access to the
plants will have to be on a more
limited basis.
What a wondrous feeling to
crumble soil, plant a seed, watch it
grow, and help silver citizens enjoy
fresh vegetables and seasonal
flowers.
You can meet Marjory Sanders
eitner in the next column or at the
Greenhouse or both.

SILVER PROFILES
By Shirley T. Johnson

As everything begins to turn
green, it is time for the greening of
the Greenhouse.
We have two new volunteers
ready to do the job. Although they
have only been in Murray since
August of 1989, Rod and Marjory
Sanders are planning and supervising the Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Greenhouse. Half
of this team is featured today.
Rod and his wife moved here
from Aurora, 111., after searching
for seven years for just the right
location to retire. Desiring a war-

mer climate, the Rand-McNally
selection in 1987 got their attention. A look at the area in August
of 1988 convinced them and the
move was made last year.
Originally from southern Iowa
with a college degrees frpm Iowa
Wesleyan, Iowa State University,
and Drake University, Rod also
knew something of Kentucky. As a
student, he spent a summer at the
University of Kentucky.
Horticulture and landscaping
have always been one of his interests, in addition to being a high
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Simmons-Chapman wedding planned
Mr. and Mrs. Barry 0. Simmons
of Murray announe the forthcoming
marriage of their daughter, Bari
Lyn, to Charles Denton Chapman,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene A.
Beckett of Cambria, Ill.
Miss Simmons is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Guy Simmons of Moscow, Tenn., and Mrs.
Ruby Fowler and the late Gordon
Fowler of Dresden, Tenn.
Mr. Chapman is the grandson of
Mrs. Alma Todd Bauerenfeind and
the late Everett Todd of Carbondale, Ill.
The bride-elect received her
bachelor of science degree from
Murray State University in 1989.
She is currently working on a master of science degree in dietetics at
Murray State University.
The groom-elect received his
associate of science degree at John
A. Logan College, Carterville, Ill.
He is currently working on his
bachelor of science degrees in
public relations and advertising at
Murray State University.
The couple will be married on
Saturday, May 12, at 5 p.m. at
Green Plain Church of Christ,
Hazel.
A reception will follow in the.,
Community Room of North Branch
of Peoples Bank, North 12th and
Chestnut Streets, Murray.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception. Only out-of-town
invitations will be sent.

Bari Lyn Simmons and
Charles Denton Chapman to 'marry

Surburban Homemakers meet at Hancock home
Jo Hancock opened her home for
the March 12th meeting of Suburban Homemakers Club.
"Flower Arranging" was the
major lesson presented by Betty
Wilson, Housing Energy and Environment Chairman.
Rachel Hendon, Cultural Arts
Chairman, gave the devotion with

scripture from Solomon 2:11-13.
She also discussed the annual tasting luncheon by Calloway County
Homemakers on Thursday. April
26, at First United Methodist
Church.
The president, Sue Dunn, presided and discussed the newsletter
from Jean Cloar, county extension

agent in home economics. Rosanna
Miller. secretary -treasurer, gave
reports.
Others present were Annabelle
Russell, Lillian Dunn and Jo Farley. Refreshments were served.
The club will meet Monday,
April 9, at 7 p.m. at the home of
Rachel Hendon.

More Americans are urged to have cholesterol tested
WASHINGTON (AP) — Many
Americans at risk for heart disease
and heart attack have not had their
cholesterol tested, according to a
survey released Wednesday.
The survey by the Gallup Organization found that 96 percent of
those with a family history of heart
disease agreed they should have
their cholesterol tested, but 42 percent said they had never done so.
Among those without a family
history of the disease, half said
they have had their cholesterol
level tested and half said they had
not.

diets.
Seventy-seven percent said they
read labels for fat and cholesterol
content, 88 percent said they are
cooking more low-fat meals, 83
percent said they were eating lowfat dairy products ang 86 percent
said they were eating more fish and
chicken.
Those with no family history of
heart disease were slightly less
likely to be taking such steps — 71
percent arc rea.iing labels, 81 percent are cooking more low-fat
meals. 78 percent are eating lowfat dairy products and 83 percent

High levels of cholesterol in the
blood is one of the risk factors for
heart disease, as is a family history
of the disease, which is the leading
cause of death in the United States.
Smoking is also believed to be a
factor, and the survey found that 30
percent of all the men and women
with a family history of heart disease are smokers, compared with
28 percent in the group without
such a history.
The survey found that many with
heart disease in their family have
taken steps in the last year or two
to cut down on cholesterol in their

are eating more fish and chicken,
according to the survey.
The survey polled 1,000 adults
who are parents of children aged
2-18 — half of whom have a family history of heart disease. It was
conducted Sept 27-Oct. 11, 1989
and has a margin of error of plus or
minus 5 percentage points.
It was commissioned by Merck,
Sharp & Dohme, a pharmaceutical
company.

Relieving chronic tonsillitis in adults

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

can be coughed up or may work themselves out of the tonsils.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm 35 and still
Because such infection lies deep
have my tonsils. For several months, within the tonsils, antibiotic therapy
the right tonsil has been secreting is not as effective as it is in acute tongrayish white crumbs, and the sur- sillitis. Tonsillectomy is usually
face of the tonsil has a bad odor. Is necessary.
this normal, or should I see a doctor?
I suggest you be examined by an
DEAR READER: You should see a ear-nose-and-throat specialist who
doctor because you have chronic can assess the degree of infection and
tonsillitis.
advise you about having your tonsils
The tonsils are lymph glands in the removed. Although chronic tonsillitis
throat. They are believed to play an is not a health hazard, it can be associimportant role in the immune system ated with fatigue, listlessness, sore
by helping the body develop defenses throat, swollen glands, fever and haliagainst upper respiratory infection. tosis. Many adult patients feel much
In childhood, they often become in- healthier once their infected tonsils
flamed,swollen and painful They can are removed, although the procedure
also become covered with thick white appears to be more uncomfortable
pus. This is acute tonsillitis.
for adults than it is for children.
After repeated bouts of acute tonTo give you additional information,
sillitis, the tonsils often become I am sending you a free copy of my
scarred and lumpy; crevices or crypts Health Report "An Informed Apdevelop, providing an ideal place for proach To Surgery." Other readers
bacteria to grow. This results in deep, who would like a copy should send
chronic infection: crypts plugged with $1.25 with their name and address to
whitish, hard deposits. These deposits, P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 44101which are usually the size of a grain of 3369. Be sure to mention the title.
rice but may be as large as the head of
DEAR DR. GOTT: Can you advise
a hat pin, often are malodorous. They, what causes excessive sweating? An

80-year-old female friend with arthritis has the problem. Her only medication is aspirin.
DEAR READER: Hyperhidrosis
(excessive perspiration) can be
caused by stress and fever. Also, it is
associated with skin diseases(contact
dermatitis) and glandular abnormalities, such as hyperthyroidism. Aspirin
does not ordinarily increase sweating.
Your friend should see a doctor.
For instance, hyperthyroidism an
overactive thyroid gland) is unusual
in the elderly. but this ailment can be
diagnosed with a simple blood test.
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Come See Our Bright
New Spring Fashions.
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Hunt For Red
October (P(;)

2.5%Off

400
700

1.30
3:20
705
903

Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles (PG)

- Now Thru Easter -

HOLLAND DRUGS
Do‘‘ ntovvn-Crt. Sq.

1..30
3-35
700
916

Born On The
4th of July (R)

ALL EASTER ITEMS

DR. GOTT

PETER
GOTT, M D

EASTER
APRIL 15

Thursday Night Is
Bargain Night
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

753-1462
:
.Rent your movies • at the movies'.:
.
• 1008 Chestnut ;a 753.3314 .
•
.

.
•

Open 11:am to 10:pm

BUNNY BUSINESS
SALES Throughout the Store!
Up To

5%
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Host families needed to host foreign high school students during school year
Congratulations. It's a Boy! or
It's a Girl! You pick which one
you would like to host.
The International Education For-

urn, a non-profit high school
exchange program, is now seeking
families in the Murray and Calloway County area to host foreign

NOR
QiE,NRAirNo

high school students for the
1990-91 school year.
For more information call Ms.
Pamela Dawes, 1101 Main St.,

RE DE Ats:Yr
w

Murray, Ky. 42071, or call
753--7638, or toll free,
1-800-346-2826.
These students, ages 15-18 from
Europe and Asia, will arrive soon
for a 10-month school year. There
are also a few European students
that come on a three-month or fivemonth high school exchange.
Upon registering, each student
completes a detailed applicxation
from which a profile is drawn. This
is available for perusal to aid in
selecting a student whose lifestyle
and interests are compatible with
the host family.
All students have 4eep thoroughly screened and tested•during the
application process and all have
good academic skills and sufficient
English to function in an English-

speaking family, community and
high school setting.
All students bring ample spending money for personal needs and
have full medical coverage. Host
families are asked only to provide
room, board and the enthusiasm to
share their lifestyle here in the
United States with a teen-age visitor from abroad.
American families with small
children, grown children, teenagers
as well as those with no children at
all, and single parents are welcome
to participate in this program.
The I.E.F. Coordinator will
assist in the matching process of
the host family and student. They
match the family's and student's
interests, hobbies and activities,
and are responsible as a local con-

tact during the year for any problems or questions.
The organization also has state,
regional and national coordinators
that are available to work with the
local coordinator, family and
students.
I.E.F. has a one month summer
program to France or Spain, and a
six month or one year school
exchange to Australia available for
13-18 year old American high
school students. Contact Ms.
Dawes for information on fees,
application or other information.
The International Education Forum is a non-profit Educational
Foundation, operating under the
auspices of the United States Information Agency, with its headquarters in Danville, Calif.

Grace Baptists will hear Rev. Walker
Grace Baptist Church will have
revival services starting Sunday,
April 8, and continuing through
Friday, April 13.
The Rev. Billy Walker, Batesville, Ark., will be the evangelist for
services at 10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Sunday and at 7 p.m., Monday
through Friday.
The evangelist received his education at Southern Baptist College,
Memphis State University and
Southwestern Baptist Theological
Seminary. He has pastorecl churches in Arkansas, Tennessee and
Texas, and has been 4 full-time
evangelist for more than 30 years.
Walker served as first vice president of Arkansas Baptist State

Convention and has served on
other committees and boards of the
convention.
Kevin Rudicil, recently named as
new music director for Grace
church, will be leading the music
during the revival.
Special night emphases will be
as follows: Sunday, Sunday
School; Monday, Youth; Tuesday,
Friend; Wednesday, Church;
Thursday, Family.
Prayer bands will meet at 6:30
p.m. each evening prior to the worship service.
The Rev. Robert Johnson, pastor,
invites the public to attend the
services.
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France and Kirk to speak at program
Delta Epsilon Chapter of Sigma
Theta Tau, National Honor Society
in Nursing, will sponsor it annual
research evening on Monday, April
9, at 7 p.m. in Room 110, Mason
Hall, Murray State University.
Presenting research will be
Nancey France, R.N., M.S.N. and
doctoral candidate at the University
of Colorado Health Sciences Center, and Tharon Kirk, R.N., M.S.N.
and A.N.A. Certified Family Nurse
Practitioner.
Both France and Kirk are assistant professors in the Department
of Nursing at Murray state
University.

SATs

FRIDAY10
bEGINS
5PM••TWO DIG D YS1 Nt

The topic of France's research is
"Healing the Beans: An Examination of the Effects of Therapeutic
Touch on Plant Growth."
Co-investigator for this study is
Dr. Susan Wright, University of
Illinois, Champaign-Urbana, College of Nursing. The research is
funded by Springhill Nursery, Tipp

City, Ohio.
Kirk will present "The Relationship of Health Beliefs concerning
Breast Cancer and Brest SelfExamination With Practice of
BSE."
All nurses are invited to attend.
Continuing education units will be
awarded.

Cohen speaks about Humane
Society at the Delta meeting
Kathy Cohen was guest speaker
at a meeting of Delta Department
of Murray Woman's Club held
Tuesday, March 6, at 2 p.m. at the
club house.
Mrs. Cohen, a volunteer with the
Humane Society of Calloway
County, discussed the Humane
Society by presenting the needs
and services provided.
The speaker pleaded for kind-

ness, friendship and compassion
toward animals.
Vanda Gibson, chairman, gave
the thought for the day by reading
"Easter Reflections" by Helen
Steiner Rice.
Hostesses were Sue Fairless,
Clarice Sparkman, Mary Louise
Outland and Christine Stubblefield.
The department will meet Saturday, April 7, at 10 a.m. at the club
house.

Hospital lists babies, dismissals
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
April 4, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Hargrove baby boy, parents,
Tonya and Don, Rt. 1, Box 14,
Ledbetter;
Turner baby boy, parents, Stephanie and Mark, Rt. 10, Green
Acres Trailer Ct., Benton.
Dismissals
Mrs. Lori Boyd and baby boy,
Rt. 4, Box 400C, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
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Theron Crouch, Rt. 1, Farmington; Louis Hicks, Rt. 7, Box 880,
Murray; Mrs. Ruth Harrington, Box
47, Dexter;
Henry D. Brown (expired) Rt. I.
Box 536, Dexter.
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Joshua Don Eaker born
Mr. and Mrs. Greg Eaker of Hazel are the parents of a son, Joshua Don,
weighing nine pounds 13 ounces, measuring 22 inches, born on Saturday,
March 10, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former
Becky King. They have a daughter, Lydia Nycole, 4. Grandparents are
Mrs. Ramona Eaker of Hazel and Mr. and Mrs. Hughlette King of Buchanan, Tenn. Great-grandmothers are Mrs. Dortha Eaker of lurray, Mrs.
Lora Willis of Buchanan, Tenn., and Mrs. Blanche King of
Tenn. A paternal great-great-grandmother is Mrs. Lillie Moody of
Murray.

Puckett family to give concert
The Singing Puckett Family will present an hour-long concert of gospel
music on Sunday, April 8, at 7 p.m. at Trinity Baptist Church, 604 South
21st St., Paducah. This group features Ed Puckett, Sheila Puckett, Kristy
Puckett, Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Almond, Russell Egner and Jimmy Blankenship. A professional sound man, Gordon Baker, travels with the group
that has been singing for three years. Following the concert, the group
will be guests of the church in the fellowship hall. A love offering will be
taken for the group. The public is invited to attend the service and fellowship, according to the Rev. Elmer L. Crouch, pastor, and Ken Owen, music director, at Trinity Church.

Beauty pageant to be April 14
A Beauty Pageant will be Saturday, April 14, at 11 a.m. at National
Guard Armory, Trenton, Tenn. The 6 to 9 king and queen and the 16 and
over queen will be eligible for the Strawberry Festival Pageants. Other
winners will be eligible to ride in the parade. Age groups will be as follows: Girls, 0 to 12 months, 1310 35 months, 3 to 5, 6 to 9, 10 to 12, 13
to 15, and 16 and over, Boys, 0 to 2, 3 to 5, and 6 to 9. Ten trophies and
two rhinestone crowns will be awarded per age group. This does not
include the five trophies for optional categories. Registration may be
made at the door or call 1-901-742-3395.
(Cont'd on page 7)
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Andrea Hughes and baby boy, Rt.
1, Box 200, Paris, Tenn.;
Lawrence Stocking, Rt. Brushwood, Matteson, III.; Mrs. Mary
Clark, 801 South 16th St., Murray:
Mrs. Gertrude White, Rt. 8, Box
1070, Murray; Mrs. Gertha Vinson,
Rt. 5, Box 210, Benton;
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Mr. and Mrs. John Charles
Waters Jr. of Mayfield announce
the engagement and forthcoming
marriage of their daughter, Lynne
Harper, to Keith Scott York, son of
the Rev. and Mrs. Robert Alvin
York of Arlington.
Miss Waters is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. L.G. Cook and
Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Waters Sr., all of
Mayfield.
Mr. York is the grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. Latus York of Benton and
the late Mr. and Mrs. J.A. Reed.
The bride-elect is a 1985 graduate of Mayfield High School and
attended Union University where
she studied Elementary Education.
The groom-elect is a 1983 graduate of Carlisle County High School
and a 1985 graduate of MidAmerica College of Funeral Service. He is associated with
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home,
Inc., Murray.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, June 30, at 7
p.m. at First Baptist Church,
Mayfield.

Ms. Jeanette Cathey Blakefield
and Charles E. Dickison announce
their recent engagement and
approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. H.L. Cathey of
Murray.
She is an associate professor at
Maysville Community College.
The groom-elect is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil E. Dickison of
Ashland.
He is a Scitex operator at Vivicolor, a computer graphics company in Cincinnati, Ohio.
The wedding is scheduled to take
place on Saturday, May 5, at
Natural Bridge State Park.

Lynne Harper Waters,
fiancee of Keith Scott York

Jeanette Cathey Blakefield,
fiancee of Charles E. Dickison

DATEBOOK
Cont'd from page 6)
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Murray -Calloway County Airport (Kyle-Oakley Field, located off
Penny-Airport Road, Highway 783 North, will have its open house on
Saturday, April 28, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. It was previously announced for
April 4. The open house by Aircraft Services of Murray will include displays, helicopter and airplane rides, food, etc. Gifts will be given away
including a door prize of two tickets to Chicago Cubs baseball game on
May 26. In case of rain the open house will be postponed until Saturday,
May 5.

Overton to speak at Coldwater
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Coldwater Church of Christ will have a series of lessons on "Evolution
Or The Bible" with Basil Overton as speaker on Friday, Saturday and
Sunday. April 6, 7 and 8. Services will be at 7 p.m. Friday and Saturday
and at 10 and 11 a.m. Sunday. A special ladies' day class on "You Can
Make A Difference" with Margie Overton as speaker will be at 10 a.m.
Saturday, April 7, at the church.

West Fork revival scheduled

Hazel Baptists to hear Miller
Hazel Baptist Church will conduct a "Here's Hope - Jesus Cares For
You" revival, April 8 to 13. This revival is conducted in conjunction with
the nation-wide Southern Baptist Convention simultaneous revival effort.
The Rev. J. Russell Miller, pastor of Union Ridge Baptist Church, will be
the evangelist for services at 11 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. Sunday and at 10 a.m.
and 7:30 p.m., Monday through Friday. Before assuming the pastorate of
Union Ridge, Rev. Miller was engaged in fulltime evangelism for 14
years and during that time conducted more than 500 revival meetings.
Gene Orr Miller will direct the music with special music planned each
night.

Easter Pageant on Sunday
The 1990 American Dream Girl and Dream Boy Easter Pageant will be
Sunday. April 8, at I.R.'s Executive Inn, Paducah. Registration will begin
at 1 p.m. lw ith the pageant to start at 2 p.m. Age groups for the girls will
be 0 to 18 months, 19 to 35 months, 3 to 4, 5 to 6, 7 to 9, 10 to 12, 1310
15, and 16 and up; and for the boys, 0 to 2 and 3 to 6 years. For an entry
form or more information call Dianna Phillips, 1-527-2072.

West Fork Baptist Church, located west of Stella off Highway 121
North, Coldwater Road, will have revival services starting Sunday, April
8, and continueing through Wednesday, April 11. The Rev. Hank Boyd.
pastor of East Cadiz Baptist Church, will be the evangelist for the services at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. Sunday and at 7 p.m., Monday through Wednesday. Alvin Usrey will direct the music on Sunday and Don Norsworthy, Monday through Wednesday. The Rev. Jackie Gcurin, pastor, invites
the public to attend.
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A reunion of Tharpe School, Dover, Tenn., from 1940 until the school
closed, is planned Saturday, April 7, from 3 to 9 p.m. at Brandon Spring
Group Camp, Land Between the Lakes. Dinner reservations should have
been made by March 1. For more information call Lillian Gatlin Stlanley.
1-901-642-9356.

Brooks Chapel UMW will meet
The United Methodist Women of Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church will meet tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. at the church, located off
Highway 1346, east of Dexter. The meeting is being changed to this week
because of special Holy Week services next week, a UMW member said'-1

Temple Hill Lodge will meet
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will meet
Saturday, April 7, at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall on Highway 464, east of
Almo. Carl Dalton, master of the lodge, invites all Master Masons to
attend.
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Tharpe reunion on Saturday
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Lenten Fish Fry on Friday
The last Lenten Fish Fry will be Friday, April 6, in Parish Center of St.
Leo's Catholic Church. The menu will include catfish, baked or French
fried potatoes, cole slaw, white beans, cornbread, drink and dessert. Serving will be from 5:30 to 7 p.m. with the cost being $3.50 for adults, 52
for children, 6 to 12, and free to children under 6.

_

Welcome the Dogwood Sale

A CPR (cardio-pulmonary resuscitation) Recertification Class will be
Saturday, April 14, at 1 p.m. in the Education Unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Ann Ingle, R.N., will be the teacher. To enroll call Peggy Billington, execuiive director of Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross, at 753-1421, Monday through Friday.

"Here's Hope America" will be the theme of the revival At Coldwater
Baptist Church starting Sunday, April 8, and continuing through Friday,
April 13. The Rev. Barry Hardison, pastor of Wingo Baptist Church, will
be the evangelist for services at 7 p.m. each evening. Charles Osborne
will direct the song service. The public is invited to attend, a church
spokesperson said.
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REVIVAL
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April 8th - 11th
Sunday Evening
Monday-Wednesday
Evangelist
flank Boyd
Pastor of East Cadiz
Baptist Church

6 p.m.
7 p.m.
Music Director
and Assistant

.
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Spring

Don Norsworthy

WEST FORK BAPTIST CHURCH
Transportation
Provided

489-2410

Jesus said. Conte unto me all you that labor and are heavy laden
a and I will glue you rest. Matthew 11:28

Panties & Bikinis
Buy 3 Get 1

Entire Stock

Jewelry

Alvin Usrey

Special Music Nightly

= Hwy. 121., Stella

,
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Handbags

Shorts

20% off 25%off 20% off
Reg. 10 to 126'

Reg. 6" to 90"

FREE
Reg. 3° to I I"

Reg. le to 32'

Olga. Maidenform, Jilandre,
Cuddk Duds. Playtex, Vanity Fair

Bright's in Downtown Murray, Open 9:30-5 daily, Fri. until 8:30, Sun. 1-5
•
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Coming community events announced
Thursday, April 5

Thursday, April 5

Thursday, April 5

Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 7 p.m.
at church. Persons are asked to
note the earlier date.

p.m. in Johnson Theatre, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, MSU.

ter, Murray State University.
Admission is free.

Shrine Circus performances,
sponsored by Rizpah Shriners
Temple, will be at 10 a.m., 2 p.m.
and 7 p.m. at West Kentucky
Livestock Show ^nd Exposition
Center. For information call
489-2289.

Murray Women of the Moose
will meet at 8 p.m. with officers to
meet at 7 p.m.

Phi Beta Lambda will sponsor a
Spring Scavenger Hunt to raise
funds for Family YMCA Day
Camp Scholarships starting at 6
,p.m. on deck of Playhouse in
Murray-Calloway County Park.
Murray Civitan Club will meet at
7 p.m. at Homeplace Restaurant.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will meet
for cleaning at 6130 p.m. at Masonic Temple.
Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
Murray State University Theatre
will present "A Doll's House" at 8

Workshop on "Selling Skills for
Gentle Souls" will be at 6:30 p.m.
in Barkley Room, Curris Center,
Murray State University. For information call 762-4229.

H. Eddie Roberts Post No. 6291
Veterans of Foreign Wars will
meet at 7 p.m. at Post Home on
Highway 94 East.

Comedian Lance Montalto will
perform at 7:30 p.m. in Curris Center Stables, Murray State University. Admission is free.

Elm Grove Baptist Church will
have a cottage prayer meeting at 7
p.m. at home of Charles and Sue
Chancy.

Senior organ recital of Vincent
Edwards will be at 8 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Cen-

Grace Baptist Church will have a
CPM at 7 p.m. at home of Dewey
Hall, 1006 Fairlane Dr.
Last of Thursday-night Lenten
services will be at 5 p.m. at St.
John's Episcopal Church.

thfo
EASTLR

Quilts and More Quilts Exhibit
will be shown from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. at Wrather West Kentucky
Museum, Murray State University.
Admission is free.

•

BASKETS
•
•
Basket Stuffers
• Gifts For All Occasions

•

Friday, April 6
Quilts and More Quilts Exhibit
will be shown from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. at Wrather West Kentucky
Museum, Murray State University.
Admission is free.

Treasure House
of Gifts
Your Southside
Postal Station

00

All Mailing Needs

•

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. at
Parish Center, Si Leo's Catholic
Church.

753-6798
Southside Manor

Westside Senior Citizens will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at Ellis Community Center.
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
Alford Chapter No. 445 Order of
the Eastern Star will meet at 7:30
p.m. at Masonic Hall at Aurora.

1

Murray State University Theatre
will present "A Doll's House" at 8
p.m. in Johnson Theatre, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, MSU.

"Myold mower
couldn't cutit
anymore...so
Iused itto cutthe cost
ofanew Snapper"

Friday, April 6
Works by Murray State University art students will be on display
today through May 6 on main level
of Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, MSU. Admission
is free.
Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Deer Up Close
at 9:15 a.m. and Eagles Up Close
at 2 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m. at Homeplace-1850.
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Mass at 12
noon; Lenten Fish Fry from 5:30 to
7 [km. in Parish Center; Stations of
the Cross and Communion Service
at 7 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church will have
cottage prayer meeting at 4:30 p.m.
at home of Glen Joiner, 909 Pogue
Ave.
Youth Lock-in will be at 6 p.m.
at First Baptist Church.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Corey
Feldman, whose voice is heard in
the hit film "Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles," warned his fans to
steer clear of drugs after he
appeared in court to face cocaine
and heroin charges.
The 18-year -old actor was
arrested March 9 after authorities
said they found 25 balloons of
drugs in his car during a traffic
stop. He could receive up to eight
years in prison. His arraignment,

MIAMI (AP) — Singer Gloria
Estefan came home to a welcome
from 150 fans after undergoing
surgery on her broken back.
"I have felt every one of those
prayers from the first moment,"
Miami Sound Machine's 32-yearold vocalist told fans at the airport.
'I think that was very important in
the way that I feel and the way I
recuperate.''
Estefan suffered broken vertebrae when a tractor-trailer struck
her tour bus March 21 on a snowy
Pennsylvania highway. She was
transferred to a New York hospital
and underwent surgery to implant
two steel rods in her spine.
Estefan's surgeon, Dr. Michael
Neuwirth, said the singer faces

Easter Cantata

- ,-,\- ,

‘,....i,
t.orious Savior ---A ,
Directed by Lee Kern

Sunday, April 8, 10:45 a.m.
Worship Service
Qualified Nursery Care Available

First Christian Church
North of the Square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Marc
Christian, Rock Hudson's ex-lover,
has filed a $22 million libel suit
claiming a book portrayed him as a
psychotic criminal.
Marc Christian, who won $5.5
million from the Hudson estate a
year ago in a landmark AIDS lawsuit, said in the Superior Court suit
filed Wednesday by celebrity
lawyer Marvin Mitchelson that he
was shamed by the book's depiction of him.
The Tom Clark and Dick Kleiner

about six months of rehabilitation
and should be able to return to
Performing.

book "Rock Hudson, Friend of
Mine," released last month,
referred to Christian as "a criminal, a thief, an unclean person, a
blackmailer, a psychotic, an extortionist, a forger, a perjurer, a liar, a
whore, an arsonist and a squatter,"
the suit said.
In addition to Clark and Kleiner,
the suit names New York-based
Pharos Books as defendants. A call
to Martha Clark, a spokeswoman
for the publisher, went unanswered
Wednesday.
A jury ruled in 1989 that Hudson
committed "outrageous conduct"
for concealing his AIDS diagnosis
from Christian, his lover for two
years.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE.
"You never know what IS enough
unless you know what is more than
enough."
— William Blake.
Today's interesting hand was
played at the NEC Venice Cup, the
women's competition for the World
Championship. A large swing went
to the victorious U.S. team when
they settled in a no-trump game
while the women representing Holland pushed on to four hearts.
Rubber bridge players will find
some justification for South's final
push to four hearts. The bonus of
150 honors is not something to be
taken too lightly. However, in team
play, honors are not scored. Therefore, it is difficult to understand
South's final decision. Looking at
eight solid winners and hearing
North's bidding, South should have
been content with a makable game.
The U.S. defenders avoided the
spade lead, and South had no way to
win more than six hearts, two clubs
and a diamond for a cruel one down.
With an unlikely spade lead, four
hearts would have succeeded, giving South a spade winner with the
diamond ace still in dummy.
In the replay, the auction was
more complex, with West entering
the bidding to show some distribution over a strong one-club opening.
The net result was that the competition simplified matters for the U.S.
team's South, who was more than
happy to subside in the no-trump
game.

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
4-5-A
•K Q 7 5 4 3
•6
• A 102
+754
EAST
WEST
•A J
4 10 9 8 6 2
V 98754
V2
•K 8 6 4
•Q J 7
J 10
+Q9 82
SOUTH
40- - IP A K Q J 10 3
•9 53
4A K 6 3
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: South
The bidding:
North East
South West
Pass
2
Pass
2•
Pass
3•
Pass
3+
Pass
3 NT
Pass
3•
Pass
Pass
Pass
4•
Opening lead Diamond queen
BID WITH THE ACES
4-5-13

South holds
4A J
•9 8 7 5 4
•K 8 6 4
4 J 10
South

North
1•
1
1 NT
1+
2 NT
ANSWER: Three no-trump. No
guarantees; however, the black-suit
honors should piove beneficial.
Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
12363. Dallas. Texas 75225, with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
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During All American Trading Snapper Walk Mowers are
Days your Snapper dealer serious cutting machines
will cut at least $75 off the designed to take on tall
price of any Snapper self- and tough grass So if
propelled walk mower
you re serious about getting
when you trade in your old a great looking lawn and a
lawn mower And it s
really great
not just Snapper s
deal, trade in that
tleaSt
great deal that
old lawn mower
will make you feel
for Americas nogood You re getnonsense lawn
ting the foremost
tta6e
machine Snapper
'Trade allowances are also
name in lawn care
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Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
•••••• Your Howe Investment Compaay
mos.•1PrL 740.11.00 Sat. 11.6 Boa. 1.S

Otter wed sewn you buy at regular retool price Not valid wrei are other promotion Limit one
trades,Dot eansachon At participating deems Hurry offer ends on

bale Prices Good at Murray Mona °sly
Other Lorain's& Kenton •ad L.A. City

Sale Ends April 8

Chestnut St.
753-2571 or 753-4110
Hrs: 7:30-5:30 144-F; 7:30-5:00 Sat.
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set for Wednesday, was moved to
April 25.
Outside court, Feldman, who is
free on $5,000 bail, read a statement in which he warned against
drugs and said, "You can see how
serious it is, so please keep the
faith in God, keep the faith in me
and please say a prayer for me."
The actor starred in such films as
"Goonies" and "Stand by Me."
In the turtle flick, Feldman is the
voice of Donatello, one of the
reptilian ninja warriors.
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Corey Feldman warns his
fans to steer clear of drugs
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Wet fields, slow sales cut jobs in state
as February jobless rate hits 7.5 percent

;

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Soggy
farmland and slumping retail sales
had major roles in pushing Kentucky's
unemployment rate, which was at a
10-year low of 4.9 percent last October, up to 7.5 percent in February.
February's preliminary rate rose
from a revised 6.7 percent in January
but remained just under the February
1989 rate of 7.6 percent, according to
the monthly Cabinet for Human Resources labor trends report.
The national rate edged down from
5.9 percent in January to 5.8 percent
in February. The comparable state and
national rates are not seasonally adjusted.
The U.S. Department of Labor's
estimate of Kentuckians working fell
by 11,900 from January to February,
with major losses recorded in agriculture, trade and self-employment,
domestic and family-owned business
sectors. That estimate is still 45,400
higher than the February 1989 employment figure.
Kentucky's chief labor market analyst, Ed Blackwell, said February's
weather annually plays havoc with
farm employment, which was down
by 6,000 jobs.
"Much of the state had a rainy
February," Blackwell said, "and it's
possible that wet fields and the reality
of late frosts cost some of the agricultural jobs retained through the winter
in hopes of an early spring planting
season."
Trade employment fell by 2,300
positions in February. "Apparently,
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consumer buying has dropped off,
because most of these losses occurred
in department stores, apparel, accessory and other retail businesses," he
said.
The manufacturing sector recorded
a gain of 1,400 jobs. "However, most
of these were in transportation equipment manufacturing related to the
return of Louisville's' Ford Motor
plants to normal operations," said
Blackwell.
"Manufacturing also had its Febru
ary losses, mainly at apparel plants in
Glasgow, Mayfield, Middlesboro and
Somerset which produce men's and
boys' clothing," he said.
Kentucky schools reached full employment for the spring term in
February to help boost state and local
education jobs by 3,800.
Employment in the services sector
also grew by 3,400 with new hiring
taking place in business, educational
and health service jobs.
The category that includes selfemployed people, domestic employees and people working in family
businesses showed 2,700 fewer workers.
The U.S. Department of Labor's
estimate of Kentuckians working in
February, based on census surveys,
was 1,623,100,down 11,900 from the
January figure of 1,635,000, but
45,400 more than the February 1989
report of 1,577,700.
The federal estimate of unemployed Kentuckians was 130,700 in
February, an increase of 13,000 from

January's 117,700 and 600 higher
than in February 1989, when the
figure was 130,100.
Kentucky's civilian labor force estimate for February was 1,753,800, an
increase of 1,100 from January's
1,752,700 and 46,000 higher than the
February 1989 figure of 1,707,800.
The civilian labor force includes
non-military workers and unemployed Kentuckians who actively are
seeking work. It does not include the
unemployed who have not looked for
a job in four weeks.
Unemployment statistics are based
on estimates and are compiled to
measure employment trends rather
than to actually count people working.
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Society of paper
editors cite ten
newspapers for
excellence

No
-suit

Box
essed

WASHINGTON (AP) — Ten
small newspapers have been cited
as examples of excellence by the
American Society of Newspaper
Editors.
Chosen from newspapers with
less than 50,000 circulation were:
The Bradenton (Fla.) Herald; Daily
Camera in Boulder, Colo.; The
Times in Gainesville, Ga.; Grand
Forks (N.D.) Herald; La Crosse
(Wis.) Tribune; The Capital Times
in Madison, Wis.; The Sun News in
Myrtle Beach, S.C.; Naples (Fla.)
Daily News; The Day in New London, Conn.; and the West County
Times in Pinole, Calif.
"I think this is one of the most
thorough evaluations of small
newspapers ever undertaken," said
Jim Herman, editor of the Traverse
City Record-Eagle in Michigan and
chairman of the society's excellence in small newspaper project
since its inception two years ago.
"Our goal is to find small newspapers that are doing outstanding
jobs and to learn from them."
Herman said ASNE's selection
process began last fall when 1,356
small daily newspapers were
invited to compete. More than 450
newspapers were submitted for
consideration and regional judges
narrowed that field to 74 finalists,
he said.
In January, 13 judges gathered at
the Poynter Institute in St. Petersburg, Ha., and selected the 10 winners. The judges included editors,
journalism educators and readers.
"The papers were graded on a
wide range of criteria," Herman
said. "One of the most important
was that they have an independent
style and that they have a strong
sense of place."
It was the second year ASNE has
honored excellent small newspapers. Last year, 14 were chosen.

ing time, NASA has rearranged
launch preparations, moving up
certain things that normally would
not have been done until later, Diller said.
Charging of the telescope's
nickel-hydrogen batteries, temporarily interrupted by the power outage, also continued Wednesday.
The batteries will be charged until
two days before launch, when the
shuttle's payload bay doors are
closed.
Technicians planned to close out
the shuttle's rear engine compartment this week. That involves making final inspections, removing
protective covers for flight, installing last-minute items and cleaning
the area.
No extra time to solve problems

us

Come see
the newest business opportunity
in Western Kentucky!
A

IRS gives out
more than $34
billion in refunds

•

A

By JIM LUTHER

40

aI

AP Tax Writer

WASHINGTON — The Internal
Revenue Service has refunded
more 'than S34 billion to taxpayers
this year, up 12.7 percent from the
same time a year ago.
The IRS said Wednesday that
through March 29, refunds had
been certified for 40.53 million
taxpayers, an 8.7-percent increase
over 1989. At this point last year,
37.3 million refunds totaling $30.5
billion had been certified.

OF
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Poultry Operation
located in Marshall County
Saturday, April 7th
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Testing of telescope won't delay liftoff
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP)
— NASA said Wednesday testing
of the $1.5 billion Hubble Space
Telescope is taking longer than
expected, but that should not delay
next week's launch aboard space
shuttle Discovery.
The space agency had said testing of the telescope would have to
)e completed by midnight Wednesthy for Discovery to lift off as
planned Tuesday. That deadline
v.'s extended to Thursday morning.
"Tests are going fine. There are
no woblems. But it's going slower
than we expected," said George
Dille-, a spokesman for the National Aeronautics and Space
Admilistration.
A 52-hour check of the telescope's scientific instruments was
interrupted Monday by a power
outage that knocked out air conditioning and forced the shutdown of
heat-sensitive computers. Testing
resumed Tuesday evening after
technicians switched over to a newer backup power system capable of
withstanding an electric failure.
To accommodate the extra test-

0

at the home of Mr. & Mrs. John Pennington
- Food & Drink Will Be Served -

is left, and any further complications will delay the mission, Diller
said. NASA on Saturday moved the
launch from April 12 to April 10
because preparations were ahead of
schedule.
Discovery is scheduled to lift off
at 8:47 a.m. Tuesday with five
astronauts who will put the telescope into orbit on the second day
of the five-day mission.
Once deployed, the Hubble will
orbit 380 miles above Earth for 15
years, free of atmospheric distortion. It will be capable of detecting
objects 50 times fainter and with
10 times greater clarity than the
best ground-based observatory.
Astronomers will be able to
study stars and galaxies so distant
that their light has been traveling to
Earth for 14 billion years.
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SPORTS
1 A new era
1990's may be noted
for 'ultimate union'
of power and speed
By JIM DONAGHY
Associated Press Baseball Writer

When all the numbers are deciphered and the
records listed, baseball still comes back to
memories. Each decade produces its share of
moments and stars, and they always seem to be
there.
Try to enter Yankee Stadium without seeing Lou Gehrig at
first base or the Babe in right field. Can a doubleheader be
played at Wrigley Field without thinking about Ernie Banks?
The last decade, brought Mike Schmidt's 500th home run,
Nolan Ryan's 5,000th strikeout and 50 consecutive steals by
Vince Coleman — all moments to be remembered.
A new era begins Monday with opening day and the start of
baseball in the 1990s.
If the end of the '80s is any indication, this decade may be
remembered for the ultimate union of power and speed.
1 here have already been some predictions.
"I think it's very possible I could steal 50 bases and hit 50
home runs," Oakland right fielder Jose Canseco said.
Canseco, who had 42 homers and 40 stolen bases in 1988, is
one of the strongest hitters in baseball history and provided one
of those frozen moments in time in last year's AL playoffs.
In Game 4 at Toronto, he launched a home run into the third
deck of the SkyDome about 500 feet away.
In the 1950s and '60s Mickey Mantle found new territory
with his power and Canseco seems on the threshold of doing
some incredible things himself.
Bo Jackson has the same potential. Last season, Jackson hit
32 homers with 105 RBIs and 26 stolen bases for Kansas City.
He often sends home runs into the dancing waters at Royals
Stadium and keeps getting stronger.
Cincinnati center fielder Eric Davis and Texas right fielder
Ruben Sierra also seem likely to dominate the decade with their
power and speed.
"Ruben is only 24 and players usually don't reach their
prime until 28 or 29," Texas general manager Tom Grieve said.
"He's just going to get better.
Last season, Sierra hit 29 homers with 119 RBIs. He also led
the AL in triples with 14.
Houston's Eric Anthony, Texas' Juan Gonzalez and Milwaukee's Greg Vaughn are the stars on the rise in the outfield.
Sometime before the decade is very old, Rickey Henderson
will probably surpass Lou Brock's all-time stolen base record.
"Rickey is the best leadoff man in baseball," Oakland manager Tony La Russa said. "I'm not sure we'll ever see one like
him again."
If he keeps going, Baltimore shortstop Cal Ripken might
cause a lot of excitement sometime in the mid 90s.
Ripken enters the decade having played in 1,250 consecutive
games but has a ways to go before threatening Gehrig's mark
of 2,130.
"There isn't a shortstop around who does as many things as
well as Cal," Baltimore manager Frank Robinson said.
St. Louis shortstop Ozzie Smith won the Gold Glove in each
year of the 1980s and will probably add a few to his collection
in the early '90s.
Of the upcoming shortstops, Smith likes what he sees in Shawon Dunston of the Chicago Cubs.
"He gained a lot of confidence in his ability last year,"
Smith said. "He certainly has the best arm I've seen."
The '90s should help solidify Boston third baseman Wade
Boggs' place among the greatest hitters ever and a spot in the
Hall of Fame.
Boggs enters the decade with a .352 lifetime average and
seven consecutive seasons with 200 or more hits. Last year, he
missed only 59 balls in 1,101 swings and has given an entire
new meaning to the term "contact hitter."
New York Mets third baseman Howard Johnson has already
reached the 30-30 club twice and has emerged as a team leader.
"I'm 29 now and have reached the point where I know
others have confidence in me," Jotuisoq, said. "I don't have to
worry about proving anything."
The next 10 years, should bring some wonderful battles for
supremacy at first base between Will Clark and Mark Grace.
It started in the NL playoffs last October when Clark and
Grace staged their own personal one-on-one hitting contest.
.In his first three full seasons with San Francisco, Clark averaged 29 homers and 104 RBIs. Last year, he hit .333 with 23
homers and 111 RBIs.
"I concentrated on hitting for average last season," Clark
said. "I wasn't concerned about homers. Now, I've gotten stronger through weight training, and I'd like to keep the average up
there and add a few more homers."
There's plenty of talent at first in the AL, too.
Don Mattingly, who will be 29 on April 20, is a .323 lifetime hitter and has averaged 114 RBIs in six full seasons with
the New York Yankees.
Oakland first baseman Mark McGwire will try to become this
season the first player ever to hit 30 home runs in each of his
first four years.
The measure of consistentcy at second base remains Ryne
Sandberg of the Chicago Cubs. He became the first second
baseman in the '80s to hit 30 home runs last year. Sandberg
was the first Cub second baseman to do it since Rogers Hornsby in 1929.
Sandberg also played 90 straight games without making an
error and won his seventh straight Gold Glove.
Starting in 1990, a potentially classic battle starts at catcher
as rookies Todd Zeile of St. Louis and Sandy Alomar of Cleveland begin their major league careers. Their personal battles
could be reminiscent of the confrontations between Johnny
Bench and Thurman Munson in the 1970s.
On the mound, Dwight Gooden won his 100th game for the
New York Mets last year at the age of 24. He's healthy once
again throwing at 93 mph.
Bret Saberhagen enters the '90s with two Cy Young Awards
and he won't be 26 until April 11.
By the middle of the decade — or sooner — Ben McDonald,
Steve Avery and Jim Abbott should be among the premier
pitchers. And don't be surprised to set Scott Burrell pitching
somewhere. He's currently playing basketball at Connecticut.
Sometime this year, Ryan may win his 300th game. He enters
the season with a career record of 289-263 and 5,076 strikeouts.
Whenever it is, Ryan's 300th will be one of the moments to
remember in the '90s.
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'Front-runner' Newton meets with Booth
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger & Times Asst Sports Editor

Steve Newton returned to Murray State this
morning as the apparent front-runner for the
basketball coach's job at Lamar University in
Beaumont, Tex.
•
Newton, who has reportedly told Murray State
officials that he is Lamar's top candidate, was
scheduled to meet with Murray State acting
presidsnt Dr. Jim Booth this morning.
"We want to do everything in our power to
hang on to coach Newton," Booth said. "He's
not only an outstanding coach, but he's an outstanding individual who runs a clean, competitive program."

"We've been overwhelmed by the show of rival of Lamar. He toured the Lamar campus
support in Murray, and I'm still considering the early Thursday morning.
pros and cons of leaving or staying," Newton
Newell didn't receive an interview until
said. "It's a tough call. After meeting with Dr.
Tubbs intersianed, and Russo is considered a
Booth this morning, I should know more."
long shot for the post, leaving Newton as the
Ball State coach Dick Hunsaker, who toured
the Beaumont campus on Monday, withdrew his favorite.
"I would say Newton would have to be the
name from consideration for the Lamar post,
leaving Newton, Mike Newell and Andy Russo favorite," Beaumont Enterprise sports editor Joe
Heiling said. "And I still think that if they are
as the three finalists.
Newell, now at Arkansas-Little Rock and a sold on Newton, though they've said they're
former assistant under Billy Tubbs, a former going to split the jobs, they still might offer him
Lamar coach now at Oklahoma, visited the cam- the athletic director's job to get him. Ile did
leave a good impression during the interview."
pus Wednesday.
An announcement could come as early as this
Russo is a former coach at Washington and at
Louisiana Tech, an American South Conference (Cont'd on page 11)

Exhibition baseball

Clemens- and Holman
unaffected by lockout
By The Associated Press
Meanwhile, opposing batters
The abbreviated spring training wound up their silent spring against
hasn't seemed to bother Boston's Holman when the right-hander
Roger Clemens and Seattle's Brian pitched five innings in the MarinHolman.
ers' 4-0 victory over the Chicago
If they get any sharper for their Cubs. Holman didn't allow a run in
opening-game assignments, the bat- three exhibition starts covering 12
ters won't have a chance.
innings and held the Cubs to one
Clemens pitched seven innings hit while walking two and striking
as the Red Sox beat Kansas City out four.
8-0 in the second game of a split"I'm as ready as I'm going to
squad doubleheader Wednesday. be," said the 25-year-old Holman.
The two-time American League Cy
Elsewhere, Pascual Perez made
Young Award winner allowed three his spring debut for the New York
singles and struck out five while Yankees and went three innings —
walking none.
42 pitches — in a 10-5 loss to
In three exhibition starts, Cle- Atlanta. Perez walked two, struck
mens worked 16 innings, yielding out two and allowed one hit — a
one earned run and eight hits with three-run homer by Jeff Treadway.
one walk and nine strikeouts for an
San Diego's Jack Clark snapped
ERA of 0.56.
out of his spring slumber with two
Maintaining his policy of last mammoth home runs in the Padres'
year, Clemens doesn't talk to the 6-5 victory over the California
media until the regular season, and Angels. It was the seventh straight
then only after games. Manager Joe victory for the Padres, whose 9-2
Morgan said: "It was no contest. record is the best in baseball this
After the third inning, Roger spring.
started hitting the corners and they
Entering the game with a .176
had no chance. He's ready."
batting average, Clark drove in the
The losing pitcher was Bret Padres' first run with a third-inning
Saberhagen, the AL's Cy Young double. In the fifth, he slammed a
award winner in 1985 and 1989. 420-foot home run off Kirk McCaSaberhagen, making his final skill and in the seventh walloped a
spring appearance before his open- pitch from Jim Abbott an estimated
ing day start, surrendered six runs 475 feet.
• • •
and 12 hits in five innings.
Other exhibition action
Veteran first baseman Bill BuckCardinals 10, Reds 8, home runs by Terry
ner, trying to make the Red Sox as Pendleton and Tom Brunansky; Expos 4, Dcdgers 1, two-run double by Tom Foley; Astros 6.
a non-roster player, had a double Blue Jays 3, Mike Scott and Dan Schatzeder
and three singles, raising his spring combined on a two-hitter. Pirates 8, Phillies 5.
Sid Bream homered trnce and drove in four
average to .391.
runs;
Orioles 4, Mets 1, Cal Ripken had three sinThe Royals won the opener 7-5 gles
and Phil Bradley hit a two-run triple;
as Thomas Dunbar ignited a two- 7, Tigers 4, Gary Gaetti, Gene laritin andTwins
Kent
for Minnesota; Giants 13,
run llth inning with his fourth hit. Hrbek homered Garretts
Indians 6, Scott
over
hits
allowed six
Dunbar, a catcher headed back to six innings and drove in six
runs with a threeand a bases-loaded triple;
the minors, had a double and three run homer 2,
Athletics 1, Mike Felder
Brewers
singles. He began the llth with a home the winning run in the bottom of thesingled
11th;
White
single off Daryl Irvine and scored the firstSox 9, Rangers 1, Scott Fletcher drove in
three runs and three Chicago pitchers
on Jeff Conine's 420-foot double. combined on a four-hitter

Red Sox ace Roger Clemens seems in mid-season form after allowing
only one earned run in 16 innings of exhibition action.

Surprise, surprise
Pack isn't sure what to think of F nderburke
SPRINGFIELD, Ky.(AP) — St.
Catharine College coach Jack Pack
isn't sure what to make of reports
that freshman Lawrence Funderburke might go back to Indiana
University this summer.
"I didn't find out until I got
back into town Sunday night and it
had been on the news. He (Funderburke) didn't come to me at all,"
Pack said Wednesday. "I really
don't have the story straight myself
yet."
Funderburke left Indiana's
basketball program in December
and enrolled at St. Catharine, a
junior college in Washington
County in central Kentucky.
Attorney William Fleck said
Tuesday he has advised Funderburke to take nine credit hours at
Indiana this summer to allow him
to be released from his national letter of intent.

"I'm not saying that is an absolute," Fleck told The Indiana Daily
Student in a copyright story published Wednesday. "That's one of
the courses that have been recommended to Mr. Funderburke."
Funderburke could not be reached for comment.
The 6-foot-8 forward has said he
left Indiana Dec. 14 because he
was unhappy with Coach Bobby
Knight's controlled offense. Indiana refused to release him from his
letter of intent.
Pack said he talked to Funderburke on Tuesday, but came away
from the conversation with no read
on his intentions.
"I've asked him to be up front
and honest with me and hope from
this point on he will be," the coach
said. "It hasn't been a real pleasant
week."
Funderburke earned 15 credit

hours at Indiana in the fall, leaving
him nine short of the 24 hours
required by the NCAA. Until Funderburke can secure his release,
any school interested in him cannot
contact him.
Instead, he has to contact the
school himself. By completing 24
credit hours at Indiana, Funderburke would negate the letter and
Indiana's power to bind him to it.
That would allow him to transfer,
sit out next year' and still have
three years of eligibility remaining.
Pack told the student newspaper
at Indiana that he was open-minded
about Funderburke when he transferred but is not so sure now.
"I read all of the stuff that
Coach Knight said about Lawrence,
and I was pretty willing to give
Lawrence an opportunity ... ,"
Pack said. "But, after a couple of
weeks, I realized what all he

(Knight) said was probably true.
"When he comes into your program and rubs your whole chemistry
in basketball pc.actice and in
school, he lies to you, then I feel
like those chances are used up."
Pack said Wednesday that he
didn't remember calling Funderburke a liar, but indicated that the
pl-ayer hadn't been "exactly
honest."
"Maybe after some of this stuff
is ironed out, I'll have more to say
about it," Pack said.
Funderburke left the Hoosiers
five days after scoring a careerhigh 26 points against Long Beach
State in the championship of the
Indiana Classic.
Knight had kicked him out of
practice the day before, but Funderburke said his departure had
nothing to do with his relationship
with the fiery coach.

Stanley Cup playoffs

'Disciplined' Kings play, win without Gretzky
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Hockey Writer

The Los Angeles Kings played
without Wayne Gretzky, but they
obviously didn't miss him.
"We showed we can be a
team," Luc Robitaille said after
scoring two goals to lead the
Gretzky-less Kings to a 5-3 victory
over the Calgary Flames in a
opening-night shocker of the NHL
playoffs. "We played disciplined
and everybody gave 100 percent."
Gretzky missed his first playoff
game in 10 years with a back
injury. And while he was back in
Los Angeles getting treatments, his
teammates were giving the treat-

ment to the defending Stanley Cup
champions.
Losing 3-1 in the third period,
the Kings scored three goals in just
over six minutes.
"We're trying to figure it out,"
defenseman Al Maclnnis said of
the Flames' loss of composure in
the Smythe Division game. "All
we had to do was play the way we
have for the second half of the
season."
The Kings' victory was one of
three by road teams in Wednesday
night's play in the Campbell Conference. Winnipeg beat Edmonton
7-5 in the Smythe, winning a playoff game at the Northlands Coliseum for the first time, and Minnc-

sota won at Chicago 2-1 in one of
the two Norris Division games.
In the only in which a road team
might have been favored, St. Louis
instead beat the Toronto Maple
Leafs 4-2. The Blues had lost
seven of eight to Toronto this
season.
I'M Wiles Conference games
kz2niiht, Hartford visits Boston and
Montreal plays at Buffalo in the
Adams Division, and the New York
Islanders visit the New York Rangers and Washington plays at New
Jersey in the Patrick.
Smythe Division
Kings 5, Flamm 3
The Kings used strong defense to slow the
pam• down, end got some clutch goo/tending
from Kelly Hrudm (22 saves) to pull on the vic

tory The Flames led 3-1 when the Kings carne
to life in the third penod with power play goals
by Todd Elik and Tony Granato Roblaille then
scored his second of the night for the game
winner and Steve Kaaba/ alded an ernINY
nailer
Jots 7, Oilers 5
Pat Elynuik's goal early in the third period
broke a 4-4 he as the Jets beat Edmonton for
their first-ever playoff win at the Northlands Col,
iseum Elynuok beat Bill gankyrd moments alter
Bob Essensa denied Edmonton's Rep Ruotsa
lemon with a sparkling glove save Fssensai a
rookie, finehed with 32 stops
Norris Division
North Stars 2, Blackhewits 1
Brian Bellows scored two goals end goalie
Jon Casey slopped 30 shots to led Mliinekoie
over Chico
Blues 4, Maple Lisle 2
Ron Wilson scored twice end Jett Brown had
• goal and two assists as St Louis deleated
Toronto NHL goal-sconng champion Brett Hull
also sccted for the Blues. who were outscored
42 21 in losing seven of eight to the Leafs in
the regular season Wilson scored only three
goals in 33 games dunng the regular season
and was a player coach with Winnipeg's Monc•
ton farm club of the Amencan Hockey league
before being acquired by the NUMB on Jan 72
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Actions& Reactions
OVC baseball
Austin Peay— The Goys are in the midst of a six-game losing streak, their longest
since the 1987 season when they dropped their final nine games.
Eastern Kentucky — Right fielder Joe Banko was 9-for-22( 409) for the week with
six runs scored and 10 RBI in five games Banko's totals included two doubles, two
triples and a three-run home run,
Middle Tennessee — The Blue Raiders split two games at Alabama and swept
TSU in a doubleheader with pitchers Chris Crabtree and Tom Wegmann combining
for 25 strikeouts in the hvinbill. MTSU's opponents are hitting just .229.
Morehead State — The Eagles had dropped five in a row prior to yesterday's game
against West Virginia State.
Murray State — Prior to last Sundays doubleheader against Tennessee Tech,
Murray's starting hurlers had not allowed an earned run in 15 innings Tech
stopped that streak.
Tennessee State — Anthony Coleman's homer against Kentucky State tied him
with Curtis Bunco (1978-81) for the modern-day TSU career home run record with
26. Darien Nash batted .571 tor the week.
Tennessee Tech — Kevin Caroland was named the OVC's Player of the Week
after hitting a home run with four RBI in a win over UNC-Asheville on Tuesday,
pitching a complete-game, three-hit win with nine stnkeouts against Murray State
in the first game of a Sunday doubleheader, then going 3-for-4 with tour RBI, driving in the tying run and scoring the winner while pitching the final inning for a save
in the second game of the twinbill.
Current standings — Middle Tennessee (18-5) leads the OVC with a 5-0 league
record, with Morehead State (12-13) in second at 2-1 and Eastern Kentucky
(18-11) and Tennessee Tech (16-11-1) in third at 3-3 each. Murray State (11-11) is
1-2 in OVC play, while Austin Peay (13-12) and Tennessee State (5-14) are winless against OVC opponents.

Murray State tennis
The Racers lost to Vanderbilt and to Louisville last week, both 5-4 decisions, and
dropped a 6-2 match to Southern Illinois. The Lady Racers won 6-3 at Morehead
and lost 5-4 at Eastern.
• • •
Racer top seed Tomas Hult is 1-14 so tar in the season, with No. 2 seed Rob
Olmstead at 0-12 and No. 3 Doug Hawthorne at 7-6. Scott Yarbrough is 5-7 at No
4, Michael Hall is 6-7 at No. 5, and No. 6 seed Phil Billngton is 2-10. In doubles,
Hawthorne-Yarbrough are 6-3 at No. 1, Hult-Olmstead are 1-5 at No. 2 and No 3
duo Dowdy-Hall are 1-3.
• • •
Lady Racer top seed Corine Diderik is 6-12 so far in the season, with No. 2 seed
Celine Neefkes at 13-7 and Bobbi Koehn leading the OVC's No 3 seeds with a
10-5 mark. Lana Allcock is 11-6 at No. 4, Becky Naughton is 5-10 at No. Sand No.
6 Allison Carr is 1-3. In doubles play, Neefkes-Koehn are 4-3 at No. 1, DiderikAllcock lead the OVC with a 6-1 mark at No. 2, and No. 3 team Naughton-Carr are
1-2 overall
• • •
MARTIN, Tn. — The Lady Racers claimed a 7-2 victory over the University of
Tennessee-Martin Lady Pacers in Tuesday's action. Victories (not included in the
OVC standings listed above) were claimed by No. 1 Corinne Diderik, No. 2 Celine
Neefkes, No. 3 Bobbi Koehn, No. 5 Lana Allcock and No, 6 Allison Carr in singles
and by the No. 1 and No. 2 doubles teams of Neefkes-Koehn and Diderik-Allcock.
'The win raised MSU's record to 9-5. The Lady Racers host Bradley at 3 p
Friday and Louisville at 2 p.m. on Saturday.

Murray State golf
Freshman Chris Wilson of Graves County and John Hobby of Caldwell County are
tied for the team lead with a 78.5 average after four rounds, with 314 total strokes
each. Freshman Craig Schwettman of Murray is third with a 79.0 average in two
rounds with Dirk Brinker (79.6, six rounds) and Jeff Wells (80.3, four rounds)
rounding out the team leaders.
•Jeff Cook of Middle Tennessee leads the OVC with a 73.8 average, needing 591
strokes over eight rounds. Teammate Anthony Toogood is second at 74.1 and
Steve Graham gives Middle the top three with his 75.7 average.

Murray State baseball
The Thoroughbreds will face OVC leader Middle Tennessee this weekend in Murfreesboro, with Saturday's double-header beginning at 5 p.m. and Sunday's solo
game at 2 All games are scheduled to be broadcast over WSJP Radio. Murray
State returns home April 10-11 with a three-game series against Saint Louis.

College basketball
LOS ANGELES — Despite arguments from attorneys representing the family of
Hank Gathers, a Philadelphia attorney was appointed as administrator of the late
basketball star's estate. Commissioner Robert J. Blaylock of the Los Angeles probate court upheld by appointment of Martin Krimsky by a Pennsylvania court. Krimsky was nominated as administrator by attorneys for Marva Crump, the mother of
Gathers' 6-year-old son, Aaron Crump. Krimsky was earlier named administrator to
the Gathers' estate in Pennsylvania a day after Gathers' funeral March 12 in Philadelphia. Attorneys for the family filed a petition in Los Angeles Superior Court to
have Gathers' 21-year-old brother Derrick appointed administrator of the estate.
• . •
RALEIGH, N.C. — Jim Valvano is wiling to compromise on the $500,000 buyout
clause his contract requires North Carolina State to pay if the school forces the
basketball coach's resignation, his lawyer said. Though Valvano's contract has the
$500.000 buyout clause, attorney Woody Webb said, "It's safe to say he's willing
to come off that." A compromise proposal would be delivered to university attorneys, who have told Valvano he would not be permitted to remain as coach.
.• .
LOS ANGELES — Lionel Simmons of La Salle, the third-leading scorer in NCAA
Division I history, was named the winner of the 14th annual John R. Wooden
Award as college basketball's outstanding player. Simmons, the 6-loot-6,
220-pound senior who averaged 26.5 points and 11.1 rebounds, last week was
named The Associated Press Player of the Year. He received 1,174 points in the
balloting of 1,000 sportswriters and broadcasters from around the country. Gary
Payton of Oregon State was a distant second with 831 points and Derrrick Coleman of Syracuse was third with 816.

Tennis
HILTON HEAD ISLAND, S.C. — Martina Navratilova moved into the quarterfinals
of the Family Circle Magazine Cup tournament with a 6-3, 6-2, victory over Isabel
Cueto. No. 2 Arantxa Sanchez-Vicario, seeded behind Navratilova, stopped Mary
Lou Daniels 6-2, 6-2. Teenager Jennifer Ca4xiati ousted Angeliki Kanellopoulou
6-1, 6-3 in a second-round match. Other winners were No. 5 Katarina Maleeva; No.
7 Laura Gildemeister; No. 8 Helen Kelesi; No. 10 Gretchen Magers; Regina ReichNova; and Laura Lapi.
•. •
ORLANDO, Fla. — Top-seeded Brad Gilbert and No. 2 Aaron Krickstein advanced
with straight-set victories over West German opponents to reach the quarterfinals
of the Prudential-Bache Securities Classic. Gilbert downed Christian Saceanu 6-4,
6-4, while Krickstein defeated Markus Zoecke 6-1, 6-2. Others advancing were No.
3 Christo van Rensburg, No. 4 Scott Davis; Jason Stoltenberg; Glenn Layendecker, and MaliVai Washington.
S •
I
HOUSTON — Top-seed Jim Courier defeated Peter Svensson 6-1, 6-3 Wednesday in the second round of the American Capital Invitational at River Oaks Country
Club. Defending champion Magnus Gustafsson, the second seed, beat Marko
OsIoja 6-3, 6-2; Bruno Oresar topped Mikael Pernlors, and No 4 Richey Reneberg
ousted Ronnie Bathman
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Specials Good Thursday, Friday & Saturday

14 oz. T-Bone Steak

Full Order

Choice of potato, salad

or slaw, Texas toast
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NEW YORK (AP) — Donovan
"Razor" Ruddock's smashing
knockout of Michael Dokes might
have scared away the top heavyweights Ruddock is hoping to
challenge.
The four-punch combination that
knocked Dokes into unconsciousness 53 seconds into the fourth
round of a scheduled 12-round
heavyweight bout Wednesday night
also prompted the 31-year-old
Dokes to contemplate retirement.
"I feel ill can't beat a guy like
Ruddock, I can't beat a guy like
(Buster) Douglas," the former
World Boxing Association champion said. He made his comments
about 45 minutes after doctors and

handlers rushed into the ring as the
first fight crowd at Madison Square
Garden in more than three years
watched nervously.
An overhand right to the head
set up two left hooks that knocked
Dokes to the canvas. He stayed
there for six minuntes, the first two
of which he spent "lethargic and
drowsy," according to Dr. Barry
Jordan, the ring physician.
"Very seldom do you have total
unconsciousness after a punch,"
Jordan said, adding that Dokes
would be monitored throughout the
night. "He was probably out
before the next-to-last punch."
Ruddock said he wasn't yet
ready to think about his future.

Orr commits to Hanover
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

The Calloway County High
School football Lakers have sent
another player into the college
ranks, head coach Tony Franklin
said Thursday morning, with senior
center Robert Orr committing to
Hanover College in Hanover, Ind.
Orr, son of Johnny and Lou Orr,
was first-team Academic All-State
in football last season and was a
All-West Kentucky Conference

selection at center. He won the
Lakers' senior academic excellence
award, the 110% award and was
MVP on the offensive line his
senior year.
Hanover is an NA1A competitor.
The signing marks the second
Orr to join the college ranks. Elder
brother Patrick, a 1989 Calloway
County graduate, is a linebacker at
Franklin College — a bitter rival of
Hanover.
Johnny Orr is defensive line
coach for the Lakers.

ront-runner'Newton...
(Coiled from page 10)
afternoon; Lamar sports information director Rush Wood said an
announcement probably would not
be made on Friday, but Saturday is
apparently the deadline.
Newton said he wasn't interested
in the athletic director's position at
Lamar and that the university had
not offered him either job yet.
Meanwhile, Murray State is trying to marshall forces to keep
Newton, who has led Murray to
three straight OVC titles in five
seasons as the Racers head coach.
There has been mention of
adding administrative duties to
Newton's job at Murray State.
"I don't believe in creating a job
for Steve, but we're going to sit
down and look at his needs and the
needs of the program," . ooth said.
"That's going to involve input from
Steve as well as Mike Strickland."

Booth hinted that duties for
Newton could involve the new special events center, if the project
makes it through the legislature.
"Anytime you have a new building going up, it's going to take a
lot of time and energy to follow
that project through," Booth said.
"Steve could play a role in the
planning and development of a new
facility."
Booth admits that losing Newton
would be a tough blow for the
university.
"I think it would be difficult for
all of us," he said. "I don't think
we could find a finer basketball
coach in all of the country. My preference is to not to have to lose
him. Not or4 are we talking about
a loss for Murray State, but it
would be a loss to the community
as well."

NFL expansion may
add four franchises
LONDON (AP) — The NFL will add two and possibly four new
franchises within the next three years and could expand outside the
United States by the end of the 1990s.
Commissioner Paul Tagliabue said the league will expand "possibly by
1992, certainly by 1993," the first time NFL officials have set a specific
timetable for growth.
League spokesman Dick Maxwell, speaking during a news conference
Wednesday to promote a summer exhibition game in London between the
Los Angeles Raiders and New Orleans Saints, said the league will add
either four teams at once or two in one season and two more son after.
"Expansion is a very top priority," Tagliabue told the news conference
by telephone from New York.
Tagliabue and his predecessor, Pete Rozelle, previously said expansion
would take place two years after a new collective bargaining agreement
had been signed with the NFL Players Association. The league and union
have been without an agreement since 1987.
Tagliabue said the 28-team NFL was concentrating on the United States
for new franchises, but said cities in Mexico, Canada and Britain could be
considered for expansion teams.
Asked about the possibility of an NFL franchise outside the United
States, Tagliabue said: "I could see that down the line. I think it's possible that it could be in this decade. That is a development that I do
foresee."
Saints and Raiders players attended the news conference and participated in clinics for local football teams.
Morten Andersen of the Saints, who as a young soccer player in Denmark used to dream of playing at Wembley Stadiun finally got his
chance Wednesday when he gave British players tips on placekicking.
Wide receiver Willie Gault, who played for the Chicago Bears in the
first American Bowl exhibition lame at Wembley in 1986, and nose
tackle Bob Golic represented the Raiders.
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1989 PONTIAC LEMANS

Fully equipped with air conditioning, automatic transmission, rear window defroster and AM FM stereo.

$14 00

PER
MONTH

List Price:
$9,544
I
Sale Price:
$6,975
12 IN STOCK AT THIS PRICE

TOMMY BLAIR
PONTIAC

3100 Irvin Cobb Dr.
\ Payment On 60

Mos.

443-1711
$500 + Tax Down

13.5°.' APR /

AUTHENTICATE YOUR
KENTUCKY DERBY
PARTY WITH THE
OFFICIAL 1987 MINT
JULEP GLASS USED
AT THE DERBY.
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WANTED
All Types of Metal
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Auto Parts

All Previous Derby
Winners Listed On
Bock Of Gus
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Ruddock's monstrous
kayo of Dokes may
scare off opponents
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Johnson Scrap Metal
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Switch from old to new school plan raises questions
By Patrick Howington
and Michael Jennings
Staff Writers for the
Courier Journal
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Passage
of a law rebuilding Kentucky's
school system from scratch did
more than mandate sweeping
change and raise hopes to unprecedented heights.
, It also undid volumes of education laws and regulations, dismantled some public bodies and
titled the balance of power toward
the legislative branch and the local
school itself.
That means a lot of heady new
freedoms — but also a host of
questions about how the void left
by the old system's demise will be
filled.
In the coming years, legislative
crverseers• and state and district
school officials will be testing new
powers and co ing without old
ones. They'll
crafting budgets
based on untrie state funding formulas. They'll be keeping an eye
on timetables that call for some
immediate reforms and others
phased in over years.
Questions likely to be on the
minds of school administrators,
parents or taxpayers include:

Question: When will the bill's
provisions take effect?
Answer. Many will be effective
the day Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
signs the act into law, which he said
he plans to do April 11. Normally,
laws take effect 90 days after enactment, but the reform bill contains
an emergency clause. This fall new
state money will start flowing proportionately swifter to poorer districts.
But some reform features won't
be fully in place until mid-I996
Curriculum programs. especially.
will be phased in. For example, it
will take five years to fully develop
new learning goals and find new
non-traditional ways to measure
achievement. A plan to pump $200
million in computers and other technology into schools may not be completed until 1996.
Q: What will some of the most
immediate changes be?. .
A: The bill's broad prohibitions on
nepotism and political influencepeddling take effect right away.
Next school year, teachers and
principals will have a freer hand because the new law dissolves most
academic regulations. such as one
that made elementary and middlescaool teachers spend a set` number
of minutes on certain subjects.
Also this fall, schools can opt for
sae-bused management — a system
of governing themselves, largely

Your Individual
Horoscope

el`7)ei

Frances Drake
Ft 02 Friday, April h. Ift90
ARIES
(Mar 21 to Apr 19(
Mat
Y(qi have good judgment for
domestic and career concerns today
Sti(pping is a plus and it's a gi Mid
tante to enter business negotiations.
Prix acy abets rt aflame
TAURUS
t Apr 20 ti( May 20
ii•Aings with publishers. agents
of toiutat4q-s are highlighted today. .
You're go4H1 at selling your self and
or ideas now enjoy talks with
(•hildren and riimanoc outings.
GEMINI
(May 21 to.lune 21))
This is a good time to purchase
maji )r appliances and for real estate
dealings. Your personality' works to
your benefit careerwise Study and
research are favored
CANCER
Ir(IE
June 21 to July 22
11 erkpiy participating a group
activity today Travel and local outings are favored Tonight brings a
special rappiirt between loving ties
LEO
July 23 to Aug 22)
Niiw's the time to present impor
rant ideas to higher-ups or to go on a
,oh interview Work is productive
now and openings occur now that
will lead to improved revenues
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept 22)
Luck comes through friends today
Mental clarity and efficiency. aid you
in all you do now. Tonight you should
make plans to go somewhere special.
Romance is a plus
LIBRA
( Sept 23 to I Jut.22) '
Your love life should be picking up
in the coming weeks. Today accents
partnership rapport and a new job
project is coming your was that you'll
truly enjoy.

pro

mmii

sit

SCORPIO
(out Thu N.icIt's a good day. for researching
investment and retirement plans.
You'll be spending nu ire time with the
children in the coming weeks. Quiet
pursuits are best for tonight.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.'22 to l)eu. 21)
he doing more entertaining
at home in the nearby future. You'll
he pleased withhthe results of a career
discussion held today. Money prospects improve now.
CAPRICORN
(Dec 22 to Jam 191
More weekend outings will s(ion be
on your agenda. Capitalize on your
creative potentials_ Take up a course,
begin a painting, or write a short
.story.
AQUARIUS
(Jan 20 to Fel) lt•s)
Talks with bankers, insurance
agents and realtors are favored now.
A fringe benefit comes through the
joh Time by 2:ourself tonight leads to
umpu •rtant insights.
PISCES
Xidor
n w Mar. 2(h
(Feb
You'll be in the mood to spruce up
your appearance in some way today.
Social successes are highlighted
today (;et together with friends and
loved ones

tie

y,pu'll

It 0' lit 02N Tt 0)AY work well in
groups and often achieve a position
of leadership in that capacity. You'd
make a good leader of a cause that
would benefit the community at
large You'll find that -many people
will lean on you in life, but the result
of this is that It makes you all the
stronger. You are a person who will
do his or her own thing. At times,
though you may lack patience.

free of interference from above.
Q: Will some schools change differently from others?
A: Yes. Changes will be far greater in the neediest thstricts,. which
will get more money and have more
catching up to do. Also, the reform
plan gives local districts and schools
greater authority over spending decisions.
Q: Is there enough money to cover all the bill's provisions?
A: Yes, for the next two budget
years.
Q: Will more new money be
needed in later years?
A: That depends in part on the
amount of money brought in by tax
changes, and in part on future costs
of reform initiatives. Some future
costs, including financial rewards
for teachers and state matching
money for school districts that boost
local taxes, are impossible to foreci4st precisely: Legislative budget experts estimate there will be enough
rew money to cover reform costs
for the next three to five years, but
have some concern about the rest of
the decade.
Q: Where will the extra money
come from?
A: Some of it will be socked away
in escrow accounts for several years
until certain delayed reform costs
come due. Some of it will come
from growth in tax revenue.
Q: In addition to increases in
state funding this year, will local
taxes go up?
A: In some school districts, yes.
Every school distnct will be required to levy taxes equivalent to a
property tax rate of 30 cents per
$100 of assessed valuation. That's 5
cents higher than the current required rate. To qualify for state
school construction funds, a district
must levy an additional 5-cent tax,
for a total rate of at least 35 cents.
Many school districts' tax rates
are already high enough to meet the
new standard. School districts that
must raise their taxes may do so
through any combination of the
property tax and five other taxes.
Q: Will there be a limit on the
amount of extra money school districts can raise?
A: Yes, but the limit is high
enough to pose no real obstacle to
most districts' efforts to better support their schools. Local school
boards can raise up to 15 percent
more than their basic school-funding rate with state help. Beyond
that, they can raise an additional 30
percent of the total, but all those
dollars must be local and the voters
must approve.
Q: Is a court challenge against
the reform law, or any part of it,
likely?)
A: Legislators who helped shape
the reform plan say they expect
lawsuits but don't fear them. The
strong mandate given by the Kentucky' Supreme Court, which 6rdered the legislature last June to revamp and oversee the state school
system. is seen as a shield against
court challenges.
Facets considered likely targets of
lawsuits include a ban on school-employee participation in school board
campaigns, anti-nepotism provisions
and the termination of all jobs in
the State Department of Education.
Q: Is the law likely to be
changed in the 1992 legislative session?
A: Yes, and changes are likely to
continue for several sessions beyond
that. Legislators and others involved
in designing the law;say any meas-

SEAM
LOW-PRICED RADIALS DON'T GET MUCH
BETTER THAN THIS ONE!

ure so sweeping and innovative is
bound to need further tuning, and
perhaps even drastic revision.
Q: What happens to instruction
mandated by past legislatures on
specific topics, such as AIDS education, voter education and the
like?
A: It's no longer mandated. Districts, and individual schools participating in site-based management,
will be free to shape their own curriculuni. However, they will be
judged on how well their students
meet state learning goals once
they're established. The goals could
incorporate some of the objectives
as the once-mandated curriculum
Q: When will measures aimed at
young children start, including
new preschool programs and classrooms with no grade levels?
A: Programs for disadvantaged 4year-olds will be in place this fall,
though districts that lack the space
for them can delay a year. Also beginning this fall, schools must conduct kindergarten classes at least
half a day, five days a week, for the
full school year for all kindergarten
pupils. Beginning in the 1991-92
school year, districts must also provide preschool programs for handicapped children ages 3 to 5.
Ungraded classrooms for children
below grade four, a reform designed
to avoid stigmatizing first-graders as
"failures," will be implemented
statewide in the 1992-93 school year.
However, schools can start earlier.
The ungraded arrangement will let
teachers group kindergarten
through third-grade students by ability level instead of age.
Q: How will the new learning
gals that the system will be built
around be established?
A: By reconvening the Council on
School
Performance
Standards,
which Wilkinson set up early last
year to determine what Kentucky's
students should learn and how to
measure whether they do. The council last year produced a major report on how to select goals and
measure progress.
The bill, I-rouse Bill 940. calls for
the Ceuncil to frame statewide
learning goais.
The state would then develop new
ways to assess whether students
have met those goals. That will
mean more versatile tools than standardized tests. Students could he required to maintain writing portfolios, for example, or display teamwork skills.
The new "performance-based" assessment program is to be in place
by the I tv,r,-9ti school year.
Q: Will graduation requirements
change?
A: Not for scveral years. The current systeni if requiring a set number of course credits will remain fur
now But the reform plan envisions
its eventually being replaced or supplemented by requiring students to
show they've mastered learning
goals to graduate.
Q: Who will make sure the new
school system works?
A: An Office of Educational accountability. un:werable to the legislature. will molitor school reforms
and school operations, investigate
reports of waste- and wrongdoing
and stady the effectiveness of th.,
new s'..stem. Ttv, state school board
and the new state education commissioner will have broad authority
to move against schools and districts
that fall short of learning standards.
Q: When will teachers and administrators at academically improving schools start getting cash
bonuses?
A: The first awards will be paid
about four. years • from ndw to all
faculty members at qualifying
schools. To provide a basis for comparison. each school's academic success will be gauged in 1991-92, using
the National Assessment of Educa-
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By Abigail
Van Buren

Dentist Warns That Frequent
Nursing Leads to Tooth Decay
DEAR ABBY:For the second time
in two weeks. I am putting a child
under 2 years ofage into the hospital
to restore teeth that have become
decayed from -ad-lib" or "demand"
breast feeding. Some babies develop
serious tooth decay because their
mothers allow them to nurse frequently throughout the day,and also
to sleep with them at night, nursing
whenever the child feels restless or
hungry.
When children are given a bottle
with milk or fruitjuice to have in bed
at night or nap time, the last swallow of fluid does- not go down the
throat — it remains behind the upper
front teeth, bathing them in a fluid
that is readily turned into the acid
that causes tooth decay.
La Leche advocates breast feeding until age 3. Mothers who do this
should clean the baby's mouth after
each feeding. A soft terry washcloth
will do the trick.
JOHN P. KENNEDY, DDS,
PARK RIDGE, ILL.

American Academy ofPediatrics
recommends that a child should
have its first dental visit between
1 and 2 years of age.
Years ago, many mothers felt
that baby teeth required little or
no care because baby teeth
would be replaced with permanent teeth eventually. Not true.
Unless baby teeth are properly
maintained,the permanent teeth
will be undesirably affected.
Before new mothers leave the
hospital,they are routinely given
instructions on baby care. If
dental care is not included, it
should be.
* *•

'DEAR ABBY: On Feb. 9, 1987,
my wife went to the hospital for a
biopsy of a lump on her right breast.
Well, it was cancer in an advanced
stage,and had already spread to her
lymph nodes. The biopsy turned into
a radical mastectomy, but the nightmare was not over yet. She endured
DEAR DR. KENNEDY:Thank three years of chemotherapy, and I
you for a very important letter. watched her suffer from all the side
The Academy of Pediatric Den- effects, until it slowly wore her down.
tistry in conjunction with the She died on Dec. 27, 1989.
Abby, this all happened because
she was too embarrassed to expose
her breasts to strangers for a mammogram! Besides, cancer always
happens to someone else,right? Well,
this time, it happened to us. There is
no greater pain than to watch helplessly while someone you have loved
for 32 years slowly and painfully
slips away.
Abby. you reach out to thousands
of readers every day. Would you
please print this letter in your column so women will read it and go
regularly for mammograms? If they
don't go for themselves,perhaps they
will go for those who love them. If I
can convince even one woman by
sharing my story, perhaps I can
prevent her family from suffering
the way I have. Thank you for all the
good you do.
BILL F., ANDERSON,IND.

OPEN HOUSE
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unclear w nen sehool administrators
ho remain subject to those rules
must leave office.
Q: When will the current State
Board for Efementary and Secondary Education go out of business?
When will the next board be appointed to replace it?
A: The current state board will
serve until replaced by the new one.
The governor may name a new
board at any time after the act becomes effective, but under an agreement between the governor and legislative leaders, the new board
won't be seated until the House and
`.--sT.ate confirm the appointees. The
next scheduled opportunity for confirmation is the legislature's organization session next January
Q: How will the new state education commissioner be chosen?
A: A special six-member panel,
chosen jointly by the governor and
legislative leaders, will name the
first commissioner. Subsequent commissioners will be hired by the state
school board.
Q: When does the first commissioner take over? What happens
then to the state superintendent of
public instruction?
A: The commissioner takes office,
with full powers. next Jan. I. Superintendent of Public Instruction John
Brock then will have no assigned
duties, though he can technically remain in office — and collect his salary — until January 1992.
Q: What will happen to the current employees of the State Department of Education?
A: To give the new commissioner
a free hand in reshaping the state
school bureaucracy, all existing jobs
in the Department of Education will
be terminated on June 30, 1991. It is
assumed the commissioner will rehire many of the more than 500 affected state school employees.
Those not rehired will get preferential consideration for jobs in other
state agencies.

We Cordial-1y Invite
You to Our

each

4

tional Progress or a similar standardized test. Student learning will
be assessed again in 1993-94. using
either the same test or an array of
"performance-based" measurement
tools, if those are ready by then
Faculty members at schools that
show the most progress over the
two-year span — and over each twoyear period thereafter — will get
the monetary awards. A successful
school's staff will decide how its
members will use their awards.
Q: Will teachers get a big raise
under the reform law?
A: Not under the reform law: legislators moved the raise to the budget bill. But the revenue generated
by the new tax money will fund a
raise of 10 percent in 1990-91 and 5
percent next year.
Q: Will teachers be affected In
other ways?
A: Yes. For one thing, the bill
gives. them a greater voice in the
operation of schools under sitebased management by requiring
that three teachers be on a school's
six-person governing council.
Q: Will all schools have to adopt
site-based management?
A: Not now: the system is designed to be phased in. By mid-1996,
all schools will be participating, unless they win an exemption by meeting an academic threshold.
Q: When will officials affected
by the bill's ban on hiring relatives
have to leave office?
A: About 180 to 200 of the 887 local school board members in Kentucky fall afoul of the reform bill's
anti-nepotism provisions. About half
of the affected board seats will be
filled in elections this year — meaning their occupants must either step
down or persuade their relatives to
resign their jobs. The other affected
school board members' terms expire in 1992. when they will face the
same choice.
Several exemptions have been
carved in the anti-nepotism rules for
superintendents and principals. It is
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CONFIDENTIAL TO UNMARRIED, PREGNANT AND BETWEEN TWO FIRES: Since you
state that you are morally opposed to abortion and your only
problem is whether to keep the
baby or surrender it for adoption, I urgeryou to contact an
organization called BIRTHRIGHT. Its toll-free number is:
18001848-LOVE.The people there
are very much concerned about
women in your plight and will
help you to make a decision you
elm live with. God bless you. I
wish you well.
•••
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Lanette Thurman
Commissioner
Department of the Arts
Ernest Boyer, former Secretary of Education, has given us this
challenge:
"The arts are one of mankind's most universal and essential forms of
language." Further, he is convinced that "if we do not educate our children in the symbol system called the arts, we will lose not only our stability, but our humanity as well!"
Kentucky's challenge is to designate the arts as an integral part of a
student's education and to declare that it be made equally available to all
students whether they live in a wealthy or poor district — in Somerset or
Paducah, in Lexington or Hazard.
Kentucky can no longer discriminate against a child because of his
school district's finances or leadership. A complete and balanced education must be accessbile to every child so that he/she can develop the ability to engage in tasks which reflect three stages of maturity:
AUTONOMY — The ability to take responsibility for self and to
others.
INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS — The ability to
reach an agreement and solve conflict.
LIFE PURPOSE — The ability to plan and live a lifestyle of choice.
(This includes decisions about a vocation and appropriate educational
plans to succeed.)
All of these represent the end product for success for our people. The
seven capacities defined in the Kentucky Supreme Court's decision are
means to this end. Those capacities are:
1. Sufficient oral and written communication skills to enable students to
function in a complex and rapidly changing civilization;
2. Sufficient knowledge of economic, social, and political systems to
enable the student to make informed choices;
3. Sufficient understanding of governmental processes to enable the
student to understand the issues that affect his or her community, state
and nation;
4. Sufficient self-knowledge and knowledge of his or her mental and
physical wellness;
5. Sufficient grounding in the arts to enable each student to appreciate
his or her cultural and historical heritage;
6. Sufficient training, in either academic or vocational fields so as to
enable each child to choose and pursue life work intelligently; and
7. Sufficient levels of academic or vocational skills to enable public
school students to compete favorably with their counterparts in surrounding states, in academics or in the job market.
Grounding in the arts does not separate the arts into music, visual arts,
dance or theatre...for educating in the arts will "enable each student to
appreciate his or her cultural and historical heritage." We must do no less
than mandate a system which will educate the total person's mind, body
and soul.
The first wave of educational reform focused on improving the quality
of public education. The second on improving the nation's teachers. The
third wave should focus on the students.
Dr. Charles Fowler, in his book "Can We Rescue the Arts for Our
Children?" states that "in many ways the arts are the glue that holds society together."
Our educational system must address the person, not just as he or she is
reflected through test scores, but also as he develops his body, mind and
spirit. Arts education was the only basic education discipline mandated
but not funded in our now unconstitutional educational system.
Can we save the arts for our children?
You lead the way, we will follow.
TOGETHER WE CAN!

Response to a "Salute to Sousa"
concert performance recently at
Murray State University has led the
Department of Music to take the
show on the road for an encore in
Paducah.
Arrangements have been completed for the MSU Symphonic
Wind Ensemble to present "Salute
to Sousa II" at 7:30 p.m. this Saturday -in Symphony Hall in the Jetton
School building at 401 Walter Jetton Boulevard.
Dr. Roger Reichmuth, chairman
of the Department of Music, said
many of the people who attended
the show on campus in February
expressed interest in having it performed in other area locations.
The program recreates an oldfashioned, turn-of-the-century band
concert with overtures, soloists,
guest artists, light numbers and, of
course, a good measure of favorite
Sousa marches, all under the baton
of Dennis Johnson, director of
bands at Murray State.
Enthusiastic audiences have
greeted the family-oriented concert
in Madisonville as part of the Pennyrile Arts Series and at Murray
State in conjunction with the QuadState Band Festival. Johnson said
he is still receiving appreciation

The play "Ste,e114Agnolias," will open at the new Brelco Theatre in
Paducah April 12 at 8 p.m.
Brelco Theatre is located at 218 Broadway in Paducah.
The show will run April 12-14 and April 19-21 at 8 p.m. and April 15
and 22 at 2 p.m. There will also be shows April 24-28 at 8 p.m..
Tickets are $10 per person. For more information contact the theater at
(502) 444-9666.

WEEKLY
ARTS CALENDAR
PRESENTED BY BUSINESS COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS
April 5, 6, 7
MSU Theater — "A Doll's House," admission, 8 p.m., Johnson Theater.
April 6
Clara M. Eagle Gallery — Opening reception: annual MSU student art
exhibition, free, 7:30 p.m.
April 7-May 26
MSU Center for Continuing Educatidn — "Drawing on location" noncredit course, $40 10 am.-noon, 762-2187.
April 11
MSU — All Campus Sing, free, 4 p.m., Lovett Auditorium.
April 12
MSU Dept. of Music — Symphonic band concert, free, 8 p.m.. Curris
Center ballroom.
through April
Murray Art Guild — Exhibit in main meeting room of Public Library.
If )ou have any art event that you want to include, contact Pam Shay at
the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce at 502) 753-5171.
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The piccolo section of the Murray State University Wind Ensemble will be featured
II' concert at 7:30 p.m. Saturday at the Paducah Symphony Hall. Also featured in the 'Salute to Sousa
will be the trombone
section and faculty guest artist John Schlabach on the trumpet. Proceeds from the concert
will be used to
help pay the expenses of the MSU Wind Ensemble's upcoming appearan
ce at Carnegie Hall.
letters from those performance's.
Guest artist for the Paducah performance will be John, Schlabach
of the music faculty at Murray
State who will perform two of the
all-time great standards in the
trumpet repertoire — "Bride of the
Waves" by Herbert L. Clarke, who
was a Sousa Band soloist, and
"Carnival of Venice" arranged by

Del Staigers.
Also featured will be the trombone section of the wind ensemble
performing "Razzazza Mazzazza"
by another Sousa' Band notable,
Arthur Pryor.
Proceeds from the concert will
be used to defray expenses for the
MSU Wind Ensemble's U pcoming
appearance at Carnegie Hall.

Ticket prices are $5 for adults,
$3 for students or children under
12 and as a special family offer,
$10, which enables a parent to
bring the entire family for one
price. Tickets are available at
Paducah area high school band
offices, the Department of Music
office at Murray State —
(502)762-4288 — or at the door
the evening of the concert.

MSU's 'A Doll's House' sporadic with energy, authenticity
By RUTH PERKINS

Henrik Ibsen's "A Doll House"
is the current production at the
Robert E. Johnson Theatre at Murray State University.
Directed by Kathleen Beal, this
play is notable for its historic sig-

nificance, especially applicable in
light of major issues in today's
world. The question of women's
rights carries as much fire and controversy in 1990 as it did when
Ibsen wrote "A Doll's House" in
1879.
"There are two kinds of moral
laws, two kinds of conscience,"

TV advertising with new look

Brelco to open with 'Steel Magnolias'

PAGE

Encore planned
at Paducah hall
for MSU 'Salute
to Sousa' show

Big name movie directors hit
HOLLYWOOD (AP) — Lights! Camera! Sell!
Drawn by big bucks for a minute of videotape, tap Hollywood directors, including some distinguished Oscar winners, are now making television commercials for products ranging from cereal to computers to jogging shoes.
Once scorned by serious feature film directors, commercials now appeal to them as both a fountain of extra income — $20,000 a day, in some
cases — and a chance to flex their creative muscles.
Martin Scorsese, who directed "Taxi Driver" and "Raging Bull," has
done a spot for Armani perfume. Penny Marshall ("Big") has filmed
Revlon's "Unforgettable Women" campaign. Francis Ford Coppola, now
working on the long-awaited "Godfather III," was hired to do an ad for
Fuji film.
"Every advertiser is trying to do something unique that will draw
attention to their product," says Jonathan Miller, president of Image Point
Productions, whose stable of commercial directors includes John Badham
("Saturday Night Fever," "WarGames") and Peter Hyams ("The Presidio," "2010").
"Film directors have a unique way of telling a story," Miller says.
"They have expertise and take a fresher look" at a product.

1990

Dawn McAvene and John Lowry Jr. portray the title characters in
Market House Theatre's production of "Romeo and Juliet," which
opens April 20. Advance reservations are recommended — phone
MIIT at 444-6828.

MHT to honor Shakespeare
with play and competition
The Market House Theater will commemorate William Shakespeare's
426th birthday with performances of "Romeo and Juliet" and an annual
Shakespeare competition.
While no one knows with certainty Shakespeare's exact date of birth,
his baptism was recorded on Wednesday, April 26, 1564. Custom would
place his date of birth on April 23, 1564. He grew to become a noted
actor and writer, with over 150 ...sormets and 37 plays to his credit.
Shakespeare's lyric tragedy "Romeo and Juliet" was his first great
popular success and remains the world's most famous love story.
Its title characters have become the very archetypes of young lovers.
Separated by fate, by quarreling families and even by their own rashness
— the characters of Romeo and Juliet have been transformed by Shakespeare into something more enduring than the pure gold of the statues their
grieving fathers vowed to erect in their honor.
Market House Theatre will present this story of two star-crossed lovers
April 20-22 and 26-29. The regional cast of 32 represent the Kentucky
communities of Paducah, Lone Oak, Rcidland, Heath, Wickliffe, Benton,
Calvert City and Clinton, and the Illinois communities of Golconda and
Metropolis.
Heath High School sophomore Dawn McAvene portrays Juliet. with
John Lowry Jr., a Paducah Community College communications student,
as Romeo.
Dottie Toy portrays Juliet's nurse, with Michael Cochran and Cathy
Crecelius as Lord and Lady Capulet. Reid Draper plays Mercutio and Jim
Roush portrays Friar Lawrence.
Tybalt is played by John Cason with Tom Burch as Benvolio, Jeffrey
Scott Thomas as Paris and Bob Shy as Prince Escalus.
Also included in the cast are James Hennessy, Tim Story, Michael
Owings, Chad Brewer, Janice Peterson, Emily Durbin, Chris Albritton,
Daniel Key, Adam Gilliam, Steve Hicks, Joe Hardesty, Barbara Rumley,
Neal Oliphant, Jim Wood, Kelvin Kunath, Bobbie Beans, Michelle
Gaines, Nicole Rivers, Teena Mitchell, Bill Bowman and Sarah Deem.
April Cochran directs with Stephanie Beans as assistant director/stage
manager. Tickets are $5, $6 and $7 and can be reserved by phoning (502)
444-6828. "Romeo and Juliet" is sponsored by Westvaco at Wickliffe.
MHT also sponsors an annual Shakespeare competition. This year's
competition is scheduled for Monday, April 30 at 7 p.m. at the theater.
Established in 1981, the competition is designed to encourage the study
and performance of Shakespeare's plays, and also to identify and recognize talented Performers.
Entrants ages 15 and up will be required to memorize a cutting from
one of Shakespeare's plays, with a maximum of three minutes for monologues and four minutes for duo scenes.
A best actor and best actress will be selected with the best overall performer receiving recognition on a special plaque in the theater lobby.
Entrants must register by April 27.
For further information on the Shakespeare competition Or "Romeo and
Juliet," contact MHT at 444-6828. Tuesday-Friday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Ibsen wrote in his notes, "one for
men and one, quite different, for
women."
This is the issue to which he
addressed himself in the writing of
"A Doll's House" — his main
character, Nora, has been systematically robbed of her individual
identity, first by her father, who
brought her up to be "his little
doll," and later by her husband,
who calls her in the opening scene
of the play "my little lark," and
then "my squirrel."
In the course of the play, Ibsen
develops his attack on the societal
conventions that destroy individual
freedom and expression by showing Nora's intellectual and financial enslavement by her husband,
Thorvald Helmer.
This sympathetic portrayal of
Nora's plight and her ultimate
response created a major scandal in
1879, when "A Doll's House" was
first produced.
Ibsen is generally known for his
critical treatment of contemporary
morality, his exploration of what is
genuine and what is spurious in the
individual .and in society and his
pentrating psychological insights.
As an example of his conviction
that the theater had a responsibility
to take a stand on social issues, "A
Doll's House" is an interesting
forerunner of an argument still raging in many parts of the world
today.
The
part of Nora is played with
energy and vivacity by Carol
Guernsey, who develops her character as a simpering woman who
has been taught to be consciously
charming, but has never learned or
cared to look beneath the surface in
herself or others.
Basically selfish and shallow,
Nora's rebellion against societal
conventions degenerates into deser-

tion in the face of an unpleasant
situation and a total abandonment
of responsibility (Ibsen. has _Nora
mouth platitudes about her children
being better off with her father
instead of raging against a legal
system structured to prevciit her
from taking them with her).
Jeff Holden plays Nora's husband, Thorvald Helmer, as a stiff.
self-centered, pompous individual
who represents the greatest sin and
the ultimate justification of the
arranged marriage. Taken on his
merits alone, no one would ever
have married him.
A bright spot in the heavy
pedantry is the character of Kristine Linde, played with fire and
determination by Michelle Echevarria. As a childhood friend of
Nora's, this character brings a richness to Nora's past and highlights
her current selfishness.
The scene between Mrs. Linde
and Krogstad, the villain of the
piece and admirably portrayed by
David Fleming, provides the most
interesting character development
and the greatest sense of movement
in the entire play.
Mark Beal, scenic designer and
technical director, has created a
charming and authentically Victorian set for "A Doll's House," and
the costumes, designed by Marcy
Wilber, are really lovely (though
why Mrs. Linde appears on three
separate days in the same dress
seems a contradiction of character).
"A Doll's House" is an interesting piece of theatrical history, and
as a student production, has much
to recommend it. The play will
continue at MSU's Johnson Theatre
this weekend, April 5, 6 and 7 and
xou can make reservations by callihg 762-4421.

1. Rent

an aerator to prepare
your lawn for seeding.

2.Rent

a seeder/spreader to
fertilize and sew seed.

3.Rent a lawn roller to smooth
and compact the yard.

We also rent tillers, riding mowers,
push mowers & trimmers.
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Senate confirms Ryan as S&L regulator
By DAVE SKIDMORE
Associated Press Writer

1

WASHINGTON — The Senate
confirmed T. Timothy Ryan Jr. as
the nation's chief savings and loan
regulator Wednesday despite
Democrats' complaints that he
lacked banking experience.
President Bush's nominee, a
44-year-old labor law attorney,
won approval on a 62-37 vote to
begin a five-year term as director
uf the Treasury Department's
Office of Thrift Supervision.
He will regulate the industry
during a period that analysts
believe will be crucial to its survival. S&Ls lost a record $19 billion
last year. Ryan will administer the
rules deciding which institutions
<ay in business.
Seventeen Democrats joined all
-;:; Republicans in voting to conIrrm Ryan, who was -nominated less
than two weeks ago. Thirty-seven
'riocrats were opposed.

The administration lobbied hard
for Ryan, with Treasury Secretary
Nicholas F. Brady making daily
calls on his behalf. The victory
margin was wider than both Democrats and Republicans predicted.
The nominee, in a statement
released after the vote, thanked
Brady and said, "I look forward to
working closely with the Congress
in addressing the problems of the
thrift industry."
Ryan's admission that he tried
marijuana and cocaine 17 years ago
as a law student figured little in the
debate.
"I don't think that had any part
in judging the fitness of this nominee," said Sen. Donald W. Riegle
Jr., D-Mich., chairman of the
Banking Committee, which
endorsed Ryan on a 11-10 vote last
week.
Riegle and other opponents said
he was professionally unqualified
to oversee the nation's 2,500
S&Ls. Supporters stressed his man-

agement experience and credit him,
as the Labor Department's top
attorney early in the Reagan administration, with helping to clean up
the Teamsters Union.
The appointment removes a constitutional challenge to the administration's S&L bailout. A federal
judge ruled two weeks ago that the
agency's officials lacked authority
to seize failed institutions. The
decision was delayed by an appeals
court, but only until. April 11.
In case Ryan was defeated, Riegle had prepared legislation that
would remove the basis of the legal
challenge and allow President Bush
to appoint an acting director without challenge.
•
Ryan's drug use came up only
briefly after supporters complained
about the leak of Ryan's answers in
a confidential FBI background
check.
-"Mr Ryan ... (is) part of cgen=
eration coming forward now ...
whose members may have at one or
more times experimented with
drugs. ... To me it would be a bad
policy to write them off," said
Sen. John Warner, R-Va.
After the vote, Sen. Richard
Lugar, R-Ind., called on the Senate
Ethics Committee to investigate the
leak of Ryan's FBI report to NBC
News and ABC News, saying, "It
caused severe damage to a man, a
human being, and to his family."
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Mrs. Geneva Hatcher
The funeral for Mrs. Geneva
Hatcher is today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home,
Benton. The Rev. Marvin Jones is
officiating.
Burial will follow in Benton
Cemetery.
Mrs. Hatcher, 77, widow of
Charles Hatcher, died Tuesday at
9:50 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
She is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Patricia Habacker, Paducah;
one son, Fredric Hatcher, Louisville; stepmother, Mrs. Flora Ford,
Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Emma
Elizabeth Powell and Mrs. Sue
Powell, Hardin; two half brothers,
Jerry Ford and H.L. Ford, Murray;
two half sisters,.Mrs. Jessie Marie
Miller, Golconda, Ill., and Mrs.

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — The
guerrilla faction of Palestinian terrorist mastermind Abu Nidal said
today that it was makiip-contacts
with- a view to releasinjg at least
one of the. hostages it holds.
Walid Khaled, spokesman for
,Fatah-Revolutionary Council, said
:the group was making "immediate
.sontacts with the concerned parties" in line with a call by Libyan
leader Moammar Gadhafi.
Khaled, in a typewritten statement, did not name the paities.
The group has said it holds eight
hostages. a French woman, Jacqueline Valente, 32; her two daughters
born in captivity, named Liberte
and Palestine; and five Belgians.
Khaled did not specify which
hostages could be released, but he
said Gadhafi called for the release

:CLAYTON MARCUS!

Shelby Hosford, Murray; six
grandchildren.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
contributions to First United
Methodist Church, Benton.

Otis Osbron
Final rites for Otis Osbron were
today at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The
Rev. Jerry Norsworthy officiated.
Pallbearers were Pat Taylor,
Dale Hughes, Bobby Reed Falwell,
Danny Pittman, Denny Pittman and
Matthew Falwell.
Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.
Mr. Osbron, 77, Hamlin, died
Tuesday at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Information on gardening
is available from services
By

RANDOLPH E. SCHMID

Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — After a winter as couch potatoes, millions of
Americans are heading for the garden, only to suffer the pain of a

Terrorists to help free hostage

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Si
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of Ms. Valente "and her family."
According to the official Libyan
news agency JANA, Gadhafi called
Wednesday for the release of Ms.
Valente as a compassionate measure on the occasion of the holy
month of Ramadan, which ends
around April 26, depending on
sighting the crescent moon.
Abu Nidal is believed to be living in Tripoli, the Libyan capital,
and is backed by Libya.
Fatah -Revolutionary Council
said Nov. 8, 1987, that it had
seized the hostages aboard the
French yacht Silco off the Gaza
Strip.
It claimed they were collaborating with Israel's Mossad secret service. This was immediately denied
by their friends, who said they
were Roman Catholics on a holiday
cruise.
French and Belgian governments, as well as the International
Committee of the Red Cross, have
been seeking their release.
Ms. Valente's two other daughters were freed in Libya, after
Libyan intervention, on Dec. 29,
1988. Daughter Marie-Laure was 6
at the time, and Virginie, 5. They
were returned to their father, Pascal
Betille, who had divorced Ms.
Valente.
The Belgians are Emmanuel
Houtekins, in his 40s, his wife
Godlieve Kets, age not available,
his son Laurent, in his late teens,
his daughter Valerie, a teen-ager,
and Houtekins' brother Fernand, in
his 40s.
In addition to the boat hostages,
18 Westerners, including eight
Americans, are missing in Lebanon
and believed held hostage.
Most of them are believed to be
held by pro-Iranian Shiite Moslem
factions.
Terry Anderson, 42, chief
Middle East correspondent for The
Associated Press, is the longestheld Western hostage. He was
kidnapped March 16, 1985.'

back strained by their early spring
efforts.
Rushing into gardening at the
first warm weather can also harm
plants if frost returns to chill the
young shoots.
Local Agricultural Extension
Service offices, included in county
government listings in telephone
directories, can give advice on
when it's safe to plant outdoors.
Seeds for many hardy vegetables
can be planted before the frost-free
date, especially beets, carrots,
chard, mustard, parsnips and
radishes, according to the Agriculture Department.
Indeed, hardy plants prefer the
cool and don't do well when it gets
hot. These should not be planted
too late, especially in warmer parts
of the country.
More sensitive plants can be
started indoors or protected in cold
frames in many areas.
A month of indoor growing time
can make for grand, sturdy plants
when the frost-free moment arrives
locally.
Starting plants from seed allows
home gardeners to select from a
wider variety than if they waited
and bought transplants. Use fairly
small containers and a growing mix
containing vermiculite and peat
moss, suggests the Cooperative
Extension Service at the University
of Maryland.
Allow the surface to dry off
between waterings. And try to
avoid splashing from one container
to another, as that may spread
disease.
As to the outdoor gardener, it's
tempting to plunge right in to the
work. But slowing down and using
proper techniques can help prevent
injury and discomfort, says the
International Chiropractors
Association.

Henry Douglas Brown, 86, of Rt.
1, Dexter, died Wednesday at 8:05
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He had retired after 47 years service with Union Pacific Railroad.
He was a 50-year member of Victory Lodge No. 310 Free and
Accepted Masons at Valley, Neb.,
and of Temple Hill United Methodist Church in Calloway County.
Born Feb. 10, 1904, in Douglas
County, Neb., he was the son of
the late William Brown and Maggie Faggin Lang Brown.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Hildreth Brainard Brown, to whom he
was married June 24, 1930, at
Council Bluffs, Iowa; two daughters, Mrs. Jean Frances Bush, Valley, Neb., and Mrs. LaDonna
Hansen, Kansas City, Kan.; one
son, Duane Delmar Brown and
wife, Patsy, Rt. 1, Dexter; one sister, Mrs. Erma Anderson, Omaha,
Neb.; 15 grandchildren; 24 greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral',
Home of Murray. Entombment will
follow in mausoleum at Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 10 a.m. Friday. Masonic
rites will be Friday at 7:30 p.m. at
the funeral home.
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Study reveals acyclovir helpful in chickenpox treatment
lure and neurological disorders
such as slurred speech, disorientation and seizures.
"I want to stress all in all that
acyclovir is a very safe drug,"
Modlin said. "It's a good drug and
largely non-toxic. But when you
give it to thousands of children
there will be some who develop
unusual toxicities.
"The most important question
that has to be asked is, 'How
important is it to treat chickenpox
in otherwise healthy children with
a drug?"'
Dr. Henry Balfour, the pediatrician who headed the University of
Minnesota study, said the study
found no serious side effects and
he predicts eventual widespread
use of the drug, which is also used
to treat genital herpes.

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

MINNEAPOLIS (AP)- A new
study shows that the drug widely
used to treat genital herpes is effective in treating chickenpox in
children, but one doctor cautions
that its side effects should be
weighed heavily.
According to a report in this
month's Journal of Pediatrics, acyclovir reduced the number of itchy
blisters and shortened-by a day the
normal five-day course of chickenpox in 50 TWiR Cities children who
received the drug in pioneering
trials.
But Dr. John F. Modlin of Johns
Hopkins University School of
Medicine in Baltimore said he was
worried that rare and toxic reactions to the drug would become
widespread in chickenpox patients.
The reactions include kidney fai-

Special Agent Gumby falls into the
frustrated hands of the enemy.

Balfour said there is "room for
dialogue" about the treatment, but
he said "the burden is on the skeptics" to prove whether risks outweigh benefits.

BOSTON - Four years ago, a
new test that seemed to detect all
forms of cancer from tiny blood
samples appeared destined to revolutionize the way doctors screen
people for the disease.
Now, many specialists doubt the
method will ever live up to its
promise. For reasons they cannot
explain, the test seems to work
only in the hands of the physician
who invented it.
In 1986, Dr. Eric T. Fossel of
Boston's Beth Israel Hospital said
he had found a way to tell whether
a patient had cancer simply by examining a bit of his blood in a
nuclear magnetic resonance scanner, or NMR. It would detect
tumors too small to feel, or spot on
X-rays.
Fossel continued to work on the
Method and reported more encouraging results as he tested thousands
of blood samples. The discovery
was so important that many other
doctors hurried to try it out. Apparently without reported exception,
they failed.
Two studies published in Thursday's New England Journal of
Medicine - the journal that first
described Fossel's apparent
breakthrough - add to 114 mounting evidence ?gainst it.
"We were unable to determine
whether or not a person had cancer

.. AND WHILE WERE SETTING UP
CAMP CONRAD WILL START TO ROAST
THE MARSHMALLOWS...

BUT IT WOULD BE
SETTER IF HE JUST
ROA5TEP THEM ONE
AT A TIME

NANCY

PAVCS

5

010
L•0111
Notice
NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate Fiduciary
appointments
have been made in the
Calloway District Court.
All claims against these
estates should be filed with
the Fiduciary within six
months of date of qualification.

based on the blood test," said Dr.
Paul Okunieff of Massachusetts
General Hospital.
Carefully mirroring Fossel's
methods, Okunieff tested blood
from 79 people with cancer or precancerous diseases and 66 people
in the hospital for other reasons.
The test could not tell them apart.
Terje Engan directed a Norwegian group from the University of
Trondheim that conducted a similar
comparison of blood from 104
cancer patients and 164 healthy
people. When the people studied
were the same sex and age, the test
could not distinguish those with
cancer from those without.
In his report, Okunieff reviewed
18 studies, including his own, that
have used NMR to diagnose
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Timothy Allen Brooks,
Route #1, Murray, KY
42071. deceased. Martha
Jean Brooks, Route #1.
Murray, KY 42071, Administratrix, Appt. 03-21 90, Ricky A. Lamkin, 100
North Sixth St., Murray.
KY 42071, Attorney.
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"We don't know about rare side
effects, and that is true," Balfour
said. "But what there is to lose is
definitely less than what there is to
gain."

Studies conclude new cancer
screening test doesn't work
By DANIEL 0. HANEY
AP Scismcis Writer
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BOY SCOUT MUSEUM
SECURITY GUARDS
Murray State University
Two temporary, full-time
positions available from
May 28, 1990, through
September 7. 1990 Most
be twenty-one years of age
and a high school graduate
or equivalent One year of
experience as police officer
or related law enforcement
agency preferred Must be
free of a police record or
pending criminal court ac
Don Must have a neat per
sonal appearance and be
able to coordinate under
pressure Must possess
good public relations quail
Des and be willing to work
with children as well as
adults Responsibilities in
dude conducting regular
interior checks within the
Museum -observation of
displays, exterior doors.
alarm systems - when
building is open and when
dosed Must be wilting to
direct and or assest visitors
with directions and informa
Don The applicants vnll be
required to work a swing
shift and frequently work
extra hours Salary $638
per hour Apply at Depart
ment of Employment Ser
vices, 1210 Johnson Blvd
Murray, KY 42071 E0E/M
F-V-H

'
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Help
Wanted

250
Buskins
Opportunity

A Wonderful Family Expertonce Australian, Euro
peen. Scandinavian, Japanese High School Exchange Student Arriving in
August Become a Host
Family-American InterculLeal Student Exchange
Call 1 800 SIBLING

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a Job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if •You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma •You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We we an E 0 E This
protect is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council JTPA
CLEANING lady 1 day a Call JTPA Out Of
School
week Apply in person at 7 5 3
9 3 7 8
Jones Iron & Metal on Rail 8a
m 11 30a m
road Ave No phone calls
NEED Christen babysater
please
for two children of substi
COOK wanted Apply in
tute teacher during April
person T J s Bar B
and May 759 9420
COUNTER person Apply
in person at T J s Bar B Q NEED person for part-time
sales position Must be
hard working, energetic
DRIVERS Long Haul
dependable, neat in apKLLM Inc Cincinnati Terpearance and a quick learminal now hiring singles
ner Apply in person only
-teams and 2nds with re- Fn
, April 6 or Mon . April 9,
cent OTR exp Call
at Joe Smith Carpet Cen5 1 3 - 7 7 7 - 24 50
or ter. 641 North, Murray, Ky
800-628-7861 Mon-Fri
42071
DRIVERS-OTR-Need ex- NEW York
Times-owned
perienced van/flat drivers
newspaper seeks exper23 years of age 1 year
ienced beat reporter Mail
experience verifiable Miresumes and dips to The
leage pay. plus benefits
Daily News. P 0 Box 579.
Call 1-800:444-6648
Middlesboro, Ky 40965
EXCELLENT wages for
OTR Drivers 12 months
spare time assembly Easy
experience 23 years of age
work tfat home No experirequired Hornady Truck
ence needed
Call
Line Start 23-26 cents/
1-504-641-7778 Ext 2329
mile Excellent Benefits,
Open 24 hours, including
Con ven tionals/Cabovers
Sunday
No
Students
FULL and part-time stock 1 800 648 9664
help needed Apply at
PART-TIME counter help
Owens Food Market
and laundry attendant
20-25 hours weekly SouthGROWING local dealer- ern Style Laundry Bel-Air
ship looking for aggressive Plaza 753 5242
experienced sales person
Must have full knowledge of RECEPTIONIST
automotive retal Would be Secretarial position Pleaswilling to train the right per- ant telephone voice, word
son Send reply to PO Box processing skills a plus
310 OM Paris, TN 38242. Good benefits Send reHIRING in all towns Now sume to Personnel Manahiring the ambitious and ger PO Box 730 Murray. Ky
eager to work a fun Job We 42071
need area supervisors In- SEVERAL sales positions
vestment free $300 kit available for new and imChance to earn a trip to proved Avon products Set
Hawaii Work your own your own hours Be your
hours
Call collect own boss Make 10°4-50%
1-754-1628
Territories optional No experience necessary We
HOMEMAKERS DREAM
House of Uoyd is now hir- will train you Call 753-0171
ing for the 1990 season,' for interview
Work from your home
TELEPHONE sales for
weekly Paychecks Bonus Courier Journal, for Murray,
Trips FREE Training
Ky only $4 per hour plus
FREE $300 sample lut NO commission 15 hours per
INVESTMENT' Call collect week calling from your
or direct (502)685-2614 for home For further informamore exciting details'
tion call 1-800-866-2211
Ext 4782 Leave name and
iNDUSTRIAL electrician or number for Joe Coffman
construction electrician
Experience required Starting salary $25 000 ComPROFESSIONAL SALES
mensurate with ability
CAREER
Send resume to PO Box
OPPORTUNRY
1912 Murray Ky 42071
-Guaranteed weekly Salary
LEARN a career in the
Otis CornrniSSIon
horse industry' The KenTime Scheduied
-Full
tucky Equine Institute is
Hours
now taking applications for
.Sell the Number One 'mthe July 16, 1990, class
ace - Toyota
Approved for Veterans-Prior Automotive Sales
Scholarships available
Experence Not Necessary
Contact Kentucky Equine
-Extensive In-House TrainInstitute. 4089 Iron Works
ing Program
Pike, Lexington, KY 40511.
-Medical and Life InsurPhone (606)233-430.3 ext
ance Benefie. _
263
LONG Haul Trucking Get
into a high demand career
as an owner/operator with
northArnencan Van Lines'
Operate your own tractor If
you don't have One we
offer a lease-purchase
program that is one of the
best in the industry No
experience necessary If
you need training we will
train you You must be 21,
in good physical condition
and have a good driving
record Call northAmencan
for a complete information
package 1 800-348-2147
ask for Operator 194

Toyota of Murray is looking for highly motivated
worrier and men to Join
thet professorial sales
staff Th!s Jnoue sales
career ooporunty otters
unlimited earnings potential' If you are seriously
.r.tereSted in making more
money while enjoying a
,ewarding career in professorial sales, please apply
In person, Monday through
Friday. 1000 am to 400

NEEDED Immediately seven OTR drivers, flatbed or
van Requirements clean
record-one year's verifiable
experience Extra drop layover, tarping and mileage
pay 1 502-825-3907

TOYOTA

pm

See Chad Cocnran at
Toyota of Murray No
phone calls, please

OF MURRAY
515 S. 12th
Murray, KY

Phone
753-4961

ATLANTIC AMERICAN LIFE INST RANCE COMPANY

6
I11111M

Cortationtal C.smity

L

COMpeny

CNA
"Fee All the

WOLFF system tanning
equipment starting as low
as $19995 $599 & $995
models available Call us
for
details
1 800-633 9647

PHARMACIST Immediate
opening for full time staff
pharmacist Unit dose/IV
ADD experience preferred
Contact Pharmacy Director
at 502 926 3030 ext 148

VVOLFF tanning beds
Commercial-home units
from $199 00 Lamps
Lotions -Accessories
Monthly Payments low as
$1800 Call Today tree
color
catalog
1-800-228-6292

POSTAL SERVICE Jobs
Salary to $65K Nationwide Entry level positions
Call (1) 805 687 6000 Ext
P 10706
THE News Enterprise in
Elizabethtown seeks an
assistant editor to Supervise its reporting staff Must
have supervisory experience, and reporting or copy
editing experience, preferably with a daily newspaper Send resume and
dips to David Greer, Editor,
The News Enterprise, 408
W Dixie Elizabethtown,
KY 42701
TRUCK drivers-Poole truck
line needs experienced
drivers and graduates of
approved driver training
schools .• If you have no
experience, we can help
arrange for training Must
be 21, with a good driving
record and work history.
Company paid physical/
drug screen EOE Call
(615) 255-4082 or
1-800-553-9443, 8-5 CSR,
Dept 1-46
TRUCK Owner OperatorsTired of waiting for your
settlement check? PFTRoberson pays one-half in
advante and one-half immediately after unloading
Call 1-800-237-3534, Dept
M-1
WAREHOUSE worker fulltime Pick up application at
Jones Iron & Metal on Railroad Ave No phone calls
please
WENDY S is now hiring day
help May apply at the
store Daily, between
2pm 4pm Ask for Oscar

American Rrpublic

Union Bankers
Pioneer Life Insurance Company
What do all these companies have In
common? In Murray, they are all
represented by:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
NopkInevill• Fed. Savings Building

Instruction

If your yard is growing & in
need of mowing, call Mark
& Shawn they'll take care
of your lawn Call M&G
Complete Glass Co ,
753-0180, 753-2798
WANTED yards to mow in
town 759-9912
WILL mow
753-0098

lawns

WILL take care of elderly or
sick 7 nights a week Experience and references Call
753-4590 after 5pm

trio
Business
OPP0itudiY
BE Your Own Boss National manufacturer needs
local person to service
100% natural juice route
Best one-man business
ever No selling No overhead Must have $14.400
secured 100% by inventory $55.000 very possible
first year This could make
you independent First time
offer. for details call
9a
m
9p
m
1-800-633-1740

OPEN your own highly pro'fitable fashion shop $1999
maximum price. $13 99
one price, Jean/sportswear,
Jr/Missy, Large Lady.
Maternity. infantiPreteen or
shoe store Over 2000 First
quality narnebrands •Bugle
Boy•Levi*Health Tex •Jordache'Organicall y Grown•Reebok•Liz Claiborne
Thazzz'Peppe and More

COMMODORE 64 Model
1702 color monitor, disk
drive Over $1000 in programs and games, toy stick,
Epson printer interface
$500 OBO 759 9535
I/O 9 5 Johnson and tank
$325 GMC grill and tail
gate piece 79-80 GMC
436-2471
MOWER blades over 400
sizes in stock 30in Snapper blade $6 99. Snapper
68in belt $5 99. Snapper
drive disc $4 49 Wallin
Hardware Downtown Paris

Road on right.

McKnight &
Sons Sawmill
753-1132
753-5305

WANT
TO BUY
Large Safe

GENERAL house and office cleaning References
supplied 753-4897 or
753-6737

MASON with 3 years experience seeks employment Call 435-4161

ALMOST new Sun Mark
wheelchair, large size Call
VanDyke 753-5253

FOR SALE

CUSTOM tilling with Troybilt tiller Any size garden
$20 and up 436-5259

HOMECARE - Experienced lady would like to
care for 2 elderly ladies, in
her home Best of care,
home cooked meals 24
hour supervision References For more information. call 435-4167

Shp rear tine tiler, 14hp
lawn mower Best otter
753-5577

BECOME a paralegal, na- MARINE starting batteries
tionally accredited attor- 85amp, $39 99, Marine
ney instructed, home study, trolling batteries 105arnp
established 1976, financial $49 99 Wallin Hardware
aid, free catalog Downtown Pans, TN Open
1-800-669-2555, Southern all day Saturday's.
Career Institute, Drawer
2158, Boca Raton, Florida OFFICE Furniture - desks,
chairs, file cabinets new
33437
and used, South 4th & Elm
DRIVERS Start At The Street. call 753-7668 days
Top Join J B Hunt's acclaimed team of drivers and PROM dress, size 9, never
you'll start your career at been worn Black with pink
the top-with the best in the cascade of ruffles
business. With training 753-3302 or 753-6901
from Bowling Green State PROM dress size 8, worn
Transportation Center in once Strapless black with
Bowling Green, KY under black sequins on top and
your belt, you'll have the white lace ruffles on botchance to enjoy good pay, tom 435-4144 days,
stability and more Finan- 437-4074 nights
cial assistance is available.
We regularly hire drivers SEMI formal ivory tea
who have completed the length dress, size 5/6 with
approved course Start slip Call 753-5209
now, call 1-800-643-3331. TILLERS Shp Briggs &
EOE Subject to drug Stratton engine, chain
screen.
drive $299 99 Wallin
QUALITY truck driver train- Hardware Downtown Paris
ing Financial assistance if Open all day Saturdays
you qualify Housing avail- WATER heater round
able Amtec, Granite City, electric 30 or 40gal
II Local office Indiana $129 99 Wallin Hardware
800-678-1161, Tenn Downtown Parts Open all
800-388-1160
day Saturdays
TRUCK Drivers Interviewed by phone, all questions answered, job placement, hands-on training, 21
Mulch, slabs and
or older, no experience no
sawdust. Pickup or
cessary. financial aid
delivered.
Commercial Driver InstiLocated 641 North to
tute
Lexington
1-800-248-7364.
Stewart
Cemetery

Want
To Buy

CEDAR log home dealers
wanted' Success training
for possible 6-digit annual
income/2,500 deposit
towards own log home, Codardale Homes, P 0 Box
18606, Greensboro, NC
27419 (919) 854-1752

TRANSPORT LIFE

110

Sltuation
Wanted

anwrsmarm ,
' 36. Mae

unifect *me-men
ere N
insurance company

BUSINESS Opportunity in
Murray Small investment
Respond to PO Box
1040G Murray Ky 42071

Need mature, reliable person for full
time employment.
Must be able to work
well with the public.
Send qualifications
and references to
P.O. Box 1040-1,
Murray, Ky.

60" to 70" Tall
Will move it.

Call 492-8566
after 5 p.m.

155
Appliances
SEARS frostless uprigh
freezer, Frigidaire refriger
ator 436-2510
USED refrigerators &
stoves, gas & electric. Call
753-7668 days or
753-2394 nights.

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
3 PIECE antique bedroom
BUYING aluminum cans, suit dresser and wash
battery, scrap metal, cop- stand, both with marble
per and iunk cars KGA tops and beveled mirrors
Recycling 492-8183 days, Bed with mattress and
s:.eings 753-7190
498-8785 nights
LOOK in the attic, base- GIRLS white Broyhill cament, closets for 12" G I nopy bed, full-size mattress
Joes, Barbies Top prices and box springs like new
condition Spread, shams,
paid 436 5608
2 pair curtains included.
MOVING cleaning out $150 753-7835 after 4pm
house or sheds, used or
antique furniture glass, NEW and used furniture for
Call
tools, quilts One piece or sale, 'cheap
house full 642-6290, 753-2922 and ask for Neal
492-8594 after 6pm
MURRAY Recycling buying aluminum, copper, batteries, Junk cars & scrap
iron All new prices 40c
aluminum cans Will match
paces Across from Seven
Seas Home 753-0467
WANT Registered Siamese kitten Call 753-8922
before 3pm

150
Articles
For Salk
I4hp Wheelhorse hydrostat riding mower $700
OBO 753-0957
e119
9.

eed
SOLD '.96

1989 WOODS commercial
mower with 241 hours on it
Has Kubota diesel engine
and 61 mower deck
437-4171
3 PROM dresses 1 dusty
pink size 7/8, $60, 1 mint
green size 10, $35, 1 off
white size 11/12, $40 Call
753-1044

BOOK for sale A peace
within a self help book for
mentally ill A must for all
psychology students Writ
ten with an inside view A
clearly printed name and
$13,900 to $59,900 in- address along with a
cludes inventory, Wareing, $20 00 money order or
fixtures, Grand Opening. cashier's check to Darlene
Etc Mademoiselle; Fash- Colson 1335 Weider *207
Honolulu Hawan 96822
ions 1 -800-842-4127.

380

Business
Ssrvicss

Antiques
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
is expanding See our
coins, silver dollars, proof
sets and hobby supplies at
the Home Run Hobby
Shop, 603 S 4th St We
also have a full selection of
coins at the Treasure
House (Murray), Ox-Yoke
(Hazel), Old Tobacco
Towne (Mayfield) and Mercantile (Aurora) Blue Door
Antiques (Hazel) offers our
foreign coins and paper
money We appraise estates and actively buy
coins 753-4161
190

Farm
Equipsiont
CATTLE Auction, Saturday
April 14, 12 Noon, Hardin
County Fairgrounds in Elizabethtown. KY 40 lots of
registered polled-hereford
cattle, 15 service age bulls,
30 bred and open females
For Sale Catalog contact
Martha Ann McGehee,
Route 2, Box 655, Brandenburg, KY 40108 Phone
502-422-2711

FOR sale 245 Massey Ferguson tractor Very nice
condition Only 647 hours
With or without equipment
753-9523
JD soy bean special 8 row
drill Deutz Ails rotary rack
and tiller 8Y, ft Ford pickup
disk 435-4301
210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
WOOD for sale 436 5481

FOR Sale 100 watt Marshall amplifier head 1 year
old Channel switching
$600 or best otter Call
759-1081 after 6pm

JOYCE Noel Tax Service
has moved to 915 Coldwater Road Call 753 6069 for
appointment Hodge Noel
and Associates
270
Mobilo
Home For Sale

Pets
Stypies
EXECUTIVE 2 bedroom
duplex with garage on
Northwood No pets
759-4586
FURNISHED apartments
Efficiency, 1 or 2 bedroom
Also sleeping rooms No
pets Zimmerman Apts S
16th St 753-6609

LARGE and very nice 2BR
1h bath 2BR, washer
refrigerator, stove, new ho apartments Central H/A,
water heater, new A/C, 3'4 appliances furnished,
acres land, tobacco barn, decks on back Coleman
corn crib, smoke house, RE 753 9898
garage Almo. Ky on 464 NEW 2BR house
size
across from Church of apartment Low
utilities,
Christ 753-6210 after 4pm central gas heat/air,
apor 753-8357 and leave pliances furnished
Deposit
message
required
$375/mo
14x70 2BR, 2 baths, par- 753-8828
tially furnished, completely NICELY furnished
1, 2,
set-up including underpin- 3BR apartment 1-3BR
ning, extra nice, $9900 house, 1-4BR house both
Can be seen G-9 Coach near MSU Days 753-6111,
Estates Call 753-4954 af- after 4 30pm, 753-0606
ter 3pm

AKC Registered Poodle

METAL Buildings
30 x40'x9 erected $5,195
plus freight Other sizes
available BLITZ BUILDERS 1 800-428 4009
KY*OH, 1 800 792-3498
IN, 1-800-628-1324 TN
PRINTED caps 12 dozen
$2 each, 6 dozen $2 50
each, at Faye's 753-7743
RENT TO OWN' Storage
buildings, rent to own
Some restrictions Acres
Portable Buildings, Mayfield, KY, 502-247-7831
SWIMMING Pools' Kayak
Pools invite you to take
advantage of preseason
bargain prices NOW on all
models' Time is everything
so call NOW toll free
1-800-843-7665 (B115)
THE Satellite Store 'Wholesale to You satellite
systems, C B radios, police scanners radar detectors video accessories,
Free catalog
Call
1 800-462 7351

GATLINBURG Summit and
Gulf Shores Plantation
Mountain and Beach condos, beautiful views, indoor
pools, equipped kitchens
Free
brochure
1-800-242 4853 (205)
988-5139
MOWING, TRIMMING
AND HAULING 554-2058
or 898-6170 Quick Cut
Lawn Care
MYRTLE Beach condos
and cottages 1.2,3,4 BRS.
pools, Jacuzzi, tennis,
downtown to Shore Dave
Reservations, free brochure 1 800-345 6272
Mon -Sat 9-5 Arcadian
Management

PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state investigation experience
CUB Farmall, with belly *Accident
•Criminal Csvil
mower
Like new
•Personal or Corporate
753-8045
•Missing Parsons Your
FORD tractor with a front needs, our specialty Call
Confidential Investigations.
end loader, $3200
(502)753 26411
753-1152 or 753-3526

Ga

AKC registered female
Cocker Spaniel puppy, 9
r. oneis old Call after 5pm,
753-2322

(regard

(off Doi

PUG puppies in time for
Easter 502 527 8907

New b
vallPaP

SCOTTISH Terriers AKC
males $150, females
$200 901-648 5697 or
352-2433

boybo

beau,1

Public
Salo

Garage Sale
806 South 9th
Friday, 4/6
Saturday, 4/7
8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Children's
clothes.
adult's clothes, kerosene heater, electric
blanket,
kitchen
items, antique mantel
clocks.

Kids Kids Kids!
Yard Sale
Fri., April 6
Sat., April 7
9-5 p.m.
804 Coldwater
Rd.
at 5-Points
759-4577
Table Items
3 pieces for '1
or 50' each
Hanger Items
'1
Maternity
1/2 Price

GARAGE
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-1 p.m.

ESTATE AUCTION

EXTRA Nice- 1981 mobile
home 2BR, all electric
$6,895 00
Gall
(901)644-0012 Ask for
Larry

Located at the Authur Thweatt homeplace on
641 between Wal-Mart & Hwy. 641 Bypass,
across from the Hatier Morgan farm. Will sell
the personal property of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Auther Thweatt.

MUST Sell 1983 14x60
Mountambrook mobile
home 2BR 1 bath, all appliances, underpinning air
condition unit, and front
porch, $10,200 Call
437-4418 after 5pm

Selling couch & chair, two rockers, port. colored
T.V.. AM-FM radio, floor lamp, other lamps, lots
of trinkets, old Tappan gas stove, chest type
freezer, old refrigerator, auto. washer. 2 kitchen
tables & chairs, toaster, pressure cooker, port.
mixer, elect, knife, elect, can opener, nice set of
dishes, other dishes, pots & pans, silverware, iron
skillets, turkey platter, enamel ware, carnival
pitchcr. Roseville cookie jar, rolling pin, ice tongs,
old kitchen cabinet,old cane bottom chairs, scales,
butter mold, cow bell, wood barrel, 2 wooden
ironing boards. Alladin lamp, kerosene lamp, old
violin in case, battery radio, old cameras, old
dollar pocket watches,jewelry, old iron tea kettles,
smoothing irons, chums, crocks, jugs, oil spout
with glass jar, lantern, wash board, old spinner top.
old thimbles, needles, other sewing items, 2 old
treadle sewing machines, quilting frames, quilt
box, lots of handmade quilts(some like new)nice
old mirror, handmade library table & dresser with
bevel edge mirror (about 65-70 years old), old
wood bed, 2 iron beds, roll-away bed, 3 pc.
bedroom suite, elect, heaters, fan, child's red
wagon, rods,& reels, fishing equip., 12 ga. single
barrel shot gun. Ranger 22 single shot rifle, lawn
chairs, short step ladder, old wooden tool box,
hand saws, hammers, plane, level, brace & bit,
drawing knife, pipe wrenches, shovels, rakes,
pitch fork, post hole digger, grinder, hay hooks,
pressure spray, briar hook, corn scoop, log chain,
grease gun,saw vices,sledges & wedges,gas cans,
2 cross cut saws. cow yokes, mule shears, well
pullies, tobacco pegs, old corn sheller on box, 2
wash kettles, chicken coop, old reel push mower,
old army saddle & bridle, checklines, bridles,
buggy hames, several sets of harnes, saddle
stirrups, breast chains, old team wagon tongue, 2
rake wheels, I wagon wheel, chain saw, 5 h.p.
tiller, push mower, Snapper 8 h.p. elect, start
riding mower. 2 wheel trailer, 1 lot of concrete
blocks, old horse drawn equip. and lots of misc.

2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished Some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks 753-5209
RENT or rent to own 2BR
mobile home in Getaway
Bay Recreational Development near Aurora, Ky Recreational facilities available to renters or owners
For information call
753 2613, after 5 30pm,
753 0840

BUILDING on campus
newly decorated Available
now 753-2967

A uctioneers note: Come be with us for this sale,
there Is something for everyone.
Not responsible for accidents.
Sale

Conducted by
Apertmonts
For Rent

Johnston

2 BEDROOM duplex with
carport washer/dryer hookup S325/mo pllis deposit
No pets 753-4487

Auction Service

2BR duplex $285/mo
759-4406
2BR duplex in Northwood
S350/mo 759 4406

N' ;I.
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Hwy. 121 S New Concord Rd., turn right
onto 893 New Providence Rd. go 2 miles.
Nice baby clothes, ladies clothes jeans, antique picture frames,
comics, furniture

SATURDAY, APRIL. 7, 10:00 A.M.
' 2'/2 miles south of Benton, Ky.

1984 14'x60' BUCCANEER 2 bedroom, 1 bath
Excellent condition Includes central heating & au
unit, underpinning, and
large deck Has to be
moved Asking $8500 or
best offer 435 4160 weekdays after 6pm or anytime
on weekends

cassette
items, r

410

EASTER SPECIAL - 14x80
North River 3BR, 2 bath,
super nice $18,995 00
1-800-748-9170 ask for
JR

USE your deed for no cash
down payment '4 acre &
up Keith Baker Homes
Lake hwy. 79, Paris
1-800 748-9170

Sal
171

AKC yellow female Lab
$150 489-2292

1980 FAIRMONT - 14x50 2BR, 1 bath gas- central
heat and air equipped partially furnished, MYRTLE
1984 CHEVY dually bed
BEACH SC- 25%
$5 850 00 Call 753-7668 off summer
rates during
tool boxes, fifth wheel hoo
days or 753-2394 nights
April and May-enjoy the
kup. $500, 5hp air compressor, 80gal tank, $200, 1987 BUCCANEER 3BR, best beach best accomLincoln 225amp AC welder, 2 bath, central air, central modations, best locations,
$50 753-1419 or after gas heat Partially furn- ocean front'ocean view.
5pm, 759-1132
ished Must sell May take 1,2,3 bedroom condos
over payments if preferred 1-800-476-1760 END200amp utility pole, $250
LESS
SUMMER
753 1932
753-9854, after 4pm
VACATIONS
753-0838
1987 CAVALIER 3BR. 2
bath, built-in dishwasher,
20' flatbed trailer Excellent
icemaker, microwave, stecondition with 8ft heavy
Houses
reo Must be moved
duty
For Rent
ramps
759-9519
1-800-748-9497
3BR BRICK house for ren
AAA Value Brand new 89 1988 14x70' NORTH with stove and refrigerator
model swimming pools now RIVER Two bedroom, two 3 blocks from campus Call
being closed out at drasti- bath excellent condition 489-2741, leave message
cally reduced prices For Must see! 527-3091
4BR central gas heat/air,
example, a huge 16'x30
*1 in Tennessee *3 in the $390 per month plus depo0.0 pool with 15'x24's
sit 753-9981
swim area, sun deck, fenc- United States For sales of
ing, and filter is now only the #1 Home Sold in the NICE 2BR house with full
$988 complete 100% fi- United States, "Fleetwood" basement and garden spot
Now in Paris Keith Baker Call attef 6pm 489-2534
nancing available Ord en
Homes - Lake Hwy 'We
your's now while they last
will not be undersold' NICE 2BR house, also 2BR
Call
toll
free
trailer, 2 bath, gas heat/air
1 800 748 9170
1-800-284-7946 & ask for
8 miles north 753-3942
Tom
2BR mobile home, in Ke
niana Shores, lot borders
360
Weed Control
TVA Excellent condition
For Rent
Call 436-2289
For Ponds
Or Lissa
Armur Grass Carp
ARE you looking for a
FOR Lease (1 year) 5 69
11--14- long $7.50 ea
beautiful home that is easily
acres dark fired tobacco
Coldwater Fish Farm.
affordable and built to last, 13
acres air cured tobacco
Call 1-800-74-8 9170 loc489-2495 after 6 p.m.
(all or part) Best offer
ally call 644 0012 ask for 753-8848
before 8pm
COUNTRY brown eggs for Ed Amery
sale 94 East 2 miles from
COME see us - The
town Weekdays after 5pm
Largest Inventory in the
Pets
FLORIDA Rooms' Bring area'Keith Baker Homes
It Supplies
the outdoors in! 3-season Inc Lake Hwy Paris, Tn
AKC black and silver Ger
rooms with 1' redwood
14-16 24 28 wide homes
man Shepherd pups Tak
walls and 3' roof Alumi1 - 800 - 74 8 - 9 1 70
num, seven colors, several Fleetwood-North River- ing deposits Ready Apri
window options Installed
Franklin full sales-Service 13 901644-1201
over wood or cement Call free set up We will not be
1-800-284-1051
undersold'
GARDEN Tillers. Rear
Tine Troy-Bilt tillers at low,
direct from factory prices
For Free catalog with
prices, special savings now
in effect, and model guide,
call
Toll
Free
1-800-453-1500, Dept. 5.

puppies $125 437-4785

Hardin, KY
Auctioneers

Pat Johnston 437-4446
(:harles Starks 527-9552
, LET US SELL FOR YOU!

505 SC
75
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Real
Estate

Home*
For Sale

Garage Sale

NEW Condominiums For
Sale 3 bedrooms, 2 baths
1 380sq ft plus garage, all
appliances included plus
many other extras For
more information phone
Kopperud
Realty
753 1222

PRICE REDUCED!
Older home with 4+ bedrooms, 2 modern baths,
eat-in kitchen, formal dining, sun porch and much
more. Phone Coleman
Real Estate 753 9898

520

(reprdless of the weather)
Friday 7-2
Saturday 7-12
1707 Johnson
(off Doran Rd., behind NillS1
New bedspread, drapenes,
wallpaper, yarn, magazines,
books,luggage, clothes,cowboy boots, helmet. AWIN
cassette stereo, household
AGMS, nuscellaneous junk

PRIME 2 acre corner building lot near the lake Over
200 Scotch pines Just re
duced to $8000 Phone
Kopperud Realty
753-1222
MO

Carport
Sale
Fri. & Sat.
April 6 & 7
7 a.m.-12 p.m.
1000 S. 16th St.
Electric range with
double oven, microwave & cart, children's
wall shelves, size 12
full length suede coat,
perennials, clothes &
household misc.

Big Big
Yard Sale
8 a.m.-?
Fri. & Sat.
21/2 miles from 121 N.
on Airport Road.
Toys

Lots
For Sal.
21 ACRE hill 10 mile view of
tree tops (triangle bounded
by 3 roads) center of Marshall County Look down on
Benton's lights! Deer and
wild turkey $62,500 Joe
W Nanney, 753-9622
LARGE improved lot
Johnny Robertson Rd
753-9302
MOBILE home lots in
Scenic Acres near East
Elementary - city water,
$3,850 00 Call 753-7668
days, 753-2394 nights
UNIVERSIFY Hgts Development, N 16th St .96 lots
on 29 ac Consider like-kind
trade for lake frontage
$203000 753-4065

games Pops and mag

Colemai heater Colernanlantems
addl &kid clothes, ishing rods
kerosene heaters hydraLlic press
ring tels, cid records gults
dankets else small w)pl glass
ware, old knwes, jewelry and lots
lots more '

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8:00 a.m.
1408 Dudley
=iv

•••

2 window fans, 3 twin
bed sets, storm windows,
childrens
clothes, 5-gallon stainless steel cans & miSc

31 ACRE farm with large
amount of road frontage
Includes 7 room, 4BR
home, tobacco barn, stock
barn, plus other outbuildings Burley and dark fired
tobacco bases included.
Located only 5 miles from
Murray $77,500 Contact
Kopperud
Realty
753-1222.
50 ACRES - partially
wooded, some tillable or
pasture, good well, several
beautiful building sites on
blacktop road in New Concord - $38,500 00 Call
753-7668 days or
753-2394 nights

430
2BR brick house 1 acre of
ground, more if wanted
30x30' block shop is 2
years old Other small
buildings Cherry Corner
area $42,000 Call
759-1967 after 6pm

Real
Estate

HomeSellers
--• • Realt
505 SOUTH 12TH
753-0375
SHOW YOUR
OWN HOME AND
SAVE 50% IN
COMMISSIONS
CALLFOR FREE
LIST OF
PROPERTIES

3500sq ft 1 -story brick at
1306 Doran Rd , liv, din.,
den w/vault cell & wd,
burn. fp , 3 full baths, 3
bdrms w/dress area. exercise & Jacuzzi rm 7 closets,
Ig kit. & breakfast area
wipantry, laund rm., lg 2
car garage, 19 attractive
brick & quarry tile patio. 19
lot (1 50x225') phone
753-0335 after 6 00 P M
3BR. 2 bath. 2 car garage,
large great room, fireplace,
gas heat, landscaped Beside Oaks Country Club.
753-5691
BY Owner - 3BR, 2 bath
brick, eat-in kitchen, dining,
den, living room, large utility, central gas heat and
electric air, 7 wooded acres
with large ban 14 miles
north of airport on 783.
489 2425

W PAUL DAILEY BROKER

EXCELLENT condition 2
story Northern Colonial
BOB Haley Real Estate brick, on wooded corner lot
sales and appraisals
at 1523 Canterbury EsRoberts Realty 753-1651, tates LR, DR, 4 bed489-2266
room, 27, bath Lg foyer,
LUXURY Home - Presti- open breakfast, sunken
gious neighborhood, great den with fireplace, large
location Large, comfort- utility room and many other
able family home with in- extras Low utilities 2 car
come potential. Seven bed- garage Call 753-5677
rooms, four baths, 2 central HOUSE and 3-4 acres
H/A (gas) units Bob Perrin 2BR upstairs can be made
Real Estate 759-1881
into 2 more 753 4026

(AUCTION)
SATURDAY, APRIL 21, 1990
9 00 A

- RAIN OR SHINE

"THE MAYFIELD OPEN"
At The Fairgrounds
Hwy. 121 North

MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
With Such Tremendous Response 01 Buyers
And With Consignors Hawing To Be Turned Away
In March We Will Be Beck At The Fairgrounds

ON APRIL 21st
For Another Action Day 01 Auction Excllemeni

CONSIGN TO THIS AUCTION NOW!!
Contact James R Cash Auction Company
To Ike Included In Our Nationwide Advertising Program
And -tom The Thousands That Messy Had .1APASS It CASH
Turn Their Excess Equipment into CAW

CONSIGN NOW!? - WE HAVE THE BUYERS
ma Auction Co Will Have Reps On The Gramm,
Thursday And Friday
April tfth & 20th To Check In Your Equipment

11 You Still Haven't Found The Equipment You Need

THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY!
MARK YOUR CALENDAR NOW!!
APRIL 21st, 9:00 A.M.

JAMES R. CASH
"

ALA !IONE( lit
REAL ESTATE BROKEN
FANCY FARM PIEPITUCSY 470 to
r • •• 11;.1,211. Mb
”.•
Afircriirie

NEW 3BR, 2 bath Colonial
house with formal and informal living areas Located in
Martin Heights Comfort
arid style can be yours today! Call 753-3903 or
753 3104
NICE 38R 14 story home
remodeled with gas heat
and window A/C Priced to
sell 753-2703

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Beretta CT loaded
5314 86 mo'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax Tule & License
36 Mo Closed End Lease

Boats
& Motors

1982 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88 Royale 1965 4 door
Malibu, A/C, PEWS 327
cu
56,000 original
miles 759 1412 after 5pm

1988 BOMBER 16ft bass
boat with 8.5hp Johnson
motor and trolling motor
Classic trailer used very
little Priced right 759-1519
after 5pm weekdays

1982 Z28 Camaro low
miles, Goodyear Eagles
loaded excellent condition
$4500 753-1419 or after
5pm 753-1160

1978 DODGE Challenger
59,000 miles A/C 4 cylinder, 5 speed new engine
Call after 6pm 436 5692 or
753-4515
1978 MERCURY Grand
Marquis Local 1 owner
753-8045

1984 FORD Tempo GL 5
speed, 4 door. blue, 80,000
miles $2500 753-7636
1985 CALAIS Must sell!
753-9414
1985 PONTIAC 6000STE
Call 489-2204

SPACIOUS 2 story 4 bedroom brick located on large
lot in Canterbury Estates
LA, DR, Den w/wood
burning fireplace breakfast Lg foyer, 2% baths, 2
car garage Owner anxious
to sell Phone 753-8050
between 9 and 4 or
753 0914 after 6 pm

1979 CADILLAC Fleet- 1985 TEMPO GL, 61,000
wood Lime Black inside miles Nice car 753-6063
and out Wand new motor
and transmission Excel- 1985 VOLVO GL, low
lent condition Good money miles, excellent condition,
maker Asking $9.000 or 59900 1984 Mazda GLC
best offer Phone Frankton, excellent condition, auto,
KY
after
5 30 air $2950 753-7027
(502)227-8015.
1988 TAURUS GC, 58xxx
1980 FORD LTD 4 door miles. V-6 437-4723
VICTORIAN farm house on Good condition, $950 See
2 acres Southeast Callo- at Ruthie-s University Gulf 1989 Z-24 gray, loaded
way County Solid, ready to or call 753-9181 or with sunroof Extra sharp
437-4074, 435-4144
restore $12,000 Addi- 753 8124 after 5pm
tional acreage available
FOR Sale. 1985 Escort, 2
436-5424
door, A/C, AT, stereo,
1981 BUICK Skylark 4 $2700 Call Bob Wynn
or
door, power steering/ Candy Jensen at 753-4333
470
brakes, air, AM-FM cas- or 753-2975r,
sette, extra nice condition
Motorcycles
NICE 1979 VW Rabbit:
$1450 753-5612
1982 750 YAMAHA Virago
2-door with sunroof, 61,700
1981
MAZDA GLC very miles. $1200 Phone
Mint condition 3000 miles,
new custom windshield, good condition 436-2510
753-2234
new leather type saddlebags, new Harley style
rumbler exhaust $1600.
INS
TOYOTAS COST LESS
753-7585
IN MURRAY
Vans
1982 VIRAGO 750, low
miles, excellent condition,
1972 DODGE Van
$1100 or will consider trade
753-6379
for truck 762 4003
1974 DODGE Van $250
1983 HONDA 750 Shadow,
Call after 5pm, 753-9227
11,000 miles $600
-1977 DODGE Conversion
753-9832
Van Auto transmission,
1989 YAMAHA FZR 600
$2300 753-6625
sportbike Low mileage,
1981 FORD Van.8 passenonly $3500
Call
ger. new tires, brakes.
1-502-247-8232 after 5pm
Good condition. $3500.
753-6406
son
Used
Cars
1974 CHEVELLE Malibu 4
door, 350 automatic $400
753-9832
1977 FORD LTD, 4 door,
new tires, good condition
753-7347

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS
Financing On The Spot

YES
Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars
Price & Payment Displayed
On Each Vehicie
CARS
'88 Dodge Aries Wgn '4987
'88 Ford Festiva L
'3987
'87 Chevy Eurosport Wgn'4987
'87 Ford Taurus V6
'4987
'87 Chevy Celebrity
'3987
'87 Plyrn. Horizon
'3987
'87 Olds Cutlass Crera '4987
'87 Plyrn. Caravelle SE '4987
'86 Mustang LX
'4987
'86 Cavalier Wgn.
'3497
'615 Mercury Lynx GS Wgn '4487
'86 Pontiac Sunbird
'49137
'86 Chrysler LeBaron '4987
'85 Nissan Stanza
'4987
'84 Datsun Wgn
'2287
'82 kliC Eagle
_12987
'81 Toyota Corolla........'2987
TRUCKS
87 GMC S15
'4987
136 Dodge Ram Yr 3E '4967
'84 Dodge Van
'3987
'82 Ford Van
'3987
'81 Ford 350
'3987
'81 Ford Van
'3987
'77 Chevy Van
'2487
Have You Been Turned
Down Elsewhere"'
Credit Problems be OK
No Credit V OK
Divorce V OK
We sell dependable,
affordable cars to people
who want to establish Of
reestablish their credit
Low Weekly Piryments

Other localbons:
Mayl le Id Paducah

See Sammy Bradshaw
or Jim Irby

CARS
'89 Toyot3 Corolla
1A87
'89 Toyota Canty
11417
'89 'bide 321
1,487
18 Toyota Oka GT 10,417
'88 Toyota Corolla
1 487
'88 Toyota Corolla LE '9.487
88 Toyota Camry
10,417
'87 Mustang LX Cony 1987
187 BilW 324
19,487
17 Toyota Supra
11987
'17 Toyot WU GT 1,187
17 Cry LE
1,417
87 Toyota Tercel
4)87
'17 Pymouth Rellent 1,987
16 Oils Delta 81
1,487
'86 Pontiac Grrd Pr't '6917
16 Toyota Corolla LE - '5987
16 Bud Estate Wgn '9987
15 Toyota Cell
1,11
15 Ford Trco
1431
15 liycedies 191E
'107
'BS Olds COI
'6987
14 Toyota Camry
'5,487
'Bi CAYilif Type 10 Conv 5,487
14 Toyota Corolla OX 5987
D id; GA/7*4)1,487
'31 Ford Escort
'1,987
12 Chevy Celetrty
1,497
'32 Buid Scylen
1,487
12 Tolla Tercel.......
'91 Olds Cutlass
1,987
'91 Datstr SW
'117
'801 Chevy kete
TRUCKS
19 Plymouth Yager _211987
'89 Cheri S10
987
14 Toyota 44 Et, C.'11987
'89 Toyota PI'J
1987
'88 Dodge Carr 5917
11 Toyots 04
'10,487
18 Sululu Scum 5887
'88 Toyota Trtk
'6917
11 OK Saiari
11 Fad Paw ET '5,981
17 TolotW
A17
17 Astro Vr
'087
11 Toyota Yr
'10,917
'16 Ford Brno II
1917
'86 Toyota P1J
5,987
16 Toyota 414
7,07
151oyott Ei Cab
5,917
14 Chevy S10
5,487
Open til 6 p.m.
Reggie Young
Aubrey Hatcher
Ch,s Beardon
Marx Duns
Chad Cochran Sales MGR

1113 Sycamore
Murray
759-4999

Ziget"

1984 CHEVY Goodtimes
Presidential Van, 63,500
miles. Raised roof, double
air, TV, new tires. Asking
$10,500 753-9823 after
5pm.
500
Usod
Trucks
1974 CHEVY truck Good
work truck $475 Call
435-4116, 435-4196
1977 FORD % ton 4 wheel
drive 759-1412 after 5pm
1983 FORD XLT, fully
loaded with truck tool box
Excellent condition
753-1932
1987 FORD Bronco II Zimmer custom van package,
loaded $7900 753-1419
or after 5pm, 759-1132
1988 BRONCO II XLT: V-6,
loaded, cassette tape,
white with blue interior,
22,500 miles, excellent
condition, aluminum
wheels. 436-2242 after
5pm.
1988 DODGE Ram 50 Ex
tra sharp Chrome wheels
tinted windows, toolbox,
silver/black Must see
753-5102
1988 S-10 Tahoe pickup
Dark blue with dark blue
interior Tilt, cruise, AM/FM
cassette. A/C, rally wheels,
39,000 actual miles Extra
Sharp! 753-0509 or
759-1543
1989 S-10 Chevrolet Five
speed, tour cylinder,
20,000 miles $6400
9012473255
1989 TOYOTA
12,000
miles, 100.000 power train
warranty $4000 Coventry
package black and silver
Sharp Take over pay
rnents or pay-off of $9600
901-247-3255
FACTORY dune buggy, excellent shape 1976 % ton
Chevrolet 1977 4-wheel
drive Chevrolet, good
shape 435-4301
JEEP CJ7 V8 motor,
48,000 miles
Call
492-a561

21 ft. Yellowstone
753-9721
COMPLETE touring pack
age 21ft Starcraft self
contained travel trailer and
1975 LTD out fitted for towing All sr) excellent condition $3500 firm Will sell
trailer separate 753-8019

••

Phone
753-4961

1986 17ft. INVADER 140hp
MerCruiset VO Approximately 50 hours 753-7192

Services
Offered
LICENSED electrician
James Gallimore electrical
service Commercial and
residential Fast courteous
service 759-1835
MASON with 3 years experience seeks employment Call 435-4161

PLUMBING/24 hr
emergency service Free
estimates Reasonable
rates Same day service
All work guaranteed
753-4200

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri , 753-0530

PROFESSIONAL carpet WILL break and disk garand vinyl installation Satis- den also landscape, level
NEED your lawn mowed" faction guaranteed Free driveway, bushhog Free
estimate 436-5430
Windows and screens estimates 753 7081
washed'? Gutter cleaned'?
WILL do pliimbing and light
EXPERIENCED tree serCall us at 759 4438
37' HOUSEBOAT, fiberg
hauling 435-4169
vice 18 years experience,
las hull 350 Chevrolet I/O,
PAINTING quality work- trees trimmed
topped or WILLIAMS Lawn Service
5KW gen Fully equipped
manship Free estimates removed
Mowing and trimming, gutFree estimate
marine video Air tv, microReferences Call Craid, Also firewood 436-2562, ter cleaning, house
wave Call 436-2289
paint436 5245
ing Residential and com436-2758
PERSONALIZED Video SHEETROCK finishing, mercial Free estimates
530
753-0085
Systems Thief protection
new or repair 436-2811
Services
home inventories, recitals,
WILL mow yards in Col
Offered
legal depositions, Job train- STEWART'S Upholstery- dwater and
Kirksey areas
ing videos & birthday par- Large selection of material, 489-2355
new
springs,
ties
legs,
For
etc
all
Reayour video proA-1 TREE Service and
Stump Removal Spraying duction needs VHS format sonable rates, tree pick-up
and delivery 436-5236
and feeding Also free esti- Phone 759 1901
mates 35 years experi- QUALITY Construction
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
ence Glen Joiner owner
Alteration & remodeling
Removal Insured with full
753-0906
Porch & deck specialist line of equipment including, FREE part Chow/Shephard
436-2617 or 753-1126
60ft aerial trucks and brush puppies Also gentle, 2 year
APPLIANCE SERVICE
old female dog 436-5279
Kenmore, Westinghouse, ROCKY COLSON Home chipper To assure a safer
operation
at a lower com- PRECIOUS puppies ONLY
Whirlpool 30 years experi- Repair Roofing, siding.
petitive cost Free esti- to good homes Small
ence Used Appliances
painting, plumbing, conmates without obligation
Bobby Hopper. 436-5848
dogs, long hair, great with
crete Free estimates Call Day or nite
753-5484
children 753-0013
474-2307
AURORA Plumbing Co
New work and repairs or ROGER Hudson rock
haulremodeling Best rates
ing and servicas 753-4545
Master License #5447, or 753-6763
354-8392
ROOFING, plumbing, tree
AUTO Paint Jobs $295
removal, yard mowing,
CUSTOM KITCHEN GADINCTS
Synders Auto Body driveway sealing
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Call
753-8423
All Types Of:
753-2869 or 436-5895
BACKHOE Service - ROY ROOF repairs new
Custom Woodworking
roofs,
HILL Junior Thorn, opera- flat and shingle
tor 30 years experience
901-247-5252
or
Septic system drive-ways, 1 -800-447-2706
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
hauling, foundations etc
'Drop by & see our showroom
759-4664

9s

BUILDERS, homes, additions. decks, patios, framing, garages, barns,
fences, also backhoe work
Twin Lakes Builders
759-1039 or 753-0563
C&A Painting Interior &
Exterior Over 20 years experience Free estimates
Call 354-8985 or 437-4221
CONSTRUCTION - Additions, decks, fences, patios, concrete work. No job
to big or to small. Fast
Service Free Estimates.
Dibble Construction
753-5054

4VOrtle•
Hoffman's
Landscape
Maintenance
Division
Oftenng Profession&
•Mowing - begged or no',
bagged
Plant and plant bed mant
•Fertilizing & overseeding
•Edging

HANDYMAN
Carpentry,
plumbing, electrical masonry. roofing Large or
small ?lobs Quality work at
good prices Free estimates
753-1550,
evenings
HARRIS HOME IMPROVEMENT One phone
call could save you money
436 5210 or 753 9458
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal mowing Free es
timates 759-1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

LAND of Lakes Remodel
ing Free replacement win
dow or 2 squares of vinyl
siding with each full house
lob For all vinyl or remodel
ing needs call for an esti
mate Financing available
1-522-7535 Office hours
830-4 30pm
LATEX Wall Paint 5 gal
can, $2595 Get at Black's
Decorating Center, 701 S
itth St
LEE'S CARPET CLEAN
ING For all your carpet &
upholstery cleaning For a
free estimate cal;
753 5827 Satisfied
references
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
43 5255

Auction

Sat., April 7th, 1990 at 3 p.m.

Key Associates
Wayne Wilson-Broker
South 12th St., Murray, Ky. - 753-3263

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

Estate

753-1222

At the corner of Chestnut & North 3rd St., Murra, K.
Nice 2 bedroom - one bath - iiving room - eat-in kitchen - utility room - gas heat
on 1st floor - large room upstairs - full basement with garage & work area
Terms: 20% down day of sale, balance in 30 days with passing of deed.

BUILDING Contractor Home improvements, pole
barns, portable buildings,
decks, gazebos Customer
satisfaction guaranteed
Free estimates L E Williams 489-2663

GREENMASTER lawn
mowing landscaping, gar
den tilling sodding, yard
work Free estimates
753-2555

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St,

Real

LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753-7203

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing tree work
436-2642

COUNTRY CHARM -CITY CONVENIENCE
This delightful country style home features a large
family kitchen, greatroom, dining room,3 bedrooms Sc. 2
baths. Situated zt the edge of tossn. S92,500.

Free Estlutes A vaitabie
759-4512

DUNCAN S Landscaping &
Lawn Service - Does your
lawn need mowing? Or is
landscaping what you
need'? Call 759-9706 for
free estimate

Campers
1977 24 WINNEBAGO
440 Dodge motor, low mileage, air in roof Good
condition $8500 OBO
753-4848

OF MURRAY
Inc

1989 CHAMPION 18-4'
dual console raised deck,
175 Mercury, tandem
trailer Extended warranty
$14,000 354-8986

JOES Lawncare Residen
fiat & Commercial Mowing
and Trimming 345-2312

510

TOYOTA
515 S 12th
Murray. Ky

,3n

Used
Cars
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Dab

Miller

435-4144 -

-

Auctioneer

Lynn Grove, Ky.

"My Serrice Doesn't Cost, It Pays."
I

I

Auction
Real Estate & Personal Property
Sat., April 7th, 1990 at 10:00 a.m.
At the late Mr.Joe Sledd home on Highway 121 North near Stella,
Ky. Watch for auction signs.
Real Estate: Nice 2 bedroom - 1 bath - large living room - large eat-in kitchen
- large room with a floor-level Jacuzzi - garage & outside storage. Nice lot with
mature shade.
Terms: 20% down selling price day of auction, balance in 30 days with
passing of deed.
For more information contact:

Centruy 21
Loretta Jobs - Broker
Phone - 753-1492
U.S. Hwy. 641 North, Murray, Ky.
Auction held jointly with Dan Miller - Auctioneer
Real Estate Sells at 11:30 a.m.
Personal Property: Queen hide-a -bed couch - odd chairs - coffee & end
tables - Zenith color T.V. - plant stand - coat rack - table lamps - pole
lamp queen bed - odd maple chest & dresser -other odd chest & vanity - odd bed - iron
bed - bookcase - electric heaters - old books - nice table & ladder back chairs
side-by-side ref./freezer - microwave oven - upright freezer - some old glass
&
china - pots& pans - exercise bike - electric hosp bed - lift chair - walker - potty
chair - 12 place set Keyson china - folding chairs - inside & outside doors - hand
tools - riding mower - wrenches & tools. Other items not listed.
Lunch Available. Not responsible for accidents. Auction held rain or
shine.

AUCTIONEERS NOTE:

Watch Next Week's Paper For
Big Antique Auction.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
Licvn.ed
Bonded in Ky. & 1cnn. al 2/41

Teri.) Paschall & Darrell Beane - Auctioneers
"my service Doesn't cost, It Pa'."

r••
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LEDGER & TIMES

Local banks to sponsor 1990 Kentucky Special Olympics
Murray, Ky. — Bank of Murray
and Peoples Bank have joined the
Kentucky Bankers Association in
sponsoring the Kentucky Special
Olympics 1990 Summer Games.
This is the fourth year the KBA has
pledged to Special Olympics to be
the premier sponsor of the Summer
Games.

Nixon aide says
ex-president has
heart ailment
WASHINGTON (AP) — Former
President Richard M. Nixon has a
heart disturbance that is not lifethreatening but is reducing his stamina, an aide said Wednesday.
His doctors advised him to
.ancel his schedule for two weeks.
The former president, 77, was
not admitted to the hospital after
the problem was discovered during
an examination at the Cornell University Medical College in New
York City. He will recuperate at
his home in Saddle River, N.J.
Dr. Jeffrey Borer, a cardiologist
at the hospital, said the ailment is a
benign supraventricular heart
rhythm disturbance. He said that
electrical signals which cause the
heart to beat were being generated
abnormally.
-That's not a big problem and
not hard to deal with," Borer said.
"In these circumstances we generally control the situation with
medication because the heart is
beating faster than it ought to and
therefore is less efficient."
Nixon will be required to take
medication for at least two weeks.
His assistant, John Taylor, said
Nixon is expected to resume his
full schedule when the condition is
brought under control.
"He's been feeling run down
since a speech he made in Miami
on, March 27," Taylor said. "On
We down side is that the president
is not going to be able to go on his
daily morning walk."
Nixon will postpone an appearance on April 12 before the World
Affairs Council of Boston.
The former president recently
published his seventh book since
resigning from the White House in
1974.

ject. We offer our total support to
our special athletes here in Callwoay County."
Out athletes are part of Area 1
and will compete on April 10,

Joe Dick, President of Bank of
Murray and Harold Doran, President of People Banks commented,
"We are happy to join the industry
in sponsoring this worthwhile pro-

.
S

Sachs Corp. set
to bring strut
plant to state
TROY, Mich. (AP) — Sachs
Automotive Corp. said Wednesday
it would build a strut plant in Florence, Ky., with production to begin
in the fall of 1991.
The plant will manufacture
McPherson struts for the Taurus
and Sable car lines of Ford Motor
Co., the company said in a news
release.
Ground breaking is set for May.
The first deliveries are scheduled
for the first quarter of 1992. Once
the plant is fully operational in the
fall of 1993, it will employ more
than 180 people, the company said.
The plant will be the company's
first strut manufacturing facility in
the United States, Sachs President
Robert T. Chrysler said.
Sachs' parent company, Fichtel
& Sachs AG, is a West German
corporation.

remarked Dave Kerchner, Executive Director of Special Olympics
"We look forward to another successful year with the Kentucky
Banking Industry's support"

The KBA support continually
helps lower registration fees substantially for the athletes. "More
atIqtes are able to participate due
to-'the reduced registration fee,"

wr

C110

Prices Good
April 5
thru April 11

Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.

F-€.4:)a

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

etexel

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

Prowt. letad 7x144

4•111111

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
U.S. Choice
Boneless Eye of

Fields Kentuckian
1/2 or Whole

U.S. Choice

Round Steak
1 79

Boneless Ham
$239

Eckrich Oven
Browned

Lb.
I
Sausage Boneless
$1.99

Extra Lean Bone ess Boston

Round Roast
99

Butt Roast
49

9

Lb

Lb

oz

Owens Best Family Pack

Fields 1 Lb

Dinner Franks
or Bologna

39

Hyde Park
Great Northern

Lb

Beans

Gold Kist
Boneless 'St6nless

Ground Beef Chicken Breast
1 19
29
1 Lb Spaghetti

Maxwell House
13 oz Bag

Coffee

15 oz

399C

Kraft Italian
Style 8 oz

3-4 Lb. Pkg.

Dinner

$3

Pork Steak
Hunts

Spaghetti
Sauce

Coke, Diet Coke, Tab,
Sprite, Mello Yello
$109

Large Eggs

39'

Doz.

W/$15 Purchase Excluding
Dairy & Tobacco Products

Prairie Farms

$239

Hefty 9'

Foam Plates

$ 1139
I

50 ct

Vlasic Sweet

$ 1 59

Pickles

16 oz

I

Joy Dishwashing

Hefty Cinch 30 Gal

Trash Bags

12 pk. cans

20 ct

$q89 Liquid

Flav-O-Rich
Kraft Spiral 5 /2

gal.

$229

Dog Food

32 oz.

Cheese Dinner

Scott Single Roll

Paper Towels

Liter

25 lb $689

Applesauce

16 oz

Wesson Pure Veg.

2/99' Butter Chips
79' Tomato Juice

Shortening

16 oz

Hyde Park

2/79'
$179
31b.I

Dole Syrup Pack
46 oz

79' Pineapple

20 oz

69'

/100-ditee
P

Owens Best

Owens Best

Turkey Breast

Fried Chicken

Lb

$429

9 Pcs
$429

American

Owens Best
Virginia Baked

Lb

$239

Orange Juice

glen

Cheese
$139

99

Hyde Park

Vlasic Sweet

OZ.

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, M. Maid 2
Gravy Train Chicken

Tropicana 64 oz. Glass

1/2% Milk

V

Order Your Pit Baked
Hams, Shoulders &
Smoked Turkeys For Easter

2% Milk
gal

Lb
1 39

271/2 oz

79c
Hyde Park Grade 'A'

&

Lb.

Lb

Extra Lean

$219

Ignition causes
officials to close
portion of mine
W'HEATCROFT, Ky. (AP) —
An ignition during blasting caused
a section of Pyro Mining Co.'s
liv`heatcroft Mine to be closed
while inspectors investigated, officials said Wednesday.
The ignition occured about 7:30
p.m. Tuesday. No one was injured,
said Bill Shaw, Madisonville
supervisor for the Kentucky
Department of Mines and Minerals.
'They shot a crosscut, and when
they shot the other side it blew
through. It appeared (the explosion) ignited some dust and burned
part of a curtain down," he said.
The section, one of four at the
coal mine, remained closed while
federal inspectors finished their
investigation Wednesday, said Sam
Stafford, spokesman for the U.S.
Mine Safety and Health
Administration.
"We have to cease production to
investigate and question the miners,— he said. "It's also for
safety."
Stafford said methane gas apparently caused the explosion.
The Wheatcroft Mine is located
only a few miles from Pyro's William Station Mine, where a
methane explosion last Sept. 13
killed 10 miners.

1990. The athletes who qualify will
participate in the Kentucky Special
Olympics Summer Games in Lexington, at the University of Kentucky on June 1-3.

Ham
$41.29
Lb.

Owens Best
Corned or

Dole
Golden Ripe

Mich. Red
Delicious

Sno White

Peppered Beef
$429

Bananas

Apples

Mushrooms

31b1

•$149
• Lb Bag

99!.

Extra Large

U.S. #1 Russet

1 Lb

Green Peppers

Potatoes
$ 1 99

Carrots

Lb.
Eckrich
All Meat

L

Bologna
$039
am Lb.

3/99'

3

8 Lb

3/99'.

